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In literature and film, werewolves have gone through an incredibly varied series of 
portrayals, but, throughout all of their changes (cycling largely between being antagonists 
and protagonists), werewolves have always interacted with the essentialist concept of the 
human-animal binary. Mutable at their core, werewolves reflect the people, places, and times 
of their various manifestations; the werewolf is whatever we need it to be. The fact that 
werewolves are inherently liminal creatures means that, for the purposes of my thesis' 
discussion, werewolves can serve as a tool for addressing preconceived notions of human 
exceptionalism (i.e., anthropocentrism). I question the assumptions of boundaries and so-
called human traits with a story about embracing the uncertainty that our classifications and 
labels seek to efface. 
Simultaneously, I draw attention to female werewolves to level a concurrent 
challenge against patriarchal scripts that denigrate the association of human females with 
non-human animals. Just as many historical portrayals of werewolves reinforce the negative 
connotations of a woman-animal alignment, so too do contemporary representations of 
female werewolves become subject to portrayals that reinforce patriarchal values, rather than 
challenge them. Therefore, my focus is two-fold: to present an alternative narrative (in the 
form of a theory piece married to a novel) that draws attention to the artificial nature of both 
anthropocentrism and androcentrism. These two ways of thinking—that humans are 
inherently more important than animals and that the perspectives of male humans, in 
particular, trump all other points of view—are inextricably linked in their ideological 
othering of alternative experiences of being. The female werewolf, an embodiment of both 
inferior entities, is a well-suited symbol to decentralize dominant patriarchal narratives. 
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Presented herein is my theory piece and the first fifteen chapters of my novel, Then, 
We Were Wolves, Again. It is a story about a woman who becomes the wolf she was all along 
and a man who undergoes a transformation but does not change. As a human, the protagonist, 
Harley, drifted through life like a lone wolf, but now, as an actual werewolf, she struggles to 
reconcile her instinctual need for her pack with her growing sense of disenchantment with 
her fellow lycanthropes. Indoctrinated by their leader, Arden, they're convinced of their 
sovereignty as a superior species to humans, but this new werewolf picks away at the cracks 
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I Am ‘Bicky’ the Dog 
 Let me begin by saying that this is the first time in my entire academic career that I’ve 
ever written an essay in the first person. There is a good reason for my reluctance to insert 
myself in my work; I never felt like I had the ‘authority’ to give even the slightest hint of 
opinion. Like the good undergraduate student that I was, I believed that my lack of expertise 
(in all areas) would be obvious and lead to my work being penalized. Even as a graduate 
student, I still cringe at the thought of using the word ‘I.’  
 Well, this is different. My thesis is an exploration of a lifelong passion. To answer the 
most basic of questions—why write a creative thesis about werewolves?—I am obliged to 
ask myself why I have spent so many years obsessed with the idea of people transforming 
into wolves. Initially, this was not an easy question to answer. Why do I like cheese cake? 
Why do I hate jazz music? The answers to these questions seem to be largely a matter of 
personal taste—but there are always reasons behind taste. Perhaps my genes make me 
predisposed towards enjoying the fatty richness of cheese cake—the better for building up 
my own fat stores and survivability. Maybe I dislike jazz because my mother refused to let it 
play on the radio and made no secret of her own feelings towards that genre.  
 My fascination with werewolves has similarly personal origins—some subliminal, 
some blatant, as you’ll see. Let me take you back to the early 1990s. I spent approximately 
one year of my life pretending to be a dog. In particular, I decided that I would replace the 
dog my family had given away. ‘Vicky,’ a mixed-breed, constantly jumped up and knocked 
me over before my parents rehomed her. Once she was gone, I underwent a peculiar 
metamorphosis. When my mother tried to introduce me as her daughter, Renata, I would 
proclaim, “No, I’m Bicky the dog!” (I had not been able to form ‘V’ sounds yet.) I refused to 
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eat dinner with the humans; I preferred to take my meals under the table. I insisted that I be 
given the bones out of steaks so that, beneath the table, I could gnaw at the unwanted 
leftovers from supper. At one point, I remember sitting stark naked on a sand pile, howling at 
my cousins’ RV as it rolled out of the driveway.  
My parents were worried; they considered taking me to a psychiatrist. However, by 
the time I had started Kindergarten, I had more or less accepted my status as a human child—
but not as a little girl. I refused to sit with the other female children, spending my recesses 
and lunches roaming through my rural elementary school’s fields with the boys. I wrote 
stories (terrible stories) about werewolves that defecated where they pleased. When my best 
friend and I played together, we would imagine ‘games’ in which we were animals—
sometimes dogs being held captive by cruel pound masters. Gradually, our games grew more 
sophisticated: though we did not know what the word ‘anthropomorphism’ meant, we 
pretended to be animals that walked upright and had a culture and civilization that was being 
driven to extinction by humans. Of some particular note, I might add, is the fact that, while I 
pretended to be a Sonic-the-Hedgehog-esque character, I was almost always exclusively a 
‘boy.’ This was somehow the perfect fantasy: being an intelligent male animal. However, 
looking back now, I realize that, while human girls are seen through the lenses of certain 
societal expectations, the boys have their own constraints. They also have to wear clothing, 
attend school, and go to bed when their parents bid. Most animals are beholden to no such 
expectations, and an animal in possession of human intelligence (as we human beings define 
it) has the agency and wherewithal to enjoy such a life, one free of the societal expectations 
of humanity.    
My fascination with lycanthropy (and when I say ‘lycanthrope’ or ‘lycanthropy,’ I 
mean literally transforming werewolves) re-emerged in my teenage years; I delved into any 
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and all available werewolf literature I could obtain. When playing outside and acting out 
animal roles became strangely, self-consciously shameful, I expressed my longing, the desire 
for bestial freedom, through writing. In high school, I wrote werewolf stories—both for class 
and in my spare time. One such unfinished narrative reached novel-length proportions: over 
100,000 words of obsessive fiction. This tale, like all of my earlier stories, was written from 
the perspective of a male werewolf. Perhaps (probably) to the exasperation of my instructors, 
my creative undergraduate work was also fixated on lycanthropes—though some of these 
were now female.     
 What happened to me? No one raised me on a diet of werewolf films and 
transformation stories; I made a point of exposing myself to these subjects. Despite spending 
a year as ‘Bicky’ and generating nearly illegible elementary school werewolf stories I suspect 
that even my parents did not know the extent to which lycanthropes continued to occupy my 
thoughts; I was somewhat ashamed of my interest in werewolves.  
Until I began my thesis research, I had never spent too much time reflecting on the 
reasons for why I had wanted to be an animal—particularly, a male animal. What 
psychological need was being fulfilled in these fantasies? My creative thesis is not only a 
personal answer to that question but also a response to the dissatisfactory paradigms that 
dominate many of the narratives of female lycanthropy. My answer, like any good attempt at 
an answer, is multifaceted—maybe fragmented. I can think of no better response to a literary 
canon that is just as hopelessly contradictory.   
Why Am I Bicky the Dog? 
It is common knowledge that, for much of recorded history, women have been seen as 
inferior to men—and I think it’s safe to say this even outside of the context of western 
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culture, which I am most familiar with as a person living in western Canada. Though my 
parents made it explicitly clear that I was not expected to like traditionally feminine clothing 
or toys, television and the indoctrination of my school peers slunk through my subconscious, 
telling me that, though I was a girl and did not like these things, others would still associate 
me with all of these items that had been feminized. Who played with trucks and muscle-
bound action figures in the commercials that ran between episodes of Pokémon? Who, 
exclusively, played with dolls and Polly Pockets? Hadn’t we all heard that epithet— to be 
accused of doing something ‘like a girl’? In an article published in 2016, Sarah K. Murnen 
and colleagues recount how, when they studied popular American children’s products, they 
found that the Halloween costumes, dolls, action figures, and Valentines cards they examined 
perpetuate gender stereotypes that more often depict male characters as active and dominant, 
while female characters are mostly portrayed as passive, submissive, and sexualized (89). 
Similarly, male characters in children’s books and television programs are typically shown as 
powerful and in control, while female characters tend towards fearfulness (Leaper et al.). 
Not only are male characters portrayed as more active and interesting, they also far 
outnumber female characters in representation. In a study of advertising, the disparity in 
television commercials’ representation of male characters over female characters “was 
greatest in commercials aired during programs targeting school-aged children, as opposed to 
adolescents or adults” (Henteges et al. qtd. in Black et al. 883). Depressingly, the secondary 
nature of female representation holds true to more than one medium: “male characters 
outnumber…female characters by more than [two] to [one]” on cereal boxes (Black et al. 
887), and, in a study that examined 5,618 twentieth-century children’s books, researchers 
found that male characters feature in the titles of these books nearly twice as often as female 
characters (McCabe et al.). Furthermore, the cereal box study found that “animal characters, 
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and objects to a much lesser extent, are more likely to be male…gender disparities in non-
human characters might be even more influential in the development of children’s gender 
schemas than are similar disparities in human characters” (Black et al. 887). Well, this was 
certainly the case for me: seeing that most representations of strength, humour, and 
adventurousness were tied to male characters caused me to internalize an admiration of the 
male animal character above all other sex and species affiliations. I had no conscious 
understanding of why I spent so much of my childhood engrossed in what manifested as a 
vehement opposition to all things gendered feminine.   
Though my rebellion against gender norms was never internally articulated, never 
realized as a decision, I refused to identify with the messages of feminine weakness and 
passivity that inundated the media I consumed. My lack of connection to most female 
characters, though, is not uncommon; while boys tend not to identify with female characters, 
it has been demonstrated that girls are quite willing to identify with male characters (Hoffner 
pars. 37-38; McCabe et al. 200). Anne M. Koenig describes how “there are two prescriptive 
stereotypes that could create backlash for men (lacking agency and displaying weakness)” 
(2). Citing Rudman et al., Koenig states that there is only one prescriptive stereotype that 
could create backlash for women (displaying dominance) (2). Boys and men lose status by 
violating masculine gender norms, while girls and women gain status by rejecting feminine 
gender norms in favour of masculine ones (2, 9). It should come as no surprise that humans 
of any sex or gender may prefer to identify with traits and characters who are represented as 
interesting, powerful, and numerous. 
It is fairly obvious that the implications behind these formerly mentioned statistics are 
that stereotypically masculine traits, tied strongly to the male body, convey that the opposite 
group of bodies and their associated traits (as formulated by patriarchal culture) are implied 
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to be less interesting and less important (Black et al. 887; McCabe et al. 200). For a while, I 
enjoyed an oblivious, happy sense of freedom: freedom of movement and freedom of 
exuberant expression. To put it mildly, I was anything but shy. “Tomboyism tends to be 
associated with a ‘natural’ desire for the greater freedoms and mobilities enjoyed by boys” 
(Halberstam 6), so, of course, by adopting the air of a tomboy, I felt the sense of 
empowerment that comes with affiliating oneself with masculine traits of agency, 
independence, courage, and strength. I learned to operate heavy machinery and wrangle 
livestock—not like my younger brother but before he was also taught these skills. My 
behaviour, which felt utterly natural to me, was reinforced by the environment in which I 
lived; on an active ranch, mincing sensitivity is incompatible with the shit-caked business of 




Anthropocentrism: Only Humans, Only Males 
A certain degree of women’s inferiority to men under patriarchy can be traced to 
dominant readings of the Judeo-Christian genesis story, where the downfall of all of 
humanity can be blamed on the first woman. Eve. Bernard P. Prusak explains how, 
“[p]uzzled by the power of sexual drive and the mysteries of generation and birth, authors in 
a patriarchal society killed two birds with one stone. They explained the de facto existence of 
evil by indicting woman as its source, and thereby also had both a theological explanation 
and the justification for maintaining the cultural facts of male dominance and female 
subservience” (97). Within the acolyte’s narrative, Eve can be said to have been foolish, 
gullible, and faithless for being led astray by Satan. She can be said to have been targeted by 
the serpent because of some sort of inherent weakness or affinity for sin. From a position 
outside of religious dogma, however, Eve can be framed as the saviour of humanity, refusing 
to blindly obey the unexplained edicts given by Yahweh. She could be seen as the first 
human to possess the knowledge to judge right from wrong (subjective as that topic is). It is 
problematic, however, that the serpent (another male entity) is the one to initiate her into sin, 
thereby removing Eve’s agency in the decision to rebel against Yahweh. This is the 
interpretation that tends to dominate: Eve, the first and only woman at that point, is easily 
used by Satan to sever humankind’s initial, sinless bond with Yahweh. She is simply Satan’s 
pawn, and her inherently faulty judgement can be attributed to all of her sex. Moreover, Eve 
receives her instructions from an animal. There is an implication of women’s affinity for 
animals and animality (Creed, “Ginger Snaps: The Monstrous Feminine” 182); despite being 
made in Yahweh’s image, Eve listens to a ‘mere’ serpent. Adam names the animals (King 
James Version, Gen. 2.19-20). Eve speaks with them. 
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Like women, animals, too, have far less prestige than male characters within the 
Judeo-Christian tradition. Marian Scholtmeijer writes about how, up until around the mid-
twentieth century, “[i]n Judeo-Christian cultures…animality represented the antithesis of the 
spiritual. The animal nature in the human being was to be rigorously repressed, and it 
followed that animals themselves were lesser beings whose interests could be overridden at 
the whim of humankind” (“Animals and Spirituality” 371). Having spent approximately five 
years of my life subject to the indoctrination of a private Christian school, I have a bleary, 
selective understanding of canonical biblical values and attitudes towards women and 
animals—selective because what I ‘learned’ was presented through the subjective 
interpretations of teachers. What they made clear to me, what my fifth-grade teachers, 
especially, made clear to me though their frank, uncritical dismissal of my concerns about the 
immortality of my recently deceased horse’s soul, was that many people feel that animals do 
not matter as much as humans, and these people will follow—to the word—limited, biased 
interpretations of English editions of the Bible that have been translated and reprinted 
countless times. For example, in the King James Version of the Bible, Genesis describes how 
animals were made to be ruled over and used by humans: God proclaims, “let them [humans] 
have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and 
over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth” (Gen. 1.26). In 
the Bible’s various English translations and editions, the word ‘dominion’ is sometimes 
substituted for ‘rule,’ ‘reign’ or ‘authority,’ but these are merely synonyms for an ideological 
sense of human supremacy over animals and their interests—a popular interpretation. I was 
taught that, like the animals, Eve’s existence is also defined by her relation to man, to Adam; 
her very creation (her separation from Adam’s body) is brought about because Adam needs a 
helper (Gen. 2.20-23). Like the animals, she is named by Adam—named as offshoot of man 
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(‘woman’) (Gen. 2.23) and as a specific person who bears Adam’s offspring (Eve) (Gen. 
3.20). In Genesis, both women and animals are defined by how they can serve Adam, and 
Eve exists as both companion and concubine to him.    
Under patriarchy, the economic exploitation of both women and animals is, arguably, 
the root of theological, then, later, so-called ‘scientific’ rationale that justifies male 
supremacy. The development of more rigid gender-stereotyped traits has been tied to the 
advancement of agriculture and industry; gender-segregated behaviours such as women’s 
association with childcare and men’s role as protectors and providers have undergone 
revisions as cultures change, but the basis of these roles continue to support the framework 
for traditional ‘women’s work,’ such as domestic labour, remaining undervalued and 
underpaid (Wood and Eagly 242). When women began to enter the traditionally male-
dominated pursuit of work outside the home, they were ridiculed—dismissed as inferior 
workers while simultaneously being viewed as a threat to the established order. Faced with 
the nineteenth century threat of the New Woman who “sought opportunities for self-
development outside of marriage, medicine and science warned that such ambitions would 
lead to sickness, freakishness, sterility, and racial degeneration” (Showalter 39). The 
implication behind such fears is that women’s bodily autonomy was something to be 
controlled; besides wrestling with anxieties concerning paternity, nineteenth century 
patriarchs also recognized that, as the designated child-rearing sex, women have a significant 
role in socializing and teaching future generations. Within the framework of reproduction, 
women, figuratively and, at times, quite literally chattel, have much in common with animals: 
another artificially homogenized group. Barbara Creed describes how, “[i]n Western 
patriarchal discourses, woman is associated more with the abject face of nature because of 
her role as mother of the human species. Like many female animals, she is impregnated, 
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changes shape, gives birth, bleeds and lactates” (“Ginger Snaps: The Monstrous Feminine” 
183). Like a domesticated animal, she serves an economy that is happy to absorb her labours 
(reproductive and household) but reluctant to grant her participation or equal inclusion in the 
decisive systems of power. The woman who refuses or is unable to serve the economy is 
branded as deviant. The wild animal, an actor outside of male human control is strikingly 
similar to the woman who does not conform to prescribed gender norms. Neither cooperate 
with culture and both are perceived to be deducting from patriarchal productivity and 
reproduction.  
  The association of women with animals (and vice versa) is an interesting by-product 
of the human/animal binary. Though unrealistic, given the intersectionality of all facets of 
life, “[t]hrough dualism, those living in patriarchies tend to categorize in terms of opposites, 
beginning with male and female, and extending to a plethora of other contrived divisions, 
such as white/other races, human/animal, culture/nature, and reason/emotion” (Kemmerer 
11). Women, as the sex more closely associated with embodiment and emotion (rather than 
reason), end up on the same side of the culture/nature binary as nature and animality 
(Bourgault du Coudray, “Cycle of the Werewolf” 61; Creed, “Ginger Snaps: The Monstrous 
Feminine” 182-183). Citing the use of language, Joan Dunayer asserts that, “[s]ingled out by 
its form, Man divides all beings into two contrasting categories: members of our species and 
nonmembers. At the same time, it semantically assigns men to the first category, women to 
the second” (21). Since binaries are not inherently balanced—that is, they often do not 
present both sides of the either/or schema as equally desirable, the ‘lesser’ aspects of multiple 
binaries can become imbricated. Therefore, as Marian Scholtmeijer states, “[t]he injustices 
suffered by women—the suppression, silencing, and violence—are arguably an extension of 
the more easily identified abuse of animals. The otherness of women from an androcentric 
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perspective finds a correlate in the more radical otherness of the animal from an 
anthropocentric perspective” (“The Power of Otherness” 232). Scholtmeijer poignantly 
argues that, “[i]n terms of practice and politics, anthropocentric culture is androcentric 
culture” (232). 
 Human exceptionalism presents us with “the premise that humanity alone is not a 
spatial and temporal web of interspecies dependencies” (Haraway, When Species Meet 11). 
As evidenced by the previous paragraphs, human exceptionalism is strongly tied to human 
males and the male body, in particular; many traits that have been tied to animals are also 
bonded to women. However, as Derrida points out in his seminal work, The Animal That 
Therefore I Am, “[t]he list of ‘what is proper to man’ always forms a configuration.…For that 
very reason, it can never be limited to a single trait and it is never closed; structurally 
speaking it can attract a nonfinite number of other concepts, beginning with the concept of a 
concept” (5). In the context of this ‘configuration’ that Derrida mentions, so-called ‘human’ 
traits and behaviours are not actually exclusive to humans alone unless they are woven into a 
network—a web of traits that is vulnerable to disruption with the removal or augmentation of 
any of its parts. To maintain dominance and moralize the subjugation of other species, the 
configuration is constantly being reassessed in light of new scientific discoveries: “[t]he last 
beachheads of uniqueness have been polluted if not turned into amusement parks: language, 
tool use, social behavior, mental events—nothing really convincingly settles the separation of 
human and animal” (Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” 10). Despite the continuous rupture of 
the artificial boundaries that have been constructed between the human species and every 
other organism on the planet, human exceptionalism doggedly persists. Because the 
configuration of what makes a man a man is ‘never closed’ it can adjust accordingly when 
the ontological status of being human is threatened by new information. Phrased most 
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simply, this is the underlying attitude and motivation for the mental gymnastics necessary to 
maintain the human/animal binary: “[o]ne can be somebody only if someone else is 
something. To be animal is exactly not to be human and vice versa” (Haraway, When Species 
Meet 206). 
 However, to be animal, to be woman, are designations that are constantly in flux. 
Both broad categories of beings are viewed through simultaneous, contradictory lenses. 
Historically, women have been seen as the insatiable sex, yet even I remember being told in 
sexual education classes in high school that men were the ones with higher sex drives, the 
ones more likely to seize upon sexual contact. Contrast that message with contemporary 
media representations of women in sexualized poses and clothing, ‘asking’ to be ravished 
and you receive some confusing messages about women’s sexuality. Bestially linked to the 
animals, many of which are hairy and muscular (more on this later), women generally have 
less body hair and less prominent muscles than men, yet females’ perceived deficit of logic 
and rational thinking associates them more strongly with animality and its unruliness. 
Women are said to be demure and placid, in comparison to men, yet they are simultaneously 
rapacious and wild. Similarly, “the dominant discourse of man on the path toward 
hominization imagines the animal in the most contradictory and incompatible generic terms 
[espèces]: absolute (because natural) goodness, absolute innocence, prior to good and evil, 
the animal without fault or defect (that would be its superiority as inferiority), but also the 
animal as absolute evil, cruelty, murderous savagery” (Derrida 64). Patriarchal societies have 
used both religion and science as tools to justify the treatment of women and animals alike as 
inferiors to male humans. While some people have worked to emphasize the differences 
between women and animals to distance women’s reputation from being ‘dragged down’ by 
an association with animals (Dunayer 19-20), “[i]t is only from the anthropocentric 
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perspective that animals are defeated. The otherness of the animal remains free and clear, 
despite human assaults” (Scholtmeijer, “Power of Otherness” 234). Marian Scholtmeijer 
discusses how animals do not capitulate to the demands of culture; their otherness is never 
relinquished, and they never cease to be ‘unruly’ by human cultural standards. In essence, she 
asserts that otherness is not weakness. Therefore, I agree with Scholtmeijer that, moving 
forward, “the radical otherness of nonhuman animals provides a double source of power: 
recognition of the degree to which women are victimized by androcentric culture, and 
realization of solidarity in defiance of cultural authority” (233). Both women and animals are 
entangled in antithetical representations, and both are denigrated for the traits that they are 
perceived to have in common.  
The intertwined nature of women and animals is embodied literally in the female 
werewolf—another perplexingly paradoxical figure. As both a human woman and an animal, 
the female werewolf unifies and compounds the oppressions suffered by both groups under 
patriarchy. Barbara Creed describes how the unsettling concept of ‘woman as animal’ can 
open novel discourses within that uncanny space; new ways of being and the perceived 
boundaries of species and sex can be opened to greater attention and consideration (“Ginger 
Snaps: The Monstrous Feminine” 185). In her famous essay “A Cyborg Manifesto,” Donna 
Haraway sums up the value of intersectional criticism, saying that “[i]t is the simultaneity of 
breakdowns that cracks the matrices of domination and opens geometric possibilities” (53). It 
is for this reason that I have addressed the dual subjugation of both women and animals 
before delving into an exploration of werewolves, the specific subject of my thesis. To fully 
appreciate the subversive powers of the female werewolf, we have to examine her more 
prominent masculine predecessor. The roots of lycanthropic subjectivity are grounded in this 
thorny, antithetical terrain. 
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Evolution of the Male (Default) Werewolf 
 Unlike Mary Shelley’s Creature or Bram Stoker’s Count Dracula, the werewolf has 
no single, inspirational generating text to refer to (Bourgault du Coudray, Curse of the 
Werewolf 76; Crossen, Nature of the Beast 50). Written of “on clay tablets approximately 
seventeen hundred years before the birth of Christ” (Sconduto 7), the very first literary 
werewolf, the shepherd in the Akkadian Epic of Gilgamesh, is turned into a wolf by the 
goddess Ishtar (Sconduto 7-8; Priest, “Like Father Like Son” 19). While he remains largely 
unknown to twenty-first century audiences, the shepherd’s plight sets the tone for many 
werewolf stories that will follow—tales of men being transformed into wolves by the power 
and wiles of wicked women. 
Many of the earliest werewolves in fiction, those of Pliny, Ovid, and Petronius, are 
“[f]erocious, hairy, dripping with blood…devourer[s] of human beings…emblem[s] of the 
periodic eruption of the bestial from within the human (Bynum 94). Lycaon is one such 
werewolf, a king transformed into a ravening wolf when he attempts to serve human flesh to 
the god Jupiter (Otten 227-230).  
In the latter half of the eleventh century, werewolves are predominantly of the noble 
class, usually victims of wicked women who deceive and transform gallant heroes (Bynum 
94-95). These werewolves are oftentimes courtly knights who retain their human intelligence 
and can be seen serving kings, reserving the use of bestial strength and violence for righteous 
vengeance against the women who wronged them or those who threaten royal lieges (Bynum 
95; Sconduto 1, 200). 
During the sixteenth century, the werewolf’s representation moves away from the 
courtly model of the medieval world and returns to an image more in keeping with the 
classical world (Sconduto 127). However, now, instead of primarily confining itself within 
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the comforting distance of mythological stories and poetry, the werewolf appears amongst 
the populace. Recounted largely through actual, contemporaneous court trials, the tales of 
sixteenth-century werewolves describe bloodthirsty peasants who, through the intercession of 
the Devil, were able to assume lupine form to devour their fellow humans (2, 127, 200). 
Faced with increasing numbers of accused werewolves, sixteenth-century theologians 
struggled with medieval first-hand accounts of werewolf sightings and the claims of self-
identified werewolves. Henri Boguet, demonologist and author of Discours exécrable des 
Sorciers writes that “it would be a shameful thing for a man, to whom all the beasts of the 
earth are subject, to be clothed in the form of a beast” (83-84). The Judeo-Christian creation 
story, an oft-cited justification for animals’ inferiority to humans, inspired much dread and 
confusion in believers who cleaved to this ‘truth’ and the veracity of werewolves’ existence. 
To deny werewolves, after all, would be to deny the influence of the Devil—and God; some 
of the medieval werewolves were cursed by Catholic saints (Baring-Gould 31). Leslie A. 
Sconduto describes the dilemma faced by sixteenth-century theologians: “[a]s the image of 
God, homo interior is located in that part of man that sets him apart from beasts: his soul, his 
mind, his intelligence. How then could man, made in the likeness of God, become an animal? 
Such an idea is unthinkable for all believers. Moreover, this idea threatens the very notion of 
the hierarchy that extends from the animal kingdom to the divine” (18-19). A series of 
strange explanations were conceived to justify this paradox: some posited that the Devil 
merely tricked werewolves into believing that they were literally transformed into wolves, 
and these people were cavorting around the countryside under an illusory glamour that 
convinced both the werewolf and onlookers of a physical change (Baring-Gould 32; Frost 
10). Others believed that Satan put werewolves under a trance and went about committing the 
evil deeds himself, leaving his followers labouring under the belief that they were the ones 
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who had transformed into wolves and killed people (Baring-Gould 32; Frost 10). However, if 
God and his disciples were responsible for the metamorphosis, it was also said to be an 
illusory change in outward appearance or a literal transformation so mysterious and divine 
that it was best not to ponder or question the nature of it (Cambrensis 60-61). In the case of 
either justification, werewolves were very much so, quite literally real, as far as sixteenth-
century theologians were concerned. 
As technology and knowledge broadened, the concept of werewolves, of people either 
literally or seemingly transforming into wolves, started to be perceived as fiction. Matthew 
Beresford writes, “Throughout the seventeenth century, the werewolf shifted in public 
consciousness from feared beast to pitiful creature, given that an increasing number of cases 
were recognized as mental illness” (155). Heading into the nineteenth century, werewolf 
fiction began to take on greater prominence than it previously enjoyed, all while emphasizing 
further racial and class connotations. While in many cases the werewolf was represented as 
an outsider or foreigner—anyone but a white, middle-class male (Bourgault du Coudray, 
“Upright Citizens” 2)—the most dramatic werewolf transformations involved just such a 
subject shedding the trappings of civilization: “the werewolf’s bodily excesses could 
encompass both extremes or archetypes [civilized and bestial] within an individual body” (8). 
Therefore, unlike the poor, Devil-worshipping werewolves of the sixteenth century, the 
nineteenth-century concept of lycanthropy grew to encompass alternative representations of 
the werewolf—ones in which his normative exterior status belied a diametrically opposed 
interior (8).  I see this shift as another repetition of the cyclical nature of the werewolf’s 
representation throughout history. This iteration of the uncontrollable, ravening beast is 
married to a normative male human form. Like the courtly medieval werewolves, the human 
self is an idealized individual; unlike the medieval werewolves of the eleventh and twelfth 
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centuries, the nineteenth-century male werewolf cannot retain his humanity while 
transformed.  
The concept of helpless, uncontrollable obedience to the wolf form and all of its 
savage instincts intrigued me. I think I liked the idea of being able—being compelled—to 
relinquish an adherence to cultural norms. Denied control over its own actions, this kind of 
werewolf elides much of the guilt and responsibility that accompanies a human subject who 
willingly or consciously relinquishes their humanity. The first werewolf character I became 
obsessed with was Remus Lupin, the beleaguered, temporary Defence Against the Dark Arts 
professor J. K. Rowling introduces in Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban. I was 
attracted to his predicament, the involuntary, painful, and entirely joyless experience of 
transforming once a month. Lupin is not alone in his suffering, as he is written in the tradition 
of the reluctant werewolf—an extrapolation on Victorian themes of extreme dichotomy 
between the human form and the wolf form (for male werewolves, prominently). In her book 
The Monstrous-Feminine, Barbara Creed describes how “the phantasy of a mutilated male 
creature is central to representations of the male monster in myth, legend, fairy story, the 
horror film, and Gothic literature” (115). Twentieth-century werewolf stories, told 
predominantly through the medium of film, presented lycanthropy “as evidence of male 
weakness or failure; and the role of femininity in the stories is concomitantly more 
marginalised as it shifts from persecution to redemptive love” (McKay and Miller 6).  
Many of the stereotypical traits that contemporary audiences associate with 
werewolves (for example, transformations triggered by the full moon and the contagious 
nature of werewolf bites) are relatively recent additions to the werewolf canon, harkening 
back to the black and white films of the 1930s and 1940s. Chantal Bourgault du Coudray 
states that “The Werewolf of London [1935]…introduced the notion that lycanthropy is 
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passed on by the bite of another werewolf, an idea which had never appeared in fiction or 
folklore before 1935” (Curse of the Werewolf 77), but Hannah Priest can trace an earlier 
example of the infections bite in Rudyard Kipling’s “The Mark of the Beast” (Kipling 195; 
Priest, “Like Father Like Son” 22). Though silver has long been considered only one 
weakness of werewolves, Guy Endore’s 1933 novel The Werewolf of Paris and the 1941 film 
“The Wolf Man insist…that silver is the only substance capable of killing a werewolf” 
(Bourgault du Coudray, Curse of the Werewolf 77; The Wolf Man 36:19-37:30). While “[t]he 
inexorable cycle of monthly metamorphosis had been introduced in fiction as early as 1847 
in…Reynolds’s ‘Wagner the Wehr-Wolf,’ [sic] in which Wagner is cursed to transform on 
the last day of every month” (Bourgault du Coudray, Curse of the Werewolf 78; Reynolds 6), 
the monthly transformations were not tied directly to the full moon until Frankenstein Meets 
the Wolf Man (1943)(Bourgault du Coudray, Curse of the Werewolf  77-78). Furthermore, the 
earliest instance I can find of advanced healing capabilities and relative immortality shows up 
in Reynolds’ Wagner, the Wehr-Wolf; besides endowing Wagner with the gift of a keen 
intellect, Faust also grants him “‘a youthfulness and a vigour of form that will yield not to the 
weight of years—that will defy the pressure of time—and that no malady can impair’” 
(Reynolds 59). In The Wolf Man, Larry Talbot (Lon Chaney Jr.) is bemused by the overnight 
disappearance of the bite mark left by an attacking wolf (23:23-28, 31:14-41), and, most 
likely owing their genesis to this film’s influence, we see the regenerative powers and 
immortality of the werewolf emphasized in more recent cultural products such as, for 
example, the Twilight Saga and Underworld film series. 
I have noticed that some of the late twentieth-century and most of the twenty-first 
century werewolf texts have largely abandoned the concept of transformations being entirely 
involuntary and exclusively confined to nights of the full moon. Gene Fowler Jr.’s 1957 film 
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I Was a Teenage Werewolf “presented lycanthropy as related to the hormonally driven male 
adolescent body in a way that would be revisited by Rod Daniels in his 1985 comedy horror 
film, Teen Wolf” (Priest, “I was a Teenage She-Wolf” 129). Though it is undoubtedly a 
product of its time and, as such, reflects temporal biases, Teen Wolf’s homophobic 
undertones make me wonder if this film, like other late twentieth-century werewolf texts, is 
attempting to undermine the historically feminized aspects of being a werewolf, such as 
remaining beholden to an inevitable monthly cycle (Bourgault du Coudray, Curse of the 
Werewolf 121-2; Hutchings 166). Indeed, Scott’s (Michael J. Fox) best friend, Stiles (Jerry 
Levine), is far better equipped to accept lycanthropy over homosexuality, as he vehemently 
tells Scott in a scene that recalls a kind of ‘coming out’ of the closet for Scott; furthermore, it 
is quickly established that Scott can transformation at will (Teen Wolf 40:25-42:30). The film 
repeatedly attempts to reinforce the normative masculinity of its subject: in a not-so thinly 
veiled reference to heteronormativity, the school’s mascot is a beaver, and their slogan 
proudly proclaims that “Beavers are Best” (53:40). By the conclusion of the film, Scott 
becomes a star basketball player, proving his virility by excelling in sports. Certainly, 
viewers are familiar with how “the film werewolf body has traditionally been gendered male: 
hairy, canine, muscled” (MacDonald 69), and the AIDS crisis of the time surely had an 
influence upon the film’s attitude, but I believe that texts like Teen Wolf also exaggerate the 
masculine traits of their male characters to compensate for the feminized aspects of 
lycanthropy.  
Werewolves like Scott, protagonists of their own stories or, at a minimum, endowed 
with the ability to remember transformations and control their actions whilst transformed, 
became more common from the 1970s onwards (Crossen, Nature of the Beast 6, 21). Carys 
Crossen devotes an entire monograph to the topic of the werewolf’s journey towards 
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subjectivity, and she notes that “[t]he werewolf’s evolution on film has been much slower 
when compared with either its literary counterpart, or even the contemporary vampire” (47), 
and the cinematic werewolf remains resolutely gendered male (48-49). 
If the werewolf’s frequent reversals and alterations in representation can lead to any 
conclusion, it is that “one must be careful not to take the shape-shifter as some timeless 
archetype; perspectives on our relationship with nature and animality shift dramatically…” 
(Hughes 228). With this attitude in the forefront of my mind, I would like to narrow my 
attention to the metamorphosis of the female werewolf’s representation, in particular, and 
how she has engaged with the contradictory nature of the simultaneously masculine and 




The She-Wolf: A Potentially Powerful Paradox 
Typically, when people think of werewolves, they are in fact picturing male 
werewolves. However, despite the ancillary nature of their representation in many texts, there 
is much to be gleaned from the varied appearances of the female werewolf. In her first 
incarnation, the female werewolf “enters literature around 3,000 years later than her male 
counterpart” (Priest, “Introduction: A History of Female Werewolves” 5) in the twelfth 
century as one of two (the other being male) Ossory natives scapegoated every seven years to 
live as wolves until their ‘turn’ is over (Cambrensis 57; Sconduto7). Cursed by a saint, their 
predicament is divinely ordained, and, should they survive their seven years as wolves, they 
would be returned to human form and replaced by new sacrificial victims (Cambrensis 57). 
Since the female is dying, her partner begs a passing priest to give her Communion (58), and 
when the priest shows reluctance to offer divine rites to a beast, the male wolf proves that the 
two werewolves are still human:  
He then intreated him not to deny them the gift of God, and the aid destined for them 
by Divine Providence; and, to remove all doubt, using his claw for a hand, he tore off 
the skin of the she-wolf, from the head down to the navel, folding it back. Thus she 
immediately presented the form of an old woman. The priest, seeing this, and 
compelled by his fear more than his reason, gave the communion; the recipient 
having earnestly implored it, and devoutly partaking of it. Immediately afterwards, 
the he-wolf rolled back the skin, and fitted it to its original form. (Cambrensis 58) 
 
The passivity of this medieval female werewolf can be read as the ‘good’ woman’s analogue 
to the chivalrous, heroic behaviour displayed by the male werewolves of this time. In contrast 
to her later representations, this she-wolf does not hunt or demonstrate bestial behaviour.   
The female werewolf’s image continued to closely mirror male representations of 
lycanthropy; thus, during the sixteenth century, real court cases against evil female 
werewolves (and, more famously, witches) proliferated alongside those of their male 
counterparts in France. One of the most famous ‘real’ female werewolves was Perrenette 
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Gandillon—who, essentially, was killed for being deemed elderly and suspicious (Schulte 
41). Henri Boguet orchestrated the burnings of several women: “[a]t the end of August 1598, 
he accused two women of death-bringing animal metamorphosis” (42)—an elderly, lame 
beggar and a foreigner (from a neighbouring state).  The Burgundy werewolf trials lasted 
from 1521 to 1663: “in this period, the legal authorities in Franche-Comté charged a total of 
forty-four people of [sic] werewolfism, twenty-four of them men and twenty of them 
women” (47). Rolf Schulte is of the opinion that gender (sex) was not a decisive contribution 
to a person’s perceived guilt (47). Like the accused male werewolves, these so-called she-
wolves were from peasant stock and the lower echelons of society.  
Still perceived as an outsider and foreigner, in a strictly fictional context, the female 
werewolf does not emerge in written fiction until 1839 (Crossen, “Complex and Antagonistic 
Forces” 111), where she makes “her bow in ‘The Werewolf,’ a short story extracted from 
Frederick Marryat’s novel The Phantom Ship…[r]eprinted many times since, often under the 
alternative title of ‘The White Wolf of the Hartz Mountains’” (Frost 59). Many of the female 
werewolves of the Victorian period reflect cultural anxieties surrounding women’s 
independence; women without husbands  
had no one to keep them or to enable them to reproduce legitimate children; 
unmarried women were thus surplus to social/reproductive requirements. They posed 
a considerable if inadvertent threat to separate-sphere ideology: uncontained by 
spouses they risked spilling out into the public sector, becoming public and visible. It 
was hard for a surplus woman to be an Angel in the House. (Richardson and Willis 4) 
 
Often represented as a continental European foreigner, the Victorian female werewolf is a 
creature born of the fin de siècle and the rise of suffragette movements: she is “a particular 
threat to children and husbands…fur serve[s] as a symbol both of privilege and of regression 
to her ‘true’ bestial state” (Cininas 58). In Marryat’s 1839 werewolf tale, the werewolf 
Christina is inordinately cruel to her stepchildren (35) and literally devours them (38-39). 
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Clemence Housman’s White Fell is entranced by the child, Rol (who later disappears under 
mysterious circumstances (216-218, 225), and Gilbert Campbell’s Ravina, beckons to Paul 
Sergevitch’s children, urging them to sit on her lap (154-155), only to later attack them (162). 
At the conclusion of each respective story, all three of these she-wolves attack, kill, or feed 
while in their human forms (Campbell 162, 167; Housman 244; Marryat 40), perhaps as a 
juxtaposition between their outward feminine beauty and inward beastliness or, more 
interestingly, as a confirmation of the conflation between femininity and animality. Chantal 
Bourgault du Coudray examines how  
[d]emonic women were usually young, beautiful, foreign and dangerous, intent upon 
the deception and destruction of husbands, lovers, and other unsuspecting men. In the 
literature of female lycanthropy, such representations were recapitulated so frequently 
that it is possible to identify a cliche´ developing, in the penchant of lycanthropic 
femme fatales for vestments of white fur. (Curse of the Werewolf 47)  
 
Indeed, Ravina, White Fell, and Christina all wear white furs (Campbell 10; Housman 213-
214; Marryat 31). Perhaps, the fur and its connotations of wealth signify more than authors’ 
simple dislike or distrust of wealthy foreigners but also a warning sign of the female 
werewolf’s potential access to means and independence. In either instance, “[i]n nineteenth-
century discourse, femininity was widely associated with nature, the body and materiality, 
while masculinity was correlated with culture, the mind and transcendence. Accordingly, 
female werewolves were invariably represented as being capable of corporeal 
transformation” (Bourgault du Coudray, Curse of the Werewolf 55). It is at the conclusion of 
all three aforementioned stories that these female werewolves’ true nature is revealed when 
all of them transform into wolves upon their deaths (Campbell 27; Housman 248; Marryat 
40), providing a telling contrast between the stereotypical male werewolf,  whose death 
returns him to his human form. These death transformations and the ease and affinity with 
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which female werewolves take to lycanthropy reinforce the narrative of an intrinsic animal 
nature that all women are subject to. 
While Victorian she-wolves revel in their condition and are essentially ‘lost’ to their 
lycanthropy, male werewolves are more likely to experience psychological torment and, as a 
result of this suffering, redemption (Bourgault du Coudray, Curse of the Werewolf 55-56). 
After all, male werewolves have further to fall before they reach the inherent brutality of 
female werewolves. All three of the Victorian werewolf stories I have highlighted end in the 
deaths of their titular werewolves, and, since “the figure of the female werewolf articulates 
anxieties around female independence and female sexuality…[d]emonising and killing off 
the monster is potentially a means of managing and containing the threat thereby posed to a 
patriarchal normality” (Hutchings 167). Hannah Priest identifies a simple yet powerful 
distinction between representations of male and female werewolves:  
While male werewolves (like wolves) are often figured as an external threat to male 
property, female werewolves (like women) are more likely to be imagined as trapped 
within this economic and societal structuring. The attack of the werewolf, in both 
cases, is an attack to the heart of masculine-defined and patriarchal society—but 
while the male werewolf attempts to disrupt from without, the female werewolf is 
often trying to break out. (“Introduction: A History of Female Werewolves” 11)  
 
The female werewolf’s rebellion against the confines of domesticity is a prominent theme 
and one which I think points towards deeper critical significance than can be found in most 
stories concerning male lycanthropes.  
 Significantly, the first female werewolf to appear on film (who is the first filmic 
werewolf in general, as well) (Cininas 58), fights another form of patriarchal restraint—that 
of colonialism. Canadian Henry Beaugrand’s 1898 short story The Werwolves was “adapted 
for the cinema in 1913 by Henry MacRae for the Bison Film Company and released by 
Universal Studios as The Werewolf. All copies of the eighteen-minute film were probably 
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destroyed in a fire in 1924” (Beresford 205). By pitting herself against the injustices 
perpetrated by white settlers (portrayed as misunderstandings by the dominant discourse), the 
Indigenous female werewolf of the film fights from within another ‘civilizing’ construct that 
seeks to mould its subjects into abiding citizens: colonialism. Barbara Creed observes how 
[t]he animalistic nature of…female monsters may have been designed to make them less than 
human, but at the same time it gave them the freedom to destroy their enemies” (“Ginger 
Snaps: The Monstrous Feminine” 180). She coins the term ‘femme animale’ to describe the 
dangerous, bestial women of myth and film and asserts that while “the femme animale 
reinforces the phallocentric investment in the division of nature and culture, woman and 
animal…at the same time [it] draw[s] attention to her subversive powers” (180-181). Well 
into the twentieth century, the she-wolf is represented as sexually insatiable and more likely 
to succumb to lycanthropic urges than her male counterpart (Bourgault du Coudray, Curse of 
the Werewolf 112-113); however, despite the she-wolf’s negative portrayal, the fact that she 
is represented at all engenders hope. Writing about more contemporary texts, Elizabeth Clark 
observes how fan responses to conservative film endings (in which the female werewolf is 
vanquished) often elide the intended messages of female/animal repression and discipline, 
with viewers overlooking these endings in favour of focussing on the display of female 
werewolves’ power (126, 149). 
 Overtly positive werewolf stories began to flourish in the twenty-first century. The 
werewolf has always existed somewhere uncomfortably between the masculine/feminine 
binary, but late twentieth-century and twenty-first century texts started to re-examine the 
supposed negativity of feminine traits, in particular (Bourgault du Coudray, Curse of the 
Werewolf 118, 128-129). Scholars concerned with the study of werewolves have long 
identified how “two key elements of the werewolf lore—the lunar cycle and the aspect of 
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sudden transformation—also align the werewolf with representations of femininity and of the 
adolescent. In this context, then, the werewolf figure retains a surprising potential to figure 
‘othered’ female or adolescent experience, and to displace if not dismantle adult male 
privilege” (McKay and Miller 10). Obviously, the lunar cycle can be easily likened to the 
menstrual cycle, and some tales of lycanthropy show “the lives of female werewolves to be 
deeply influenced by their awareness of their own bodily cycles. In such narratives, 
lycanthropy is presented as a cause for celebration or at least as the source of a richer 
experience of embodiment” (Bourgault du Coudray, Curse of the Werewolf 123). Citing 
several other authors, Chantal Bourgault du Coudray addresses how many female writers and 
writers of fantasy emphasize the positive associations of cyclic imagery, bolstering the 
aspects of renewal and self-fulfillment over linear thinking and goals (“Cycle of the 
Werewolf” 63). With their newly acquired subjectivity, the ethics of life as a lycanthrope can 
be examined from the werewolf’s perspective. The thinking werewolf can still deal its fair 
share of death, and these “narratives emphasize the feeling of power that accompanies 
transformation into the form of a wolf, [but] they are also concerned [with] develop[ing] a 
sense of responsibility and respect for community in their werewolf protagonists” (Curse of 
the Werewolf 146). This attention to community and, specifically, life in werewolf packs 
demonstrates how the “modern werewolf’s subjectivity is inextricably connected to their 
overcoming their traditional isolation and alienation” (Crossen, Nature of the Beast 25). 
Traditionally feminine traits, such as communication and socialization are increasingly 
emphasized as vital to the female werewolf’s existence as a subject (Priest, “Introduction: A 
History of Female Werewolves” 11).  
 Unfortunately, not all modern female werewolves have been presented in such a 
liberal light. Some of the more recent she-wolves to appear in fiction harken back to the 
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kneejerk, reactionary nature of earlier representations that involved punishment of the female 
werewolf for her transgressions against gendered behaviour. Coming years after Bourgault 
du Coudray’s assessments of modern female werewolves, Rosalind Sibielski states that “the 
popular resurgence of werewolf narratives from 2000 onward can be read within the context 
of [a] larger ideological retrenchment, with the figure of the werewolf functioning as another 
discursive site at which hegemonic constructions of sexual difference can be reasserted” 
(117). She ends her paragraph with the assertion that, “[i]n twenty-first-century werewolf 
texts…tales of monstrosity are…deployed to shore up cultural meta-narratives of biological 
essentialism by insisting that sexual difference is so deeply ingrained that even monstrosity is 
governed by it” (117). Rather than showing an embodiment of the fear of sexual difference or 
gender deviance, many female werewolves confirm these differences in a way that is 
comforting to patriarchal bias. These unfortunate portrayals predominate in film and 
television, rather than literature. Clark’s work supports this assertion with her own 
observations of how filmic female werewolves’ transformation are usually limited “to minor 
physical transformations (eyes, teeth, and fingernails) that lessen the 
ambisexed/ambigendered visual impact of the monstrous body” (2). Early in her thesis, Clark 
creates the term ‘masculine-female-grotesque’ to describe the female werewolf’s 
transforming body and how it becomes aberrant by displaying traditionally masculine traits 
(3). Because the image of the masculine-female-grotesque body is so unacceptable, many 
filmic female werewolves are not shown transforming to the same extent as their male 
counterparts. The numerous ‘werewolf’ sex scenes (featuring naked human bodies) and the 




reinforce dominant feminine beauty ideals (slender, nonmuscular bodies), as well as 
the idea that the ‘natural’ human female body is smooth and hairless. Not only do 
these images of ‘acceptable’  naked women work to regulate audience beauty 
standards and distance the  ‘true’  female body from the monstrous body, they also 
serve to further delineate the false binary of  ‘masculine’  and ‘feminine’ by shoring 
up ideas of the naturally hairless female body. (71)  
 
Frequently, narratives of lycanthropic transformation feature such normative alterations to 
the werewolf’s human form: the female werewolf’s human body will become more 
conventionally attractive, and with the transformation from human to wolf minimalized or 
not represented at all, female “lycanthropy otherwise manifests in terms of the embodiment 
of gender norms, [with] the physical changes to the protagonists’ human bodies that result 
from the werewolf curse actually serv[ing] to normalize those bodies rather than to 
pathologize them” (Sibielski 127). Male werewolves have stereotypically been violent, while 
female werewolves are wanton nymphomaniacs (Bourgault du Coudray, Curse of the 
Werewolf 114). Sibielski points to Bourgault du Coudray’s observation, stating that “[t]he 
sexual aggression manifested by these [female] characters provides a gendered corollary to 
the violent aggression manifested by male characters by similarly appealing to cultural 
discourses that code sensuality as a quintessentially feminine attribute and toughness as a 
quintessentially masculine attribute” (Sibielski 121). Symbolically, these texts feed into the 
tendency to essentialize sexual difference (16). Rather than disrupt and unsettle cultural 
norms, some of the most recent she-wolves to appear on our screens have been utilized to 
reinforce damaging patriarchal constructs.   
In true werewolf-fashion, contemporary portrayals of female werewolves continue to 
struggle with the multiplicitous historical representations of lycanthropy. As in all of its 
iterations, the werewolf remains a readily-available cultural barometer—a metaphorical 
vehicle to describe, reinforce, or dismantle societal anxieties: “it seems that werewolves, as a 
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cultural product, have been and always will be a reflection of their time” (Sconduto 200). 
However, because of its fluid nature as signifier, the werewolf will not be forced to assume 
any single shape for longer than the endurance of the values and mores of the time in which it 
finds itself.   
The Current Paradigm’s Parameters 
 Given the recent proliferation of media platforms through which the common citizen 
can voice and disseminate opinions, I do not find the various, directly contradictory 
representations of werewolves in the twenty-first century surprising. In fact, my thesis is a 
direct response to the werewolf cannon; varied and diverse as it may be, it is still largely 
dominated by negative readings of femininity and feminine traits, and, conversely, 
masculinized mastery of the powerful nature of the beast. Female werewolves can challenge 
the maligned reputation of the animal nature that our species insists is beneath us, and it is 
with this hope in mind that I will outline the four major problems, as I see them, with many 
contemporary, twenty-first century representations of she-wolves.  
Rarity of Representation 
 If I may, let me take you back to an earlier section of this piece, “Why Am I Bicky 
the Dog.” Katherine A. Black et al. established that male characters far outnumbered female 
characters on cereal boxes, and representations of non-human characters could be more 
important than human characters in influencing children’s understanding of gender (887). 
Similarly, while studying children’s literature, Janice McCabe et al. found that “[a]lthough 
female animal characters do exist, books with male animals, such as Barkley…and The Poky 
Little Puppy…, were more than two-and-a-half times more common across the [twentieth] 
century than those with female animals” (McCabe et al. 211). Such a lack of representation, 
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as I stated before, informs viewers of the ancillary status of females and their lesser 
importance compared to male characters—what McCabe et al. call “the symbolic 
annihilation of women and girls, and particularly female animals, in twentieth-century 
children's literature” (218). The staggering deficit of female animal characters was a clear 
influence upon my decision to pretend to be a male animal during most of my childhood 
games, but, additionally, a lack of female werewolves may have been what motivated me to 
write werewolf stories from an exclusively male perspective—both in the first and third 
person.  
 At the time of its publication (2006), Chantal Bourgault du Coudray states in her 
monograph, The Curse of the Werewolf: Fantasy, Horror, and Beast Within, that “[a]round 
two-thirds of films featuring werewolves have relied upon the narrative structure established 
in the 1930s and early 1940s, in which a respectable, white, heterosexual man is accidentally 
afflicted with lycanthropy, suffering trauma and anxiety as a result” (80). It has been less 
than twenty years since Bougault du Coudray’s observation, and I believe that her words still 
ring true. She describes the casual use of reluctant werewolf characters as being “a shorthand 
iconography of lycanthropy, presenting viewers with a default version of the werewolf that is 
invariably male” (80). This lack of representation is interesting, given the many Victorian 
tales of female lycanthropy: “in the mid-nineteenth century at least, there was no general 
consensus amongst the populace as to werewolf gender one way or the other (in contrast to 
the current popular perception of werewolves as predominantly male), and the threat of moral 
and physical corruption applied to the human species as a whole” (Cininas 41). Surely, much 
of the underrepresentation is due to anxieties surrounding the female body, rendered 
unacceptable and offensive by its adoption of masculine traits—Elizabeth Clark’s masculine-
female-grotesque (3). However, even without being subject to the visual boundaries of film 
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and television, “literary werewolves have, overwhelmingly, been more usually male than 
female, [despite how] stories of lycanthropy have long contained a significant and recurrent 
image of the feminine, through which the true horror of the werewolf transformation is 
constructed” (Priest, “Like Father Like Son” 20).  
I will discuss the implications of such dichotomous representation and how it relates 
to female werewolves, specifically, in the next subsection; for now, let us consider some of 
the in-text reasoning that occurs in werewolf stories to explain a lack of female 
representation. Some narratives actively engage with the question of representation; however, 
they usually fail to provide adequate or satisfactory explanations for the relative scarcity of 
their female werewolves. Kelly Armstrong’s first Women of the Otherworld novel was 
published in 2001; Bitten and subsequent novels focussed on Armstrong’s werewolves, 
chronicling the adventures of Elena, who tells us that she is “‘[t]he only female werewolf in 
existence. The werewolf gene is passed only through the male line, father to son, so the only 
way for a woman to become a werewolf is to be bitten and survive, which…is rare’” 
(Armstrong, Bitten 28). Women, apparently, rarely survive being infected with lycanthropy, 
and female werewolves are never born; only sons sired by male werewolves (on human 
women) will grow up to become lycanthropes. Only two years after Bitten, we see the 
publication of the first book of Stephen Cole’s Wereling Trilogy. This young adult novel, 
Wounded, makes it clear that a hereditary female werewolf will not be able to have her first 
transformation until after she has had sexual intercourse with a male werewolf (Cole 61,77); 
though, apparently, the same is not true of male hereditary werewolves: they will become 
fully-fledged lycanthropes without needing intercourse with female werewolves. Stephenie 
Meyer’s Breaking Dawn introduced readers to the first female werewolf in the Twilight 
Saga’s universe; Leah Clearwater is the only female werewolf to appear in the entire series; 
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her existence is considered freakish (Meyer 318), and she finds herself alone in a pack full of 
male lycanthropes who have, like herself, spontaneously become werewolves in response to 
living in such close proximity to vampires. In the same year, 2008, Toby Barlow tells us in 
Sharp Teeth that “[a]ny real pack has only one woman” (214), so female werewolves (called 
dogs in this story) are limited in number to one per pack, with each female performing as a 
lynchpin that holds her pack together with sexual rewards (161). In 2012, Anne Rice gave us 
The Wolf Gift, a novel in which no female werewolves exist amongst a wide cast of male 
lycanthropes. The first of Glen Duncan’s werewolf novels is published during the same year, 
and, though later books show more than one female werewolf, the titular character of The 
Last Werewolf is male. He describes how “[i]nfection rates for females have always been 
low, WOCOP [an organization that exterminates supernaturals] estimates one to every 
thousand males” (Duncan 31). Duncan is one of few authors to boldly address his reliance on 
the stereotypical underrepresentation of female werewolves: 
For the longest time the romantic explanation for low rates of female infection 
endured: Possession of a womb, it was supposed, conferred a gentleness which 
simply could not bear the viciousness of a lycanthropic heart. Female werewolves, 
masculine idiocy maintained, must be killing themselves in crazy numbers…It’s quite 
extraordinary, given the wealth of historical evidence to the contrary, how long this 
fallacy of the gentler sex lasted, but the twentieth century…pretty much did away 
with it. Now we know: If women don’t catch the werewolf bug, it’s certainly not 
because they’re sugar and spice and all things nice. (31) 
 
Given all of the previous examples, we see several common justifications for the 
underrepresentation of female werewolves in literature: the biological inferiority of women 
(inability to survive infection) as shown in Armstrong’s work is portrayed as a ‘natural’ 
deficit in female werewolves, and, from an anthropocentric viewpoint dismissing the 
importance of the werewolf, an implied biological superiority through greater resistance to 
the werewolf infection is Duncan’s reason for the existence of less female werewolves in his 
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world. As exemplified by Armstrong’s, Cole’s, and Meyer’s werewolves, the hereditary 
nature of lycanthropy makes exceptions and strange deviations in the case of the female 
offspring of werewolves. The various biological explanations for the scarcity of female 
werewolves perpetuate what I believe to be dangerous, essentialist tendencies to exclude 
large groups of individuals based on perceived similarities in their members. At best, these 
representations convey a lazy reliance on the ‘classic’ twentieth-century preoccupation with 
the male werewolf; at worst, the texts reify differences between the sexes and perpetuate 
misogyny through the symbolic violence of the annihilation of female characters. Narratives, 
like Barlow’s, portray werewolf packs that cannot function with more than one female, and 
stories like Rice’s underrepresent female werewolves with little to no acknowledgement of 
their exclusion. Even in stories such as these, without biological difference as the foremost 
reason for the existence of less female werewolves than males, there remains an implication 
of male choice—the decision, perhaps, of male werewolves to exclude female werewolves 
from their pack structures. 
 Elizabeth Clark’s thesis, “Hairy Thuggish Women:” Female Werewolves, Gender, 
and the Hoped-For Monster, takes its name from a comment made by Kate Beckinsale, the 
actress who portrays Selene, the protagonist vampire character in all of the Underworld films 
to date. In a 2006 interview with MTV, when there were still only two movies in the series, 
Beckinsale was asked why there are no female werewolves in the Underworld films. She 
responded by saying that “that could be really horrifying. Hairy, thuggish women” 
(Beckinsale). The director, Len Wiseman, added, “And you don't actually want to see little 
furry children. I've seen furry women” (Beckinsale). Clark uses this interaction as evidence 
of the unacceptable, grotesque nature of representations of the masculinized female body 
(Clark 56). Ten years after this interview, Kate Beckinsale, now divorced from director Len 
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Wiseman, was asked if the upcoming Underworld film, Underworld: Blood Wars (2016), 
would introduce any female lycans. Beckinsale’s response is quite different from before: in a 
livestream video on Facebook, she says, “Well, here’s the thing: the advantage of having a 
female director is that she was quite concerned about the whole fact that the female lycans 
always seemed to be at home making dinner and not actually on screen. So yes, there are 
female lycans” (Underworld 7:05-33). She humorously describes how filming was “a very 
equal opportunity naked situation in Prague” (7:30), since the werewolves (lycans) return to 
human form when killed. I think about Beckinsale’s change of heart and wonder how much 
of it had to do with no longer being directly affiliated with Len Wiseman and his obvious 
distaste for ‘furry’ women.  
Perhaps the combination of progressing awareness around the representation of 
minorities and a growing number of female creators has something to do with an increase in 
the number of she-wolves to appear in film and literature. The sixth Underworld film finally 
presents viewers with female werewolves, so there is hope for she-wolves’ representation. 
However, she-wolves still remain far outnumbered by male werewolves. I believe that it is 
largely through the work of women themselves that we will see more representations of 
female lycanthropes. If we want to be represented, by proxy, through the werewolf, then let 
us make her perspective known. Let us approach her subjectivity with the knowledge that is 
our own. With this hopeful motivation, I wrote the creative bulk of my thesis. 
Inherent Spiritual Dichotomy 
 The female werewolf is a far rarer creature than her male counterpart: as we have 
seen, this underrepresentation is problematic. The next issue, as I see it, is that, when she 
does appear in contemporary fiction, the she-wolf is ever so often subject to a dichotomized 
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existence. No doubt, many male werewolves are also trapped by the classic ‘beast within’ 
model of lycanthropy, but I find the polar nature of this division particularly disturbing when 
applied to female werewolves; as Elizabeth Clark observes, “[t]his nonintegration of the two 
halves of the werewolf, human and animal, is another way that the potential transgressive 
nature of the female werewolf is contained” (69). Using examples from the television series 
Buffy the Vampire Slayer (1997-2003), Angel (1999-2004), and Charmed (1998-2006) and 
the films Cursed (2005) and An American Werewolf in Paris (1997), Clark demonstrates 
how, again and again, female werewolves who fail to integrate/accept their wolfish aspects 
are allowed to live or be cured of lycanthropy, while the ‘bad girls’ who revel in their power 
and feel little to no internal division almost invariably end up dead (67-78, 123). The ‘good 
girls’ are afraid and ashamed of themselves when they inadvertently display any aggression 
or signs of heightened strength; they cleave to feminine traits and gender-normativity, 
constantly reining themselves in and repressing urges and powers that they see as entirely 
divorced from their original, human selves. I’m reminded of tomboyism and Judith 
Halberstam’s statement that, “for girls, adolescence is a lesson in restraint, punishment, and 
repression” (6); apparently, many female lycanthropes are taught similar lessons. We should 
not be surprised that this dichotomized existence continues to pervade werewolf stories: 
“[t]he werewolf has for decades existed as a metaphor for an identity at war with itself, made 
possible by its divided self” (Crossen, Nature of the Beast 21).  
Within my own reading, several examples of this divided self became glaringly 
obvious: Patricia Briggs’ Alpha and Omega series follows the lives of werewolves who 
literally have two souls inside of them—one human and one wolf (Cry Wolf 131). D. T. 
Neal’s werewolves are similarly divided, with their wolf halves able to entirely subsume their 
human sides. The eponymous protagonist of the first book in the series, Saamaanthaa, 
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returns home from one of her first transformations feeling used “worse than a thousand bad 
dates, worse than the first time [she had] fucked, when [she] was fifteen, and Bobby Lambert 
was clumsily snapping [her] panties with his thick fingers” (140). As she comes to realize 
that she has “taken refuge in a false dichotomy, one of logic’s simplest fallacies, created this 
Other Sääm, as if she was other than [herself]” (186), Sam becomes like the ‘bad girl’ 
werewolves of Clark’s thesis—reconciled with her other half and the violence that she 
perpetrates, and, ultimately, she too ends up dead. Even after her realization, Sam still hears 
Sääm speaking to her in her mind, so the literal divide in souls remains throughout the novel 
and is experienced by most of the other werewolves.  
Matthew Lerberg identifies the intermediate state, the werewolf mid-transformation, 
as the most significant critical aspect of lycanthropy:   
One of the dangerous but potentially liberating aspects of werewolves is that they 
create a crisis about the idea of the human from the inside out because wild animality 
resides inside rather than outside humans. Multiplicity and the permeability of 
boundaries erode binary thought from between the poles through the transformation 
itself. One of the dominant tropes in werewolf stories is the violence of shaking the 
human husk, the breaching of the human body by the creature contained within. 
However, this moment—when the character is neither strictly human nor animal—
locates the site of productive discussion about humans and nonhumans via the 
intermission, the middle, the moment that precludes a fixed position. (Lerberg 263) 
 
This state of becoming, however, does not necessarily have to be physical. I am interested in 
the werewolves who have achieved subjectivity. As previously mentioned, Carys Crossen 
devoted an entire book to this type of werewolf; she describes how “[s]ubjectivity…is about 
possessing conscious experiences, thoughts and feelings….If some of these experiences or 
thoughts are wolfish, then the subject cannot truly be termed human” (Nature of the Beast 5). 
In her monograph, The Nature of the Beast, Crossen writes about the werewolves who have 
become integrated— that is, they do not see themselves as humans with wolves inside of 
them. Whether in human or wolf form, “the division between these different modes of being 
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is never an absolute one when dealing with the subjective werewolf. The werewolf’s being 
infuses and influences its thoughts and actions regardless of what form it currently takes” 
(Nature of the Beast 43), and while the werewolf in human form may have “wolfish aspects 
to their personality or a wolfish spirit, these are an essential component of their identity 
rather than some beastly alter ego that subsumes them at inopportune times” (Nature of the 
Beast 4). Though the existence of this kind of werewolf is hopeful and fascinating, in the last 
chapter of her book, Crossen highlights a troubling trend in YA (young adult) literature. 
Initially, the knowledge that “in werewolf YA fiction, lycanthropic heroines are the standard 
rather than the exception” (Nature of the Beast 216) seems hopeful. Crossen says that authors 
like “Cremer, Reisz, Stiefvater, Curtis Klause and more all depict wolfish heroines who are 
skilled and confident fighters, in keeping with their lycanthropic natures” (Nature of the 
Beast 216). Additionally, “[e]xamples of the beast within are exceptionally rare in YA 
fiction: the adolescent lycanthrope retains their conscious mind regardless of the form they 
assume” (Nature of the Beast 179). However, she identifies how the endings of most of the 
YA werewolf stories she studied involve the young lycanthrope having to make an ultimate, 
permanent decision between one aspect of their nature: human or wolf (Nature of the Beast 
214). It is incredibly sad that “[b]ecoming an adult means change ceases and the self 
becomes a fixed, immutable being, according to much YA lycanthropic fiction” (Nature of 
the Beast 209). Adulthood should never be seen as a final, rigid state from which one never 
changes. In fact, I believe that the term ‘life cycle’ is telling when we describe aging; do 
many of us not return to a childlike state in senescence? The seemingly linear process of 
growing old is circular, cyclical—recalling the most prominent archetype of lycanthropic life. 
 Just as aging is often an unpleasant—albeit natural—process, so too, I think, should 
lycanthropic transformations be messy. Some scholars have read the explicit, agonizing 
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transformation from human to wolf as a way of emphasizing male lycanthropes’ masculinity; 
their ability to endure the bone-breaking, flesh-rending transformation is seen as evidence of 
mental and physical fortitude (Sibielski 124). In fact, Peter Hutchings mentions how several 
films that show she-wolves transforming  
[i]nvolve…a certain way of showing the woman caught up in a process of becoming 
that, perhaps paradoxically given that it entails leaving behind an identity, registers in 
terms of elegance, poise and self-control, and lacks the focus on pain evident in the 
now classic special effects-led human-to-beast transformations that feature in An 
American Werewolf in London (1981, dir. John Landis) and The Howling, in both of 
which the bodies being agonisingly and messily transformed are male. (172) 
 
Examples of painless transformation occur when Andrea Cremer’s werewolves (in the 
Nightshade series) transform instantaneously (Cremer 5), as do the werewolves in the film 
adaptation of Blood and Chocolate (2007) and the Twilight Saga. I have always found these 
types of transformation too easy. They recall the fallacy of ‘natural’ feminine beauty, a lie 
that glosses over the hours of plucking, shaving, painting, and preening that women endure to 
attain a conventionally feminine appearance in western cultures—especially on screen. When 
painless or instantaneous transformation is seen in female lycanthropes, in particular, 
representations of naked, grotesque, ambisexed bodies are avoided. Such transformations 
could be read as signs of integration—that the werewolf is at one with both aspects of its 
being. However, I feel like change—becoming—is not an easy process, and suffering is a 
reminder of this truth, especially when it is applied to the subjective female werewolf who is 
not already wracked with moral anguish. Therefore, at a minimum, even if the female 
werewolf’s transformation is physically painless, it should not involve the absence of some 
sort of discomfort; a prolonged hybrid state, for example, physically painful or not, 
emphasizes the discomfort of not belonging in any one fixed category of being. For example, 
in Christine Johnson’s Claire de Lune, we see young female werewolves needing to undergo 
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three moon cycles before they are able to fully transform (33). As they await their third full 
moon and, with it, the ability to fully transform into giant wolves, the adolescent 
werewolves’ transformed states are caught in variously progressing, intermediate forms 
between human and wolf (43). While physically painless, these hybrid transformations 
exclude the young lycanthropes from participating in pack rituals (40), and this state of 
becoming begins the werewolves’ process of disassociation from humanity. Their physical 
change is slow, but, as Claire demonstrates, the werewolves quickly resolve internal 
dichotomies (335).   
I am reminded of scenes from the film Annihilation (2018). Though not a werewolf 
film, per se, it hits upon many of the themes present in lycanthropic fiction. While the 
wildlife in Annihilation is subject to the constant metamorphosis and hybridization that 
occurs in the Shimmer (a patch of landscape affected by alien radiation), the animals do not 
struggle against the terror that the human scientists experience when they too begin to 
undergo startling metamorphoses. The animals do not have a sense of identity to preserve—a 
sense of identity that would be constantly disrupted within the Shimmer. Scenes of body 
horror intersperse startling beauty: immediately after the group of women is attacked by a 
hybrid bear creature, a scene of placid tranquility is presented to viewers. We see a lush 
swamp bathed in rainbow light, then a lamppost reclaimed by the colourful hybrid mosses 
and lichens of the Shimmer to resemble a celebratory maypole (55:58-56:06).  Before she 
disappears to become part of the Shimmer, one character is shown with delicate new plant 
growth sprouting from her old cutting scars (01:20:32). The film ends with the protagonist 
setting a fire that spreads throughout the Shimmer; essentially, she destroys everything in a 
state of becoming in order to preserve her human sense of self, her subjectivity, as it is. The 
dichotomy between the humans’ subjectivity and the Shimmer’s endless blurring of genetic 
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material is neither painless nor wholly beautiful, but it is incredibly impactful by virtue of 
this dichotomy. Therefore, if the werewolf is now a subjective creature (an excellent move 
forward), it does not necessarily have to abandon the discomfort of its transformation: 
without the tension of that moment (or moments) of physical metamorphosis the werewolf 
forsakes its status as a creature born of and defined by the human/animal binary. Sustained 
internal dichotomy is a tired, undesirable aspect of contemporary werewolf fiction, but the 
external dichotomy represented by the state of transformation is essential to underscore the 
natural essence of the change.   
Sterile, Rapacious Sexuality  
 One of the reasons for my love of spectacular, messy transformations is tied to the 
next issue I have with many contemporary werewolf texts dealing with she-wolves: their 
frequent representation as thin, sexy nymphomaniacs unable to bear children. As with most 
other aspects of the werewolf, the she-wolf’s existence as a sexual and sexualized being is 
composed of seemingly contradictory, entangled traits: “while the female werewolf is often 
constructed as hyperfeminised, this gendering is problematized by a parallel history of 
characterising the lycanthrope through masculine or non-normative feminine traits” (Priest, 
“Introduction: A History of Female Werewolves” 16). Priest points to Elizabeth Clark’s term, 
‘masculine-female-grotesque,’ to describe this phenomenon. As discussed in the previous 
subsection, Clark’s thesis brings attention to the way that unintegrated she-wolves—that is, 
werewolves at war with their lupine nature—tend to survive and/or be cured of their 
lycanthropy, as opposed to the ‘bad girls’ who are vanquished by program’s end. 
Extrapolating on her analysis of werewolf films, Clark identifies how “the more integrated 
and pleasurable a female character finds the condition of being a werewolf, the more sexual 
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and evil she is shown to be” (67). Furthermore, the more integrated the she-wolf, the more 
likely she is to be shown during transformation or whilst transformed, displaying her 
“ambisexed/ambigendered monstrous hybridity…In The Dresden Files [2007], Cursed, and 
Skinwalkers [2006], the virtuous, ‘good’ girl’s body is shown as less abject/grotesque than 
the ‘bad’ girl who revels in her werewolf-iness and the power it gives her” (65). As explored 
by several other scholars such as Bourgault du Coudray (“Upright Citizens” 8) and Creed 
(“Ginger Snaps: The Monstrous Feminine” 188) to name two, Julia Kristeva’s interpretation 
of the abject can be readily applied to representations of lycanthropy. Kristeva herself 
describes the abject as “something rejected from which one does not part, from which one 
does not protect oneself as from an object” (4). The transformation of the werewolf is abject, 
and the fact that its representation is so often reserved only for ‘bad girl’ werewolves further 
exaggerates its status as rejected—especially by the reluctant ‘good girl’ werewolves. 
Especially applicable to werewolf transformations is Kristeva’s explanation of how abjection 
is “what disturbs identity, system, order. [It is w]hat does not respect borders, positions, [and] 
rules” (4). She takes this definition further by writing, “We may call it a border; abjection is 
above all ambiguity. Because, while releasing a hold, it does not radically cut off the subject 
from what threatens it—on the contrary, abjection acknowledges it to be in perpetual danger” 
(9).  
Besides the abject nature of the visceral, visual aspect of transformation, there is also 
feminized, menstrual imagery to consider when assessing the werewolf’s abjection: “the 
cycle can be regarded as a powerful feminine archetype, largely because of its profound links 
with the female bodily cycle of menstruation, and its association with the waxing and waning 
of the moon” (Bourgault du Coudray, “Cycle of the Werewolf” 63-64). Menstrual blood is 
especially abject. Barbara Creed paraphrases Kristeva when she states that, “[i]n Kristeva’s 
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view, woman is specifically related to polluting objects which fall into two categories: 
excremental and menstrual. This in turn gives woman a special relationship to the abject” 
(The Monstrous-Feminine 10). In another essay, Creed asserts that “[a]ll human 
societies…need the abject—in order to define what it means to be human (“Ginger Snaps: 
The Monstrous Feminine” 188). Indeed, it seems that the werewolf is uniquely suited to 
embody the abject in living, breathing, sentient form, tied as it is to the feminized nature of 
its cyclical transformations and the human/animal binary, a construct built to define and 
affirm human exceptionalism. Some texts, like Suzy McKee Charnas’ short story “Boobs” 
and John Fawcett’s film Ginger Snaps (2000), have explicitly linked lycanthropy to 
menstruation, and, while Ginger Snaps has been charged with perpetuating a negative 
association between menarche and the onset of monstrosity (Miller 281), scholars also 
recognize that Ginger “becomes both a masculine fantasy of feminine horror and a phallic 
female subject, one who relishes her sexual potency” (300). Consider, as well, Elizabeth 
Clark’s study of elided film endings, and Ginger’s story can still be considered potentially 
liberating.  
Menstruation, long demonized as unclean by the Abrahamic religions (Lev. 15.19), 
occurs within a cycle, and, unsurprisingly, “horror narratives of anguished men who suddenly 
find themselves governed by ‘the curse’ of lycanthropy have demonized the monthly cycle, 
in confirmation of Aguirre’s argument that modern culture has stripped cyclic imagery of its 
association with renewal and fertility, representing it instead as a source of futile sterility” 
(Bourgault du Coudray, Curse of the Werewolf 122). Pregnancy is linear, after all, is it not? 
Unlike repeated monthly bleeding, pregnancy leads to an end product: a new being. Because 
of pregnancy’s linear connotations, the number of werewolf texts to feature she-wolves’ 
infertility is initially surprising; however, “[t]he impossibility of lycanthropic pregnancy is a 
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feature of a number of texts about female werewolves; this focus on reproductive biology is 
generally not found in narratives of male werewolves” (Priest, “Introduction: A History of 
Female Werewolves” 14). If you will recall, the very first literary female werewolf, as 
described by Giraldus Cambrensis (Gerald of Wales), is elderly, and her “age situates her as 
the non-sexual, non-fertile feminine” (6). Right from her first iteration, the she-wolf has been 
sterile, and this tradition has made itself particularly prominent in contemporary werewolf 
fiction. Many female lycanthropes cease menstruating upon becoming werewolves: when 
male werewolf Jacob Black thinks about the Twilight Saga’s only female werewolf, Leah 
Clearwater, he wonders, “Had her body changed because she’d become a werewolf? Or had 
she become a werewolf because her body was wrong? The only female werewolf in the 
history of forever. Was that because she wasn’t as female as she should be?” (Meyer 318). 
Though she does later become pregnant and give birth to twins, Glen Duncan’s Talulla also 
stops menstruating, and she believes that she is infertile (228). Once she learns that she is 
pregnant, Kelly Armstrong’s Elena is terrified of transforming (Armstrong, Broken 2) and 
dreams that she is losing her baby (39).  
While some werewolves seem to continue menstruating, they are unable to grow an 
embryo for long. For example, “Carrie Vaughn’s Kitty Norville learns she is unable to carry 
a pregnancy to term owing to her lycanthropy” (Crossen, Nature of the Beast 71) and Patricia 
Briggs’ “‘[w]erewolf women can’t have children….The change is too hard on the fetus. They 
miscarry in the third or fourth month’” (Briggs, “Alpha and Omega” 22). In The Devourers, 
Indra Das’ therianthropes “‘cannot bear offspring—only creatures bound to one shape can 
hold a life in the womb” (69). Carys Crossen attempts to deconstruct the subtextual 
significance of the female lycanthrope’s infertility: she speculates that “it is entirely plausible 
that being able to alter her form at will removes the necessity for the female werewolf to 
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become pregnant. She alters her body often” (Nature of the Beast 74)—that is, she is already 
too uncanny and abject, as seems to be the case with Das’ therianthropes. Crossen also raises 
the possibility that pregnancy and children are part of containment strategies to regulate the 
female werewolf’s sexuality (83); if the female werewolf is sterile, “[s]he retains her freedom 
and escapes the charge of selfishness often levelled at childless women” (75). Recognizing 
that most authors of contemporary werewolf fiction are female, Crossen wonders if 
“removing the female werewolf’s ability to bear children may be a perverse form of wish-
fulfilment for female authors and female audiences” (75). ‘Perverse’ is an unfortunate choice 
of adjective, but it is certainly applicable to how western societies view a state of chosen 
sterility. However, I would argue that the distress experienced by so many she-wolves upon 
learning of their fertility problems shows that this state of infertility is not necessarily 
portrayed as a desirable outcome—for characters or their authors. Like Clark and Sibielski, 
Crossen identifies how “contemporary werewolf fiction reflects early twenty-first-century 
narratives of prioritizing the home, marriage and family for women—even female 
werewolves” (82); “the emphasis on heterosexual relationships and marriage in narratives 
that centre on female lycanthropes may also represent a strategy to contain the female 
werewolf, most particularly her sexuality” (83). It seems contradictory, then, that the she-
wolf is so often portrayed as sterile if she is being made to conform to gender-normative 
portrayals in contemporary texts. Wouldn’t the production and rearing of offspring actually 
serve to normalize her, to place her back in the role that western culture has traditionally 
confined women to? I believe that, in the service of forcing more gender conformity and 
alleviating modern anxieties around the breakdown of the gender binary, female werewolves 
have been overly sexualized at the expense of their reproductive potential. In a world with an 
ever-expanding population, it could be that the patriarchal emphasis on reproduction has been 
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subverted by the equally patriarchal (and pornographic) desire for attractive, eager, normative 
female bodies. Menstruation, pregnancy, lactation, and all of the various abjections they 
inflict upon women cannot rest comfortably alongside a male-driven desire for slim, 
contained female bodies. One has only to look at the western phobia of public breastfeeding, 
then watch any number of films or television programs featuring bare (non-lactating) breasts 
to catch a glimpse of this reality.  
Though her thesis deals strictly with female werewolves in film and television, I think 
that Clark’s observation that “[t]he sexualization of the female body tempers its gender 
transgressions and upholds the gender binary” (87-88) is a significant consideration when it 
is paired with frequent portrayals of infertility across all media. In her monograph, Chantal 
Bourgault du Coudray observes that, “for male werewolves, lycanthropy finds expression 
primarily in the murderous hunger for flesh and blood, while for female werewolves, the 
opposite is true: lycanthropy is essentially a release for sexual hunger” (Curse of the 
Werewolf 114). As previously mentioned, the hereditary female werewolf in Stephen Cole’s 
Wereling trilogy will not become a fully-fledged lycanthrope until she has sexual intercourse 
with a male werewolf (Cole 61, 77); the same cannot be said for the male werewolves, who 
need no such carnal initiation into their powers. Once a female werewolf gives in to or 
pursues lust, her death is often the result, with it serving as containment for her ‘aberrant’ 
behaviour. A heterosexual male audience is able to enjoy the spectacle of the female 
werewolf’s overtly sexual behaviour and finish the film or television episode reassured that, 
though her sexual display is titillating, the power that she obtains cannot endure. As an 
audience, we are given yet another contradictory message: the sexualized female body is 
pleasurable to gaze upon but simultaneously unacceptable. The ‘bad girl’ werewolf in The 
Howling, Marsha (Elisabeth Brooks), is immediately, identifiably evil because of the amount 
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of cleavage she shows off (The Howling 24:33). As Bourgault du Coudray notes, “unlike 
Eddie [Robert Picardo], the other important werewolf in [The Howling], Marsha does not kill 
anyone—she simply concentrates on seducing Bill to satisfy her insatiable sexual appetite” 
(Curse of the Werewolf 114). Similarly, Sonja (Natassia Malthe), from Skinwalkers, bares far 
more skin than any of the ‘good’ she-wolves we are introduced to (Skinwalkers 11:12). The 
paradoxical sexualisation of the female werewolf is further exemplified by Ginger Snaps: 
Bourgault du Coudray references how, “[b]y rendering lycanthropy sexually transmissible, 
Ginger Snaps…underline[s] the threat posed by uncontrollable female sexuality” (Curse of 
the Werewolf 115), while Crossen observes that “it is being infected with lycanthropy that 
normalizes Ginger to a certain extent. She begins dressing in conventionally sexy clothing, 
dating boys and doing drugs, all actions that have the potential to win approval from her 
peers” (Nature of the Beast 147). Ginger becomes conventionally sexually alluring while 
concurrently transgressive: when she does begin to date boys, she essentially rapes her 
partner, telling Jason to just “lie back and relax,” to which he responds with, “Who’s the guy 
here?” (Ginger Snaps 39:36-46). Ginger proceeds to pin Jason down and have her way with 
him, ignoring his protests of ‘protection.’  
Sex and sexuality have become intrinsic to modern representations of female 
werewolves. The sexualisation of women—even werewolves—begets connotations of 
incompetency and unintelligence, as found in Boyd and Murnen’s research (94). Scholars 
have theorized that “women’s sexuality is important…in that it is valued by heterosexual 
men; thus, it is a potential source of women’s power” (Murnen et al. 79). Killing off the 
females who display this overt sexuality allows the patriarchy to ‘have its cake and eat it,’ so 
to speak. A result of “traditions of animalistic female nature combine[d] with medieval 
notions of the perfidious female, Victorian Gothic tropes of the supernatural seductress, the 
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film noir’s femme fatale and anxieties surrounding ‘sex-positive’ post-feminism” (Priest, 
“Introduction: A History of Female Werewolves” 15) have produced an unfortunate tendency 
to sexualize the largely sterile, stereotypically lascivious female werewolf.  
The Excuse of Perfection 
 We have seen that the she-wolf continues to be portrayed as sexually voracious, and 
her desire for sexual contact is often tied to changes in her physical body that make her more 
conventionally attractive. The Victorian period was especially important in developing this 
paradigm: “[d]emonic women were usually young, beautiful, foreign and dangerous” 
(Bourgault du Coudray, Curse of the Werewolf 47), and in many stories, “physical beauty 
disguises a corrupt femininity” (47). At least as early as G. W. Reynolds’ penny dreadful, 
Wagner, the Wehr-Wolf, we see the attributes of physical beauty and immortality applied to 
werewolves (though a male one, in this case). Wagner knows that, despite his misdeeds and 
the risk of execution, “even if he were sentenced to death, he could not die” (Reynolds 30). 
When he makes his pact with Faust, Wagner gains youth eternal and invulnerability to death 
and disease (59). Many modern authors, like Kelly Armstrong, make repeated references to 
their female werewolves’ thin, attractive bodies (Crossen, Nature of the Beast 63). As I 
discussed in “Sterile, Rapacious Sexuality” and the earlier section, “The She-Wolf: A 
Potentially Powerful Paradox,” most of the representations of sexualized female werewolves 
occur within film and television, as Clark and Sibielski have explored to great effect. In 
particular, Sibielski observes how, “[w]hile their male counterparts develop muscles, women 
develop more voluptuous physiques. Likewise, their style of dress alters to emphasize their 
altered bodies” (122). Sibielski uses examples from Ginger Snaps, Cursed, and Teen Wolf 
(2011-2017) to make her point (122); there is a glut of evidence to confirm her observations, 
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including, but not limited to, the previously given examples of sexualized female werewolves 
in The Howling and Skinwalkers. The physical ‘perfection’ that many female werewolves 
obtain from lycanthropy works towards reaffirming conventional gender norms, rather than 
transgressing them (127). The werewolf should challenge preconceptions—not uphold them. 
A beautiful, normative human form rejects the critical abjection of the monstrous body. 
 I have already mentioned how many werewolf texts avoid explicitly showing the 
transformation of the female werewolf. Some narratives circumnavigate the problem entirely 
by refusing to portray transformation scenes; others opt for the easy solution of instantaneous 
transformation. I agree that “[t]he bone-popping, sinew-stretching transformation scene 
remains a staple of werewolf cinema, and indeed much werewolf fiction. Nevertheless, 
young adult female werewolf stories often offer something different—rejecting terrifying 
moments of transformation in favour of sustained narratives of transformation” (Priest, “I 
was a Teenage She-Wolf” 133). Such tales no doubt contribute to erasing some of the 
monstrosity of the werewolf—but therein lays the problem. Without monstrosity, the 
werewolf loses much of its potential to challenge our notions of what is acceptable. 
Furthermore, as previously discussed in the ‘Inherent Spiritual Dichotomy’ section, such 
stories imply that an integrated werewolf is less likely to feel pain when transforming, and 
such a lack of discomfort carries the implication that pain is unnatural.  
 When the werewolf does interact with the natural world, its portrayals sometimes fall 
prey to another false conception: that of the unrealistic valorization of nature. Bill Hughes 
discusses how, “accompanied by currents of thought that seek to devalue the centrality of the 
human, werewolf narratives often express a longing for a less antagonistic relationship with 
nature and utopian aspirations towards the heightened powers (particularly sensory 
perception) and imagined intensities of animal existence” (230). Certainly, I indulge in 
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descriptions of amplified sensory capabilities, but I would like to believe that I have been 
careful not to euphemize the realities of the natural world, as I have experienced them. I am 
immediately suspicious when werewolf characters tout their moral superiority over humans, 
often citing how, supposedly, animals do not kill for pleasure (Armstrong, Bitten 32; 
Borchardt 371). In fact, ironically, “wolves do often fight to the death in the wild” (Mech and 
Boitani, “Wolf Social Ecology” 5) and “killing by other wolves is one of the commonest 
causes of natural wolf mortality” (27). Certainly, there are some stories that acknowledge 
how animals can kill for reasons other than protection or sustenance; Indra Das’ 
therianthropes scoff at the portrayal of cruelty as an exclusively human trait (Das 13). Since 
we cannot speak for the inner lives of animals—because we cannot do this—I reject the 
‘Disneyfication’ of animals, both wild and domestic. Who can say if an individual animal 
does not feel satisfaction when it engages in surplus killing? In superficial assessments of 
animality, humans are portrayed as exceptional in their cruelty, while werewolves, by virtue 
of the supposed ‘naturalness’ of their actions, elide judgement. In his assessment of 
werewolves, Bill Hughes acknowledges how  
many such fictions adopt an uncritical enthusiasm for the instinctual and a 
postmodern denigration of agency and subjectivity that can lead to unexpectedly 
reactionary positions—as when hierarchies become legitimated by an essentialism 
derived from animal analogies. Generally, werewolves embody determinism more 
than other paranormal characters, biology inescapably dictating their identity. (230)  
 
The gender-conforming, hairless female werewolves of television and film can also be seen 
contributing to this essentialist discourse (Sibielski 119, 128).  
Carys Crossen brings attention to the large number of modern werewolf stories to 
feature male-dominated packs, stating that the “patriarchal pack…does not draw its 
inspiration from the wild wolf pack, but offers a commentary on contemporary Western 
society” (Nature of the Beast 62). However, as seen in texts such as Patricia Briggs’ Alpha 
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and Omega series, werewolves are sometimes shown to be so beholden to their ‘natures’ that, 
even when being horribly abused, they will remain within a pack to fulfill an instinctual need 
(Briggs, Cry Wolf 161). In essence, such stories naturalize patriarchy. Conventionally perfect 
bodies, smooth, quick transformations, and an essential, ‘natural’ subjectivity are all factors 
that contribute to the repression of transgressions and the reinforcement of binary structures. 
Fragments to Grasp: A Brief Response to Problematic Paradigms 
We humans do not have to cleave to binaries. We do not have to remain bound to 
dangerously fragmented definitions of subjectivity; questions and concepts foregrounded by 
the Enlightenment have heavily shaped the werewolf and its internal struggles (Bourgault du 
Coudray, Curse of the Werewolf 3; Hughes 228), but the werewolf, invention and model of 
our own struggles to come to terms with contradiction, has a representation that remains 
reliant upon human authorship. As I see it, we have two solutions to unsatisfactory 
representation: we can critique, and we can create. I have attempted to deconstruct existing 
representations of the female lycanthrope (and werewolves in general), and I have written a 
creative piece that attempts to comment on unsatisfactory representations by refuting or 
avoiding such portrayals and replacing them with my philosophical responses to problematic 
paradigms.   
Werewolf Rules and Domestication  
The concept of werewolf packs, of their ‘natural’ inclination towards patriarchy (as 
mentioned in “The Excuse of Perfection”) is one such representation that I have grappled 
with. Ironically, in our attempts to define ‘nature’ and what is natural to the lycanthrope and 
the human, we have demonstrated our ignorance. We have much more in common with real 
wolves than many fictional werewolves can claim: 
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People and wolves lived in loosely analogous societies that shared such 
characteristics as pair bonding, staying together year-round (not just for a breeding 
season), extended family clans, group cooperation, communal care and training of 
young by both males and females, group ceremonies, leadership hierarchies, and the 
sharing of food with kin. Like early humans, wolves often defended their hunting 
territory from other packs. (Fritts et al. 291) 
 
Matthew Lerberg notes how “[t]he supposedly wolfish behavioural traits that emerge in the 
werewolf rely on [a] misapplied notion of mimicry, one where human behaviour takes on a 
supposed mirror reflection of wolf behaviour. Different species…become intertwined with 
these supposed reflections in a convoluted and contradictory manner” (264). So, while 
Crossen says that “[t]he fictional werewolf has begun to emulate the wild wolf, canis lupus, 
by increasingly being presented as a member of a pack” (Nature of the Beast 53), I also 
would say that the werewolf is becoming more humanized, rather than less, as it may initially 
seem by having a closer affiliation with wild wolves.  
It is very interesting that, in particular, the fictional patriarchal werewolf pack is often 
a product of female authors’ imaginations (Crossen, Nature of the Beast 60), since the 
“martial atmosphere in contemporary werewolf fiction almost inevitably favours male 
werewolves” (57). Characteristics that have been gendered feminine (communication and 
negotiation, for example) (Priest, “Introduction: A History of Female Werewolves” 11) seem 
to be prerequisites for pack life. However, Crossen speculates that, oftentimes, female 
authors create patriarchal packs specifically to comment on them, as both women and 
animals have traditionally been subjugated by men (Nature of the Beast 62); indeed, that is 
what I have done with the pack that features in my novel. In reality, “[t]he basic social unit of 
a wolf population is the mated pair” (Mech and Boitani, “Wolf Social Ecology” 1), with 
“[t]he natural extension of the mated wolf pair [being] the pair with its collection of 
offspring, or family” (2). In fact, noted wolf scholars David Mech and Luigi Boitani state that 
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“[t]he human family is a good analogy for the wolf pack” (6). The stereotypical 
representation of wolf packs (and werewolf packs) as linear hierarchies is just not realistic or 
indicative of wild wolves; such structures are seen more typically in captive wolf packs 
(Packard 53), so, recalling Matthew Lerberg’s assessment of human/wolf contradictions, the 
intersection between the real and the imaginary is especially complex in cases where 
werewolf packs are composed of unrelated individuals.  
Perhaps the linear hierarchy is an apt description for werewolf packs, mine included. 
After all, influenced by their human sides, their domesticated halves, werewolves remain 
beholden to the traits that humans have granted themselves and the behaviours they have 
engendered in captive wolves. (What greater captivity is there than that of human 
civilization?)  However, my protagonist, Harley, escapes the linear dominance hierarchy 
because she sees human domestication at work within Arden’s pack. She and the other 
werewolves who resist Arden’s control do so by calling on both their human and wolf selves; 
‘alphas’ or dominant wolves are not born so, and, in real wolves, the “alpha behavioral 
profile [can be viewed] as an internal state (or mood). Moods are subject to change as the 
health and environment of an individual changes” (55). Just as a human may defer to an 
employer but potentially dominate a friend or partner, so too do wolves maintain differing 
levels of submission and dominance based on individual relationships. Just as with humans, 
“[t]he great variation in the wolf’s environment, and in the creature’s behavior and ecology 
as it contends with that environment, makes generalizing difficult” (Mech and Boitani, 
“Introduction” xv).  
Because the werewolf straddles the line between human and wolf—domestic and 
wild—I feel that the domestic dog is a good metaphorical vehicle for discussing these 
dichotomies at a remove from the actual werewolves within my story. Of all domestic 
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animals, dogs have perhaps been the most thoroughly moulded by their partnership with 
humans; without us, they can grow feral and adapt to urban environments without the direct 
intercession of human care, but they are not so suited to the wider world and its perils. For 
these reasons, I make several references to canine companions and compare werewolf 
characters to dogs, for critical effect. I reject the conception of “[w]olves…[as]more noble 
(natural) than dogs precisely because they are more indifferent to the doings of people” 
(Haraway, When Species Meet 222). Domestication is such a profoundly intrinsic theme 
when applied to women, animals, and werewolves, and to deny its links to nature and natural 
behaviour is to deny the potential naturalness of human behaviour, agent of domestication.  
The Reality of Being Female  
 Since my thesis’ primary concern is the representation of female werewolves, I 
wanted to directly engage with at least some of the aspects of the she-wolf’s sexuality, as 
described in “Sterile, Rapacious Sexuality.” The vast majority of fiction (literature, film, and 
television) avoids depicting or even so much as acknowledging the fact that humans produce 
abject ‘wastes,’ such as urine, feces, and menstrual blood. All humans urinate and defecate, 
but only about half of the human population menstruates, and, unlike urination and 
defecation, menstruation is entirely out of the voluntary control of the skeletal muscles. Just 
like urination and defecation, menstruation is seen as an eliminatory function that produces a 
waste substance—in particular, a 'wasted' substance—the evidence of fruitlessness. To 
menstruate is othering, and its inclusion with other taboo topics such as urination and 
defecation further reinforces menstrual blood’s status as unacceptable, grotesque, and abject. 
I wanted to openly engage with menstruation, tied as it is to moon cycles and the involuntary 
nature of full moon transformations. 
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I am not alone in this desire: rather than hide this natural process, some authors have 
experimented with reconceptualising the parallel between lycanthropy and menstruation as a 
source of enrichment and harmony (Bourgault du Coudray, Curse of the Werewolf 123). 
Angela Carter’s short story, “The Company of Wolves,” and the film adaptation of the same 
name tie menarche to the advent of lycanthropy in female characters (123; Priest, “I was a 
Teenage She-Wolf” 129), as does Suzy McKee Charnas’ story, “Boobs” (130). The female 
characters in “The Company of Wolves” and “Boobs” are allowed to escape conventional 
sexual expectations because of their menstruation/lycanthropy and find some form of 
empowerment by their stories’ endings. Similarly, this positive connotation was something I 
wanted to convey in my representation of menstruation. In my case, I use menstrual blood, 
normally abject, as a literal source of heightened power when a female werewolf’s menstrual 
cycle occurs in concurrence with the involuntary metamorphosis that occurs at each full 
moon. Like full moon transformations, menstruation is outside of the control of the 
characters, but, by amplifying the menstruating werewolf’s physical abilities, I hope to 
convey that there can be power in losing control, in yielding to natural prerogatives, instead 
of insistently repressing them. After all, menstruation is part of the process that allows female 
bodies to do that which males cannot, to grow new life, and scholars have examined no 
shortage of evidence that this uniquely feminine ability is the source of much patriarchal 
anxiety.  
Though never explicitly mentioned within my story, it is with hopes of appropriating 
and dominating Alexis’ feminine power as menstruating woman that Isaac rapes her. Rape, 
whether sexually motivated or not, is about power, and it is something that no woman fails to 
consider when going about her life. Carys Crossen speculates that female authors create 
patriarchal pack structures because such social systems are of “a particular concern for 
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female authors, their female werewolves and, by extension, their female readers” (Nature of 
the Beast 61); Crossen notes that female werewolves often have “to contend with physical 
violence and even the threat of sexual assault and rape” (65), and she cites Janice A. 
Radway’s assertion in her book, Reading the Romance, that “‘[t]he romance’s preoccupation 
with male brutality is an attempt to understand the meaning of an event that has become 
almost unavoidable in the real world. The romance may express misogynistic attitudes not 
because women share them but because they increasingly need to know how to deal with 
them’” (Radway qtd. in Crossen, Nature of the Beast 68-69). I am of the mind that too many 
aspects of life as a woman are ignored or downplayed, and as a woman and someone who has 
spoken to many other women, one of ‘our’ greatest fears is rape. Rather than sacrificing a 
character’s emotional stability for dramatic effect, my intention is to simply be honest. Rape 
happens far too often for its existence in literature, especially in the literature authored by 
women, to be mere plot device. Rape happens to rob women of power, and the 
unacceptability of this fact motivated me to include such happenings alongside my narrative 
of heightened powers to potentially be stolen.  
 I have done my best to make my creative piece interesting and reflexive; throughout 
are interspersed references to werewolf history and aspects that have become canonical 
within film and literature featuring werewolves. For example, Harley’s mother, though she 
seems gender-normative in her feminine dress and presentation, is the bread-winner of the 
family. She is detached and practical in nature, choosing to value the financial stability she 
provides for her family at the expense of emotional absence. Her silence aligns her with 
animality, and this lack of any spoken lines has been used before to great effect, as during 
Marriot Watson’s “A Ballad of the Were-Wolf” (Crossen, “Complex and Antagonistic 
Forces” 121-122). Am I implying that Harley’s mother will devour her children? Is Isaac, in 
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his silence, being compared to Harley’s mother? Will Emma harm the werewolves under her 
tutelage? Emma, after all, is also reminiscent of the ‘gudewife.’ She exemplifies the 
historical motif of the severed paw and its incompatible meanings, as explored at length in 
Willem de Blécourt’s essay, “The Case of the Cut-Off Hand: Angela Carter’s Werewolves in 
Historical Perspective.” No, I am content with contradiction and mystery, at least where these 
references in my story are concerned. With that said, I will let the rest of my creative piece 




The Last Word                                                
 If there is any definite conclusion to be drawn from my examination of the werewolf 
myth, it is that there is no one, singular representation of lycanthropy, even in contemporary 
texts. Scholars are agreed on this, at least: the werewolf is an essentially contradictory 
creature (Crossen, Nature of the Beast 226; Miller 282), and, as Hannah Priest writes, “if the 
werewolf is an inherently contradictory creature, so too is a woman” (“Introduction: A 
History of Female Werewolves” 5). When I began to formulate the hazy, branching 
beginnings of my creative thesis, I did not initially mean to examine female werewolves, in 
particular, at such length. However, the further I delved into my research—returning to texts 
I had grown up with, assimilated, and absorbed—the greater my indignation and discontent 
grew. I, however, am just one human being, and my perspective is limited by my life 
experiences, restricted as they are by the privilege of being white, middle-class, and 
heterosexual—among a myriad of other aspects. The intersectional nature of life makes 
untangling narrative threads a messy business, and I have not even touched upon the female 
werewolf and how her representation interacts specifically with race, culture, and class, to 
name a few critical factors. Elizabeth Clark broaches the topic of race (24-25, 203), but is 
also of the mind that more critical interrogation should be applied to how race affects 
portrayals of werewolves (205). Carys Crossen takes up part of this call and, citing June 
Pulliam, states that most werewolves in young adult literature are white (Nature of the Beast 
203). Crossen reasons that part of this lack of diversity may be due to how werewolves are 
often presented as a separate species from humans, meaning that “[r]acial difference is 
ingrained in the lycanthrope even without representing the werewolf as an ethnic (human) 
minority” (203). Of course, this lack of representation is unacceptable, but it is hampered by 
fears of associating racialized traits with many of the conventionally ‘undesirable’ aspects of 
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lycanthropy—the aspects that this thesis attempts to question and disrupt. In my creative 
piece, I, a white person, avoid speaking from the perspective of Indigenous characters and 
other non-white people, as I do not feel that I have the right or authority to define the 
thoughts and feelings of people who live as minorities in North America. However, these 
characters do exist in my stories, and they are seen through the eyes of my protagonist, who, 
though never explicitly classified as such, is white. My protagonist and I are limited by our 
own experiences of subjectivity, so I think that future research on the intersections between 
race and lycanthropy would be more appropriately tackled in a strictly critical sense. I hope 
to explore this topic in future research specifically focussing on Indigenous characters as 
lycanthropes and bystanders in The Twilight Saga, Alpha and Omega series, and films such 
as Skinwalkers and Wolfen (1981). 
 No doubt, by the next time I delve into werewolf fiction, lycanthropes will have 
morphed again; the werewolf’s “final form has not been arrived at—and indeed, may never 
be arrived at” (Crossen, Nature of the Beast 223). That is alright. If the werewolf ever 
stopped changing, it would cease to lay claim to its most defining attribution; its amorphous, 
ever-mutable depiction. I would be content with growing recognition for the cyborg world 
that Donna Haraway writes about in her most famous manifesto; she imagines how “a cyborg 
world might be about lived social and bodily realities in which people are not afraid of their 
joint kinship with animals and machines, not afraid of permanently partial identities and 
contradictory standpoints” (Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” 15). Humans use the werewolf 
as a device for working through fears and anxieties (McKay and Miller 1), but there is 
nothing stopping us from stepping back to assess the validity of these concerns. What a 
contradictory, schizoid existence we live within boundaries that are utterly hypocritical in 
their selective flexibility. The werewolf, “[a]s an unstable and liminal creature…has 
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a…potential to erode boundaries, because it exists between them and, paradoxically, exceeds 
them” (Lerberg 264). The three major entities I outlined before discussing werewolves—
masculinity, femininity, and that absolute broadest of terms, animality—are intrinsically 
linked in so many ways that a simple string of associations just cannot do justice to the 
entanglement. Humans are part of the natural world. We don't just have the luxury of 
association; we also have the responsibility of understanding our embodiment. Werewolves 
offer us just such a chance at awareness (Crossen, Nature of the Beast 225). This was 
certainly the case for me! 
 In literature and film, werewolves have gone through an incredibly varied series of 
portrayals, but, throughout all of their changes (cycling largely between being antagonists 
and protagonists), werewolves have always interacted with the essentialist concept of the 
human/animal binary. However, werewolves are ultimately so mutable that they reflect the 
people, places, and times of their various manifestations; the werewolf is whatever we need it 
to be. The fact that werewolves are inherently liminal creatures means that, for the purposes 
of my creative piece, werewolves can serve as a tool for questioning preconceived notions of 
human exceptionalism. ‘Humanity’ is an alienating concept that human beings invented. 
With my creative piece, I question the assumptions of boundaries and so-called human traits 
with a story about the uncertainty that our classifications and labels seek to efface. In my 
theory piece, I emphasize the most problematic aspects of portrayals of female werewolves 
and how the designation and withholding of certain traits robs us of the full range of 
representation that we should expect from the lycanthrope, a device for, primarily, 
questioning preconceptions. As Nicole Jacques-Lefèvre so aptly writes, “It can…be 
suggested that the werewolf functions symbolically as an ‘anti-Prometheus’; it constantly 
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threatens the ontological status of being human” (195). I, Bicky/Renata, embrace the 




Then, We Were Wolves, Again 
1/One/1 
A hand twists and sweats on the rail of my gurney. I can’t feel the cold kiss of metal, 
so that hand must not be mine. Where is my hand? I can’t move my head; it feels like a rod 
has been threaded through my spinal column, all articulation lost. 
“Ms. Foil. Can you hear me?” asks a disembodied voice. A bright light flits between 
my eyes. If I focus past it, I can see banks of LEDs zipping overhead. You never quite realize 
just how brightly we light things until you’re lying on your back in the dentist chair or on an 
operating table.  
The voice is asking me more questions, but it’s getting shut down by the hollow echo 
of my depleted blood. There’s nothing left but a series of dull thuds that resound throughout 
my body. The edges of my vision are darkening.  
When I swing back into consciousness, I find myself reclining in an unfamiliar bed. 
There are tubes stitched into my wrists, a dull ache at my throat. Machines with mysterious 
functions loom over my headboard, whispering conspiratorially. A slow, steady beeping 
keeps time with my throbbing neck. There’s no way that I can mistake this place for anything 
but a hospital; the walls are that sickening avocado-green that television and experience has 
conditioned me to expect.  
“She’s waking up,” my father says to the man in the white coat. “Harley…” 
I don’t want to reply because even the faintest stirrings in my vocal cords make my 
flesh feel slashed open anew.  
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“Conservation is going to get that bear… hopefully just relocate her… I’m sure she 
was just looking out for her cub. Cubs. I don’t know. Triplets means it was a good year,” he 
blubbers. “They’re going to set traps. Yeah.” 
I close my eyes again. I know full well that it was no bear that attacked me at the gut 
pile. What had gnawed at my throat and licked my raw flesh was not something that I had 
cared to explain to my anxious father or the stern paramedics. It had been easier to whisper 
‘mama bear.’ 
“I shouldn’t have called you over today. I should have done the butchering myself. 
Should have driven to the pile. Harley…Jesus… oh, Jesus… I’m so glad you’re not de—that 
you’re okay.” He cringes, knowing how stupid that sounds, but he can’t quite bring himself 
to say the dreaded ‘D’ word. He turns back to the calm, silent doctor, filling the stagnant air 
with more babble.  
From under my eyelashes, I stare at the layers of thin hospital blankets wrapped 
around my torso like a straitjacket.  
Dad can’t even bring himself to slaughter his own meat animals. Last year was broiler 
chickens, this fall it’s rabbits. As usual, I ended up breaking the necks, pulling the skins, and 
dropping the entrails. 
I’d been hauling the repurposed five-gallon oil buckets through the overgrown trail. 
The amputated remnants of obtrusive branches had clawed at my bare arms. I probably 
should have brought a jacket, but I was unwilling to sully it with the tacky blood drying on 
my skin. The thought of a hot shower pushed away the chill September air; a warm bubble of 
expectation urged me onwards. Dump the tepid innards, wash the truncated carcases, wash 
myself, begin the thirty-minute drive back to town. 
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And then something just bowled me over—completely smashed me into the trail. The 
bitter grit of dirt filled my mouth, evergreen needles pricked my palms. My knee came up 
against an overgrown root. My mind couldn’t form any sort of coherent thought, but the 
image of a bear flashed hard and stark through my subconscious. Fuck. 
The thing that I’d thought was a bear flipped me onto my back. I saw its eyes—a 
deep, sanguine orange, slit pupils. Dark, grizzled fur. I inhaled the raw breath it exhaled, and, 
together, we gave birth to a scream that shook the trees to their roots. Then its massive head 
darted out of sight—those eyes bore down towards my throat—and I felt pressure and 
warmth flowing through my neck. Now I could see only the animal’s pointed ears, flicked 
back, quivering against its skull. The warmth emanating from my throat became an 
unbearable heat. A rough tongue, barbed like a cat’s, began scraping that heat away, slowly 
raking it from my flesh, scouring me clean. I blacked out, and the next thing I remember was 
being dragged out of the bush by a pair of hands beneath my armpits. During this brief return 
to consciousness, I watched the heels of my gumboots plow furrows through the fallen 
leaves. 
Dad sits with me for a bleary hour or so; time has no meaning when so little blood is 
available to fuel my thoughts. Then he says, “I have to pick Brynn up from school. We’ll be 
back right after I get her.” He kisses me on the cheek and squeezes the hand that hasn’t been 
stuck with an IV. 
My little sister will probably cry when she sees me. This miserable thought weighs 
my eyelids down. Then I catch that weird, antiseptic hospital smell, and it makes me gag like 
never before—I’m awake again. The shuddering muscles of my flayed neck have firmly 
rebuked me.    
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Dad’s been gone for about five minutes when a nurse appears. She’s clad in ill-fitting 
scrubs, her heels go clack clack clack on the linoleum. Her shoes are scarlet and shiny, like 
the cheap vinyl cross stuck to her vintage cap. She pulls up the lonely chair that my father has 
vacated, tucking naked legs neatly to the side.  
“Harley Foil.” Her gaze darts between my eyes. I pick her left eye to focus on.  
Gingerly, I shrug. I don’t know why I shrug. It wasn’t a question. 
“Okay,” she says, consulting a chart on her lap. “I’m going to give it to you straight, 
because I think you know what happened today.” Her hands go slack, and the clipboard she’s 
holding dips down. There’s nothing on my chart; it’s a blank sheet of paper.  
“The fact that you reported a bear attack says it all.” 
I’m unconsciously puckering my lips and furrowing my brow. I think I know what 
savaged me, but I also understand how people get treated when they start trying to describe 
things that don’t exist. Shouldn’t exist, according to the collective wisdom of humanity. 
“You’re going to feel better and better as this day goes on. By this evening, you’re 
going to feel so well that you’ll be checking out.” I reach for my neck, but the nurse leans 
forward hastily. Her breasts are precariously close to escaping from her scrubs. “What you’re 
not going to do is take off those bandages,” she reprimands me.  
The nurse rummages in her garish red purse. “Look, see for yourself…” She pulls out 
a compact and tilts it down so that I can see the thick gauze choking me, then none too gently 
tears a sticky edge away from my skin.  
Through the small eye of the mirror, I can see a row of puncture marks. Superficial 
scratches (from the animal’s raspy tongue) have already become thin, dark lines. The 
punctures are the worst, but the edges of these bloody wells are hardening into scabs.  
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 “It still hurts like a bitch, but you look better than you feel. That’s the good news.” 
The nurse sits back in her chair. “The bad news is that your doctor will shit herself if she sees 
this. Also, you’re going to turn into a wolf. Tomorrow night.” She consults a glittery watch. 
“Shit. Definitely tomorrow night.” 
Suddenly, her relaxed posture changes; her back stiffens. She gathers her purse, pulls 
at the neck of her scrubs, and makes a hasty exit.  
A real nurse catches the door before it swings shut, glancing back and frowning. 
“Was that woman bothering you, Ma’am?” he asks. 
I blink and twitch my head a little to the side.  
“Hmm. Well.” The nurse proceeds to explain wound-care procedures to his captive 
audience.  
I’m not listening to a word he says.  
-------------- 
When Dad returns with Brynn, she cries, as I expected. Despite the doctor’s repeated 
reassurances—that I’m stable, that the bite is not particularly deep—they both react with 
what I consider disproportionate concern.  
Brynn crawls onto the bed, and I hold her against my chest and rub her back. Dad 
doesn’t sob, but his eyes get glossy, so I grip his hand and trace circles with my thumb. I 
need more arms, wider arms; I can’t comfort both of them.  
After a time, they leave, and I’m alone with my thoughts. Their distress nibbles at my 
numbness, inflames the blank fact of what has happened.  
I’m not entirely surprised. About the wolf thing, that is. Beyond all logic, it feels like 
the evolution of my nightly escapades. It’s a realization of the prophetic unreality I spent half 
of my life within, the second life I lived while my conscious mind rested. 
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I used to dream about being an abomination—something created from sociopathic 
neutrality and apathy. I still looked like me, but I would be chased by tall, spindly men in 
crisp business suits. And sometimes it was my mother, clickity clacking behind me in 
dagger-sharp stilettos, somehow, impossibly, taking enormous strides in a pencil skirt. There 
were nights when they caught me, and, despite myself, I grew massive teeth and a bushy 
covering of hair. Then my fangs would tumble out; futilely, I would push them back into 
their sockets, clench my jaws shut. But the teeth were too loose. They never held; I always 
ended up spitting them out. I would shed my hair. I’d be left in a cage, toothless, naked. 
Using my crumbling teeth and fallen hair, I’d make a protective circle around myself, a 
biological barrier to ward off the men in suits, who continued to watch. And my mother, who 
continues to watch.   
They weren’t nightmares, though. I don’t have nightmares.  
I remember all of my dreams. I remember how I knew that I could change, knew that I 
was not what I appeared to be. When I saw the thing that bit me, when the ‘nurse’ told me 
what I now was…how could I be surprised? I knew the truth.  
 So, really, it would have been absurd to believe that the monster that mauled me was 
any mere animal. 
No animal had ever looked at me like that before. Or maybe I’d never looked at an 
animal like that before. This time, I really saw it, and I saw it seeing, evaluating—colonizing 
my body.    
This is a creature that springs from human flesh. Now that I am such a thing… will it 
hurt? How much will it hurt? Will I be able to control myself? Is that why the costumed 
nurse called my impending transformation the ‘bad news’? It doesn’t seem like such a bad 
thing to become a wolf. Unless it hurts. That’s not so nice. 
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What if I don’t turn back? Maybe that’s why it’s bad news. 
Or the men in the suits—what if they’re real? Surely the nurse would have said 
something about men in suits. 
I actually fall asleep for a while. No dreams this time. When I wake up, the windows 
reveal a dark sky dotted with the harsh illumination of streetlights; this is the first thing I 
notice. The second thing I realize is that I feel… really good. More than good: healthy, pain-
free, brimming with vitality. But I’m restless with that vitality, anxious to be away from 
Hornbol General. I can’t spend another moment in this bed.  
I pull, and the IV comes out aided by the propulsion of my blood. I suck on the back 
of my hand until the bleeding stops. My skin is whole and hole-less again.  
I finish detaching myself from the wires and tubes confining me to the room and 
wander out into the corridor. People in lab coats and smocks tell me to go back to my room, 
but I wave them away. 
“Where are my clothes?” I ask a nurse at the ward desk. It doesn’t hurt to speak; in 
fact, my voice sounds completely normal. I affect a husky tone and rasp, “I need to call my 
dad. I’m going home.” 
My mother is the one who picks me up. 
No one argues with her when she tells the disgruntled staff that I’m going to her 
house for observation. I won’t argue with her. 
She has secured my release so quickly that I don’t have time to change into my own 
clothing; I leave the hospital bare-assed, covered with nothing but a paper gown and the thick 




I settle myself into her black Mercedes-Benz G-Wagen and turn on the heated seat. 
Mom doesn’t say much. Doesn’t ask how I feel. She knows I’m okay.  
We roll past the grey complex that houses my apartment. I could have walked home 
from the hospital, but we’re going home home. Home with a capital ‘H.’  
The smoggy, eternal brightness of the city thins. Kilometers of sheer forest replace 
little houses that have sprouted up beside the highway. The car’s headlights illuminate 
reflective traffic signs—they are the only artificial source of light tonight; we don’t cross a 
single vehicle after Kilometer 20.  
High above us, the moon straddles a belt of clouds. It traces silver lines up and down 
the boxy hood of the Mercedes. My eyes are captivated by it. 
Mom gears down and pulls off the highway onto the unmarked gravel road which 
winds away into the bush and towards our home. The trees crowd this unassuming little path; 
their branches tap the sides of the vehicle as we rattle over innumerable potholes.  
Then the glare of the headlights hits my parked car, and the rest of the yard brightens 
to reveal the plywood chicken coop and, incongruous beside it, the massive house. Mom and 
Dad’s house (really, I should just call it Mom’s house) is four stories tall, set in stone. Inside, 
the blindingly white bedroom carpets are nearly hidden beneath the organic outlines of layers 
upon layers of rustic rugs and old cow hides. Still apparent in the corners where walls meet, 
angular, fang-like patches of original carpet are visible throughout the house.  
We glide past the dark windows of the long-neglected guest house and ancient 
outbuildings, edge into the safety of the cavernous garage. I retreat to my room when Mom 
kills the engine. I don’t give her the chance to say anything. When I descend the tiled stairs 
and crack open my door, my nostrils are filled with the scent of laundry detergent. My bed 
has that fluffy, sterile quality of not being slept in for ages. Dust.  
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My old bedroom is in the basement; Dad changes the plaid flannel sheets at least once 
a month. Kurt Cobain stares down from the tan walls, his eyes empty; he has always known 
what needs to be done. The furthest corner of the room allows the patchy light to enter 
through high-set, angled windows. When I sit at my solid wood desk, I can see the peeling 
trunks of the thick stand of birch trees at the back of the house. Beyond these old sentinels is 
the forest—the acres and acres of woods that blanket this landscape. The house anchors itself 
amongst these trees, weighing upon the land like an incubus. Or a bloated tick.   
I find a pair of abandoned pajamas in my childhood dresser. They don’t fit very well; 
I’ve gained weight since I left home several years ago. Normally, this would distress me, but 
it really doesn’t register next to my current predicament.  
I burrow under the covers and listen to the house creak as it settles in for a chill fall 





I’m awoken several times by Dad opening the door to check on me. I don’t fully 
regain consciousness, but I can tell that it’s my father because of… his scent. Each time the 
knob turns, I rise a little further from sleep, pawing at my ears to block out the rasping drag 
of metal on metal—so abrasive that I flinch despite my sedated exhaustion. The fragrance of 
Dove soap and male-ness drifts towards me. It’s the way my dad has always smelled, but 
now he’s overwhelmingly saturated in his perfume of habit and biology.  
After an indeterminable amount of time in limbo, with Dad entering and leaving 
every hour or so, his pulse fills the room one last time. I wait until he’s gently shut the door 
and his heartbeat has faded with the ascent of his footsteps up the stairs.  
I look over at the nightstand clock and see that it’s 4:38—in the afternoon. All 
drowsiness abruptly leaves me. My stomach contracts. Fuck. Fuck. Fuck. 
I peel off my sweaty, ill-fitting pajamas, trading them for tight jeans and a Pearl Jam 
t-shirt that somehow never made it to my apartment. I try to cover up my ponderous bulk 
with a hoody that was once way too large for me but now fits quite comfortably. I’m ill at 
ease without a bra, but there’s nothing to be done for it; bras are damn expensive, and I 
hadn’t left any in this house.  
There’s an old duffle bag in the corner of my closet. I pack an extra pair of socks and 
plain cotton underwear. I glance at the hospital gown I’d discarded on the floor, think for a 
second, then stuff it in the bag with the socks and underwear. 
And now… And now… 
The bandage around my neck stinks. How could I have not noticed that awful reek of 
iodine until now? I leave my room and lock myself in the basement bathroom. I peel off the 
old gauze, and my neck is revealed. Scabs fall with the silent serenity of snow. My throat is 
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unblemished, save for a ring of faint, reddish scars. I apply a new dressing from the first aid 
kit under the sink.  
When I finally emerge from the basement, the grandfather clock on the first floor is 
chiming five o’clock. I find myself having to squint under the faux daylight bulbs of the 
kitchen, harsh and overly bright. Brynn is sitting in the open concept kitchen, her textbooks 
spread out in disarray—on the oak table, the chairs, the floor.  
She looks up, squeals, and curls her arms around my torso. “Harley! Dad said not to 
bug you.” Her embrace is gentle, cautious. 
“Yeah, well. Maybe I should have been bugged. I overslept,” I say, disentangling 
myself from her hug. I’m after the raw rabbit carcass in the freezer. It’ll be the scrawny one I 
left in the kitchen for a stew that was never made. I figure that if I am going to become the 
kind of wolf which mindlessly lusts after prey, I should probably have some kind of meat 
ready to satiate my appetite.  
I tell myself that tearing apart a raw rabbit carcass will simply be a continuation of the 
work I started with my hands. First, I broke its neck. Then I lopped off its feet. With a boning 
knife, I poked holes in the thin flesh behind the big tendons anchored to the heels, hung the 
rabbit on stainless steel S-hooks. I opened a slit in the skin, from ankle to ankle. Then I 
gently teased the hide down, cut around the anus to avoid spilling waste on the meat. My 
knife sliced the tough membrane securing the skin to the rump. Then I pulled the hide, swift 
and sure, unsheathing the carcass, tugging the skin away like a glove from a shiny, burnt 
hand. The organs came last; I created an opening through the rabbit’s rubbery belly, then 
pulled the guts through the hole. I tore the heart and lungs out with my hand. 
And now. Soon, I would continue the rabbit’s deconstruction with my teeth. 
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Hands. Teeth. What difference did it ultimately make? Dead and devoured is dead 
and devoured. 
“Harley?” 
Brynn isn’t dissuaded by my vacant stare. She grabs me by the crook of the elbow 
and clears a place for me to sit. “Do you want something to eat? I can make you soup, if you 
want. That’s probably all that you should eat, right?” She hovers behind the counter, eager to 
please. 
“Yes, that would be nice. Make whatever you want.”  
Brynn busies herself with the stove, looking up at me, then down at the instant 
chicken noodle soup, then up at me. “Does it hurt?” she asks, placing a hand around her 
throat. 
“No.” I tell her the truth. “It looks worse than it is.” 
Her eyes widen, and she opens her mouth.  
“I’m not going to show you—I just changed the dressing.” 
“Okay. But you have to show me next time.” 
The soup takes only a few minutes to boil. She serves me my dinner in one of the 
rustic pottery bowls Dad purchased at the farmers’ market.  
I open one of Brynn’s books while I wait for my food to cool down. Social Studies 7: 
Canada and the Colonies does not appear to have changed much since I was in school. I 
suppose that’s to be expected… with history and all. Not changing. I guess. Ugh. 
“Harley…” Brynn is tentative. “Do you think you can help me with my math 
homework? It’s due tomorrow… and I’m not sure what’s going on.” 
“Mmm…” The microwave tells me that it’s 5:22 now. When is night? I’m a 
biological bomb, and I have no idea how long my fuse will burn.  
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Brynn looks up at me with her liquid brown eyes. She doesn’t nag me or say anything 
manipulative to inspire guilt; she’s not that kind of kid. But I know that she misses me. She 
was seven when I left Dad and her to fend for themselves. 
I scoot my chair closer to her. “Okay… For a little while.” 
Together, we struggle through several questions on integers. I can’t stop glancing at 
the time. She’s taking so long to grasp this concept. My explanations are beginning to come 
out in sharp bursts.  
I tell myself that I’ll know when it’s coming. I’ll know when I can no longer trust 
myself. I am in control.  
Dusk has fallen outside of the large bay windows. The treeline is a jagged silhouette 
below a ribbon of yellow and orange—a bed of dying coals that blankets the sky. 
I smell Dad as he comes inside; his rubber gumboots carry with them the reek of 
chicken shit and damp straw. Ammonia and mildew. “Hi, Dad,” Brynn calls to him, 
interrupting my third reiteration of the textbook’s instructions. 
“I’m done,” he exclaims from the entrance hall. “Shovelled the whole coop.” He’s 
had plenty of practice, can stay at home and tinker with his hobby-farm—courtesy of my 
mother’s fat paycheques—courtesy of her constant absence. 
He comes into the dining room, cheeks flushed, glasses fogged. “How are you 
feeling, honey?” He fusses over me for a moment, making sure that I’ve been fed and that 
I’m comfortable. Then he bustles off to take a shower. Shit. He’s gone before I can guide him 
towards Brynn’s homework. 
Mom enters the house shortly after Dad; the odour of expensive perfume follows her 
like a malign spirit. Brynn doesn’t greet her.  
The clock says 5:54pm.  
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“Can you help Brynn with integers?” I burst out. “I need to take a nap.” My sister’s 
face slackens.  
“I think I was just starting to get it…” she says softly.  
Mom looks at the two of us and then deposits her purse, shrugs off her elegant trench 
coat. Wicked, black heels slide from her manicured feet. 
I get up and open the freezer, pretending to retrieve an ice pack; I surreptitiously stuff 
the frozen rabbit down the front of my hoodie. 
“Goodnight…” I mutter, as I make for the stairs. I hear Mom sigh. I’m sure that my 
face is just as crumpled as Brynn’s. I promise myself that I’ll find a way to make it up to her. 
That’s assuming I ever turn back.  
The rabbit is so cold that it burns my breasts. As I deposit it in my duffle bag, another 
thought occurs to me: I should tie myself up. 
I leave my room again and enter the chilly walk-in closet. This odd room was 
constructed as an afterthought; there’s already one walk-in closet on the fourth floor where 
my parents sleep, so this one holds the seasonal outerwear. Confined to darkness for months 
at a time, it stinks of mothballs and the remnants of rotten plant matter welded into the soles 
of forgotten footwear. Behind a rack of thin spring jackets, I find an assortment of leashes 
and collars. The sight of them elicits a twinge; I miss Captain. 
We’re pretty sure that he was eaten by wolves. 
I test his old choke chain, dropping it over my head, tugging at the loop at the end. Its 
bite is comforting, cold. 
When I’ve stowed away a pair of gumboots, the chain, and the braided leather leash, I 
return to my bedroom. 
It’ll be freezing. 
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I stuff a fleece blanket into the duffle. Check the contents one more time. Arrange my 
bedsheets so that they appear to be covering the bulk of a person. God, what a cliché.  
What if I have to wait for a long time? My purse is where I deposited it yesterday, 
before I went out to butcher the rabbits. My phone still has over half of its charge, so I wedge 
it into my pocket. 
I turn out the lights, zip up the bag. The corner windows are no longer black 
rectangles; they have become a portal to the darkness beyond.  
I climb onto my desk, unlatch the right window, haul myself and my duffle bag 
outside, and gently push the glass shut behind me.  
This is it. 
I thought I’d need to use the flashlight on my phone, but I can see every evergreen 
needle in the soil, every vein of every fallen leaf. A faint scratching on my left has me 
swinging my head, pinpointing the sluggish drag of a dying spider’s legs churning the earth. 
The world is composed of grey tones but with subtle, infinite variations and textures. The 
trunk of the spruce tree ahead traces incomprehensible patterns onto my retinas. Each plate of 
bark is outlined in the faintest patina of waxy sap. 
 I’m sure that I’m not imagining this.  
I skirt around the stand of birch trees, pushing on into the bush. This path lies in the 
opposite direction of the gut pile. I am not going anywhere near the gut pile; just thinking 
about it makes my guts writhe. The thing that attacked me… who’s to say that it won’t still be 
hanging around the same area two days later? On the other hand, the creature could be 
anywhere in the woods. I might be heading straight into the jaws of my attacker. 
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There’s nothing to be done for it. I pick up a big branch, lean it against the ground, 
then step on it to snap it into a pointed end. The process takes far less effort than I thought it 
would. This stick will have to be my weapon, if I’ll need it. 
I feel as though the undergrowth is parting before me. The moonlight seems to warm 
my exposed face. Am I just overthinking every sensation? 
A mouse darts through the remnants of a blueberry shrub, and I am not surprised by 
it; I heard the delicate rustle of its passage long before it reached me. I inhale the scent of the 
sweet, bleeding fruit nibbled by the rodents.  
I’m only about one kilometer from the lake, but every second compounds itself within 
my heightened senses. It feels akin to the kind of prolonged perception I sometimes 
experience when I’m stoned. But everything is fuzzy and pastel when I’m high. Here, 
everything is as sharp as broken glass. With every sense, I absorb the world and all of its 
scents, sounds, and minute details.  
I stop walking when I smell the water. Water now has a chilled, mineral-brisk scent; 
it’s unmistakable.  
My duffle bag falls to the ground. I quietly strip down, shedding the constrictive skin 
of my undersized clothing. I can’t quite bear to be naked, so I pull on the hospital gown I 
saved. I slip the choke chain around my neck, hook it to the leash, and tie myself to a sturdy 
old cottonwood tree. The frozen rabbit has come tumbling out of the bag; I remove it from its 
plastic prison. Then I throw my blanket over my shoulders and twist it about my body, 
cocooning myself in anticipation of my metamorphoses. 
My phone has solitaire on it, and I thought that I’d use it to occupy my time. I’m too 
nervous to focus on games, and the backlit screen nearly blinds me. The whole phone idea is 
a bust, so I toss it back into my bag and just sit. 
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I can’t bear it, but I also cannot duck out from beneath the inevitability of this burden. 
It will hurt. I just know that it will hurt. 
If anything even happens… This thought keeps drifting through my subconscious. It’s 
not articulated in words, but it exists nonetheless. Is it strange that this outcome is not 
entirely comforting? Is it wrong, on some level, to want this change? To want power? 
Otherwise, that ‘nurse’ will have really succeeding in stringing me alone, like some 
kind of credulous idiot. My lip curls at the thought. 
My ass is already damp and itchy from sitting on the bare ground. I flop onto my 
back, stare up at the stars. I do miss how bright they are here, out of town. And now they 
positively sear holes in the black canvas of the sky.  
Where is the moon? Hiding behind a bank of clouds, shining through their ghostly 
bodies. 
I feel a slight twinge in my back. Is that a root digging into my hip, or the first sign of 
the transformation? 
I scramble for my phone, digging in my bag. Where the fuck is it? I just put it in here! 
No. It doesn’t matter what time it is. That doesn’t matter. That doesn’t matter. 
I lay out on my side and stretch my limbs. I visualize myself as a dog lying on a 
living room carpet, legs straight, toes curled.  
The pain returns, wrapping thorny fingers around my spine. It’s unmistakable now. 
There’s no imagining this. 
No. Not a dog relaxing. No. I’m not a dog on a carpet; I’m on the fucking rack, being 
stretched beyond my body’s capacity.  
My fingers start to break. The bones snap in concert. My teeth taper; they grow into 
my tongue. I am momentarily blind with the pain. WHITE. WHITE. WHITE. 
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For a second, everything hits pause—I teeter on the brink of exquisite torment. My 
sight returns in a jolt.  
My arms lie before me, twisted like the branches of a diseased tree. My digits are bent 
back upon themselves; my nails are compressed, rising from their beds in arched agony. 
I lay on my side, panting, cold saliva streaming from the corner of my mouth. I can 
see the hair on my forearms beginning to thicken. It pushes its way out of my skin the same 
way that rope passes through the eye of a needle—with awful impossibility. 
Then my back breaks. 
My vertebrae raise a chorus of crunches as they bud off into more bones. My ribcage 
is in the grip of a vice, steadily crushing me into oblivion. I feel my Achilles tendons slip and 
jump over my heels as the proportions of my legs change. I thrash in the leaves, the hospital 
gown rides up around my shoulders, the blanket has been cast aside at my clawed feet. 
An awful keening scream is filling my head. It doesn’t seem to be coming from my 
own throat. I’m not capable of making that kind of perishing animal shriek.  
I am going to die. I want to die. 
I hurt for so long. I don’t know when it’s finally over. 
And then… 
Fully conscious, I am completely still. Before me is a set of forelimbs terminating in 
large, imposing paws. 
Tentative, I let my mind creep from the prison of my skull, let it probe the length of 
my body. My joints are in the wrong places. My wrist is too high, my elbow is too close to 
my ribs… my knees feel thick. And the muscles in my ass just seem to continue, hugging the 
new column of bone that now constitutes my tail. 
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I can’t quite articulate this sensation. I am overwhelmed. Words are a distant 
memory: present but inconsequential.  
The breath from my dark nostrils warms the dirt at the end of my snout. Heated by the 
expired proof of my survival, the mould beneath the leaves takes on a heady aroma. 
A chilled breeze bears the scent of dry rabbit dander; my brain can immediately place 
this vague scent, once barely detectable to my human nose.  
Ever so slowly, I turn onto my stomach and rise to my feet—all four of them. The 
remnants of the hospital gown hang around my neck. I mean to shrug it off with the 
assistance of a paw, but instead I shred it completely with my sabre-like claws; they’re inches 
long, wicked like the talons of a bird of prey. 
The tearing of this diaphanous material is almost deafening. It makes my stomach 
clench. My breath is ragged, constricted. Instinctively, I reach forward with my hind leg, 
hooking my paw on the collar. I pull the chain links apart with ease. How could I have so 
deeply underestimated the power of the thing that bit me? 
I’m much larger than a normal wolf. I can already tell this. The one time I saw a wolf 
traipse through my parents’ yard, I’d estimated that its back would reach my waist. However, 
I’m not seeing the world from a lower perspective; my head must be at least four feet from 
the ground. 
The collar was laughably ineffective. The defrosting rabbit carcass holds no appeal. 
All of my plans were unspeakably foolish. 
It’s not hard to walk on four legs; my body knows what to do. I lope away from that 
scuffed patch of earth and the torn hospital gown. 
Following the scent of water, I dart through the underbrush. Nothing impedes me. As 
I pick up speed, my sharp reflexes guide me through the tree trunks and brambles. The moon 
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has come out from behind its shroud. When I break through the treeline, I see the great orb’s 
wrinkled reflection on the surface of Tarry Lake. 
My own image is bleary in the rippling water. I wade into the shallows, soaking the 
long hair on my belly. It’s surreal, looking at the sleek wolf in the water, all the while still 
expecting the pudgy woman.  
This creature’s muzzle is white, like its underside and long limbs. The fur on its 
dorsal side is dark—colour indistinguishable in the moon’s pale glow. A shaggy mantle 
cascades down its neck. Long, pointed ears curl over its skull like demonic horns. 
Its eyes are crimson. They’re saturated with the thickness of my blood.  
 -------------- 
On this most enjoyable of nights, I devour several lean snowshoe hares and a grouse. 
They are unspeakably delicious; I love how their hot guts pop between my jaws. They strike 
my muzzle with flapping wings and kicking hind limbs, and, at first, the struggle excites me. 
But then it’s just all too easy. I outrun anything I choose to pursue. I dispatch the 
small animals with overpowered efficiency. Their fight is really nothing more than 
spasmodic death throes; they’re dead before they even know it. 
My belly is full, but I find myself trailing behind my nose, veering back towards the 
house. Part of me knows that this is a bad idea, but I no longer have any patience for 
quavering sentiments. 
I can detect the masculine aroma of my father. He must have walked the property line 
earlier today. 
He is the smell of hearth and home. I am drawn to this remnant of his presence. 
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But all this is shattered when the wind changes, and I catch another scent: 
testosterone-saturated animal musk. Alarmed, I twist around, lips withdrawn to bare my 
serrated fangs.  
Another wolf is standing behind me. He’s completely still; I can barely hear his 
heartbeat. And he’d known exactly where to stand downwind. 
It’s him. This has to be the one who bit me. And this fucker has probably been 
following me all night.  
Instinct prompts outrage. These woods are mine. This family is mine. How dare he 
come close to them? My hackles bristle. A rumbling begins at the base of my throat. It 
escapes from between my gritted teeth, undulating in the air. 
I coil my haunches and launch myself at the intruder. I don’t care if he has at least a 
hundred pounds on me.  
He steps aside, lithe, no movement wasted. I completely miss his windpipe; my teeth 
comb his mane. The wolf cuffs me about the ears with one massive paw. 
I’m momentarily stunned, even though his claws haven’t broken my skin. This 
doesn’t matter; it only makes me more aggressive. Furious, I strike at him again.  
Again, I miss. 
He snorts, wags his tail. 
I rear up, intending to unzip his innards with my talons. To my utter astonishment, he 
has already read my move, and, no sooner than my forefeet leave the ground, he has 
unbalanced me with a swift shove. 
I topple to the earth, writhing to regain my feet. He is already on top of me, one paw 
resting on my soft lower belly, where there are no ribs to protect my internal organs. His 
mouth closes over my throat. The tips of his canines gently kiss the flesh beneath my pelt.  
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My powerful body no longer obeys my commands. I go completely stiff. His hot, raw 
breath brings me back to my first encounter with him two days ago. I am the same helpless 
female who was mauled by a superior force. 
Sensing compliance, he releases my throat. That raspy tongue comes out and drags 
itself across my face. My lips are curled into a rictus of fear. 
I want to snarl and snap. I want to kick him off of me. I want to taste his blood. My 
wolf body can do nothing but submit. 
 The stranger regards me with a wide grin. Is he smirking at me? He backs off, tail still 
swishing loosely from side to side. I scramble to my feet, but I keep my head lowered. The 
wolf backs up a few paces, then very deliberately points his nose in the direction I came 
from, away from the house. His orange eyes are laughing. 
 I stand my ground, ears laid back. 
 He licks his chops and gives a chuckling bark. Then he lopes off into the underbrush. 
 My stiff legs give way to trembling, and I collapse onto my stomach. I bare my 
tongue to the cold air, panting in an attempt to cleanse myself of this stifling terror. For what 
feels like an eternity, I remain fixed.  
 Dawn comes creeping over the treetops, bleeding defiance into the darkness. I still 
haven’t quite regained my bearings, but the light makes me feel exposed. I am vaguely aware 
of some sort of obligation I have to fulfill. A return to something.  
 My ears flick back and forth as I steal through the forest. I circle the area several 
times before I return to the furrowed soil and discarded duffle bag. This place reeks like the 
other wolf. He pissed on the tree that’s still encircled by the leash. The rabbit carcass has 
been dismembered.  
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 There’s a slip of paper on top of the sagging flap of the bag. It flutters a little in the 
breeze, but it’s held down by a rock. I glance around me, sure that he’s still watching. 
 I nudge the stone aside and stare at the lines and scribbles on the paper. It’s nonsense. 
I pace around the small clearing, tearing up the loam with my talons. The sun floats in the 
bloody pool of its ascent.  
 Upon returning to the note, I can decipher a few letters—the sinuous ‘S,’ voluptuous 
‘B.’ I have to forget about looking out for danger. I funnel all of my concentration down onto 
these symbols.  
 YOU WON’T TURN BACK JUST LIKE THAT. YOU HAVE TO THINK ABOUT 
IT. FEEL THE CHANGE IN YOUR BONES. J  
 Comprehension starts to form. The intangible returns to articulation. My thoughts 
begin to take on the hard sheen of words. 
 Far off in the distance, I hear the slam of the front door closing. Shit. I should get 
home, say the words that belong to the human brain. I already know what needs to be done, 
but the wolf brain cannot condense these thoughts down the honed edge of a sentence. 
  I imagine my human body. Long, frizzy, fried hair. A wreath of fat around her waist, 
love handles like overstocked saddlebags. Tanned arms, pale hands. 
 Nothing happens when I simply observe the woman. My visualization is not enough, 
so I force myself inside of her body. I enter her through her muddy eyes. My pelt chafes 
against the naked ribs inside of her chest. My tail coils into a waiting whip. My claws fill her 
fingers. 
 I’m yelping and crying as my physical body restrains and compacts itself. On a scale 
of one to ten how much does this—FUCK! There’s no scale for this kind of suffering. This 
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transformation’s pain is so much more acute than the first. I pass into and out of the 
experience, welcoming each brief reprieve from the agony.  
 I wake up face down in the mud; I’ve thrashed my way through the topsoil and into 
the clay. Steam rises from my skin—the transformation has scalded my blood.  I stay where I 
am until my body reaches a normal temperature and the fall morning begins to nip my bare 
backside. 
I gingerly dress myself and collect the fragments of my hospital gown and collar. My 
fingers pause over the note, and I can’t help but pick it up again and stare at the thick capital 






Walking back to the house, the aching rawness that enveloped my body begins to 
fade, and, in its place comes a sensation of vitality, a kind of electric hum that vibrates inside 
every cell. It’s a feeling of power that I’d caught only hints of before the transformation. My 
gumboots seem to dig deeper into the ground, my eyelids snap open and shut ferociously 
with each blink. I duck under a low aspen bough. It’s a thick limb, almost three inches in 
diameter. I reach back for it, throttling it beneath my grasp, bark twisting and squealing. With 
no more effort than it previously would’ve taken me to snap a twig, I tear the entire branch 
from the tree. Absently dragging it behind me for a bit, I imagine taking it up in both hands 
and bashing the male werewolf over the head.   
As I get closer to the house, I begin to catch the cadence of an unfamiliar voice 
engaged in an exchange with my father. The engine of a heavy truck is ticking as it cools off. 
I slip in through my basement window and latch it shut with a sigh. Careful, careful. 
Don’t break it.  
The duffle bag filled with its assorted scraps goes deep under my bed. My shoulders 
slump, I take several deep breaths. There are still some clean clothes left in my closet, so I 
gather them up and head for the downstairs shower. 
Brynn is standing right outside my bedroom door. I almost collide with her. 
Her eyes move up and down my body. Her small face bristles from within a cloud of 
auburn hair. “You weren’t here. You weren’t in your bed.” 




“Yeah, I noticed. You’re covered in mud.” Brynn follows me to the bathroom door. “I 
couldn’t finish my homework; I just didn’t get it when Mom explained it. I checked to see if 
you were awake, but you were gone.” 
I turn sharply. 
“I didn’t tell them,” Brynn insists. She breaks eye contact, and her gaze drifts down to 
my throat. She stares. 
Unconsciously, I reach up to shield my neck from her view, but the damage has 
already been done. The bandage around my neck disappeared at some point during my 
transformation… and I’d neglected to pack fresh dressings. 
“Did you fake it?!” Her voice is shrill. Her bushy little girl eyebrows rise as she 
considers this offensive possibility. 
“I’m taking a shower now,” I say stupidly.  
She grabs my arm above the elbow. Her fingers don’t even come close to closing all 
the way around it. “Dad saw the blood… The hospital saw the blood… There’s a 
conservation officer outside right now. Something happened. Something really happened, 
right?” 
“Can I please explain after I take a shower?”  
Conscious of my newly enhanced strength, I gently pry her fingers away and lock 
myself in the bathroom before she can bar the doorway. 
I watch the murky water run between my feet. What am I supposed to tell my little 
sister? How do I explain real, actual lycanthropy to a twelve-year-old? I think of all of the 
bullshit stories I could tell her: I just soaked myself in rabbit blood to frame a bear. Because I 
don’t like bears. No, actually, I tripped and got rabbit entrails all over me, and everyone 
went and made assumptions before I could explain what really happened. No, no—I’m 
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actually wearing a prosthetic throat; my real, torn-up throat is underneath it. I know, it looks 
so real. The wonders of makeup. 
Even Dad wouldn’t buy that. 
A blood clot slides down my leg and joins the liquefied clay streaming into the drain. 
And I got my period. Fuck me. It’s not even due yet… 
There aren’t any pads in this bathroom, so I wrap toilet paper around the crotch of my 
panties. And, since there isn’t any gauze left, I decide that I’ll find a fluffy scarf in the walk-
in closet. 
To my surprise, Brynn is not waiting outside the door. She must have had to go to 
school. I can imagine her scribbling away at one of those grade school desks, the ones with 
the cubbies underneath them, just seething.  
I can hope that she might forget, or I can come up with a lie. The truth is not a pretty 
story. 
Dad makes me mushy oatmeal for breakfast; I am resigned to the fact that I will have 
to eat soft foods for some time to keep up appearances. My father explains how a 
conservation officer (finally) showed up to set a bear trap on the property. He said that the 
CO came in hauling a culvert on a trailer. “Apparently that’s what a bear trap looks like these 
days,” he says. 
“They don’t… go on a kind of manhunt looking for it?” I asked. 
“No, I guess not. I think animals like that aren’t scared of people; in the end, they 
come back.” 
-------------- 
I spend the next few days hiding in my room and checking various calendars and 
online webpages to find some sort of consensus on the lunar cycle. The next full moon will 
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be on either the 15th or 16th. I make a list of lunar dates for the next six months, programming 
these new alerts into my phone. They sit next to other noteworthy times: the days I should be 
menstruating, the days I should be at work early, the days that I should pay rent. 
Who would have thought it, but—ha—it turns out that the internet is full of bullshit 
werewolf sites. I read about teenage boys encountering puberty (concurrent with lycanthropy, 
apparently). There were creepy old guys fishing for naïve sluts. (“I cAn MaKe It ReAl FoR 
yOu Do YoU wAnT mY wOlF gIfT???”) My personal favourite was the old site comprised 
of multiple users who all wrote in exactly the same style; some lonely faker was behind all of 
the accounts on the forum. 
It’s all make-believe for them—some other personality to step into for an evening 
whack-fest of porn videos and werewolf role-play. Jesus. These people are describing 
werewolves à la The Wolf Man. 
Only one website gives me pause. There is no mention of the word ‘werewolves,’ but 
this site shows up after a few pages of the search engine’s childish results. This site isn’t like 
the myriad of others, with their imaginary special clans and angst-riddled posts. It’s just a 
local forum called Hairy Thoughts. There are only a handful of disparate users, and they all 
seem to be talking about cutting hair: 
“Just left the shop. what a ride! I worked the late shift. it was a close shave, I 
managed to get home before my man woke up. don’t want to make him worried. but 
sometimes a girrl has just got to work an extra shift. can I get an amen?” 
“Amen. I had an interesting customer today. His hair was a little long. Like long as 
yours and mine I think. In the end I convinced him not to get it cut. If you see this fellow 
dont let him cut his hair. He wouldnt buy any of my products but maybe hell buy yours. You 
seem to manage a mane better than me. (Haha I’m so clever.)” 
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I compose my own thinly veiled message: 
“I just had the worst (first) bad hair day of my life. I’m not sure what to expect from 
the next one. I saw a hairdresser, but he wasn’t very helpful. Can anyone give me a haircut 
and some advice?” I enter my contact information and hit ‘Post.’ 
Maybe I’m just soliciting a bunch of barbers. Oh, well. 
My phone starts playing the melody of “Bullet with Butterfly Wings.” 
It’s my boss. Am I dead? Where have I been? I’ve missed two shifts. The lumberyard 
is severely understaffed. This isn’t in my character.  
I tell him that I quit. Sorry, had an accident. Need time to convalesce. 
I have about four thousand dollars in the bank; I can afford to take some time off. 
God knows I can’t focus on anything but werewolf shit for now. 
I hang up before my boss can say anything else, return to my research.   
-------------- 
Several more days of fussing (Dad), pestering (Brynn), and blissful neglect (Mom) 
pass before I convince everyone that I can drive myself into town to check on my place. 
Brynn wants to come with me, and Dad wants her to accompany me to make sure that I 
won’t faint or something. I’m saved from an accusatory half-hour drive when Dad finds out 
that she still hasn’t completed the homework Mom was supposed to help her with. I give 
silent thanks at the altar of Mom’s career, the bestower of lengthy absences and expensive 
Christmas gifts I can resell for cash.  
There hasn’t been any activity on the forum, and I’m feeling impatient. My little 




It’s a Saturday evening, so the emergency room is teeming with maimed individuals. I 
wander from counter to counter, drifting through an intoxicating cloud of blood and fear, 
attempting to find someone who can tell me who my doctor was. No one at Hornbol General 
Hospital seems to have my file, and, during my ramblings, I encounter neither the real nurse 
nor the sexy costumed one. I surreptitiously crouch in several hallways that I think might be 
near where my room was, attempting to draw in a low scent that resembles mine; in 
hindsight, I’m pretty sure that the ‘nurse’ was a werewolf. But I’m so lost. It’s like we were 
never even there. At least the trip yields some fresh bandages; the staff is happy to give them 
away, and no one asks why I need them. 
Frustrated, I purchase a block of cheddar cheese and head to my decrepit apartment. 
Despite the weather (always in spite of it), my place is over thirty degrees warmer than 
outside. I open a couple of the cheap single-pane windows and rummage through my 
belongings. Everything is stacked on the floor. Piles of books border the walls, creating a 
paper mountain range within my living room. I don’t have much in the way of furniture—just 
a lumpy couch and the low coffee table that my TV sits on. 
Buried beneath a pile of cassettes is the laptop I received several Christmases ago. I 
take this with me so that I won’t have to check my emails on the phone. I load the computer, 
a handful of books, a fistful of tampons, and several changes of clothing into my other duffle 
bag, then I finally shed my undersized outfit in favour of my AFI hoodie. 
I eat the entire block of cheese, biting into it like it’s a massive candy bar.  
With the main order of business taken care of, I wander into my bare-walled 
bedroom. My chaste, single bed beckons to me, calling for a carnal act. From a banker’s box 
next to my mattress comes the platinum vibrator. I vent my irritation and anxiety into two 
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orgasms, going until my crotch is utterly numb. Obstinately, I attempt to stimulate another 
climax. 
Fuck this fucking. I throw the sex toy at the wall. I’ve misjudged my new strength; 
the damn thing makes a crater in the gypsum board and shatters in a hail of triple A batteries. 
My heart is in a race with my thoughts. I can’t figure myself out here. God, it’s hot. 
Slinging my possessions over my shoulder, I give the yellowish walls of my 
apartment one last glance before I lock up. 
Utterly fruitless. Nothing has helped. I’ll just have to wait until the moon is ready to 
out my fellow creatures.  
-------------- 
To my immense surprise, Brynn starts to let go of what she saw. Unfortunately, she 
also begins to shut me out. I try to resume homework assistance, but she refuses my help. My 
chest tightens when I think about her… 
The next full moon draws near. My parents pay October’s rent on my apartment, 
insisting that I need to stay under family surveillance. I’m grateful for the opportunity to 
transform away from the city. 
And, utterly thrilled to have both of his daughters at home for the spooky season, Dad 
buys two portly pumpkins and insists that we carve them immediately, even though 
Halloween is still three weeks away and they’ll probably rot before then. Brynn has barely 
taken her shoes off before she is assaulted by his enthusiasm. 
“Sit, Sweetie! I got everything ready for you girls.” Dad gestures at the layers of 
newspaper and the plastic scoops and knives he’s arranged on the table. I’d watched him 
unpack one of those pumpkin-carving kits for children. I nurse my tepid cup of coffee, 
observing Brynn’s reaction from the corner of my eye.  
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“Ahhh!” Her eyes brighten a bit, then narrow subtly when she notices me. “Okay, 
Dad. Just let me clean out my pack.” She starts unloading granola bar wrappers from her 
Young Frankenstein lunch box. 
“How was school? Did you, uh… have a spelling test today?” I pose the question as 
an offering—a peace offering. 
“They don’t make you do spelling tests in grade seven.” Her tone is curt.  
“They don’t?” I shrug apologetically. “Somehow I remember still doing them. That 
and handwriting books. Do you have to fill out handwriting books?” 
“No. That was last year.” Brynn seats herself next to me at the work station Dad has 
prepared. She runs her fingers over her pumpkin’s ridges, tapping on its orange skin. 
“You never needed those handwriting books.” Dad smiles at Brynn, looks at her, but 
his eyes are focused on some memory behind her. He gives himself a little shake, puts a big 
pot on the stove. “How do you two feel about chili?” 
“Anything sounds good so long as I don’t have to cook it.” I give Dad the thumbs up. 
Brynn grimaces; somehow, Dad has it in his head that she likes tomatoes.  
He’s about to say something when his jeans pocket starts to vibrate and twitter with 
bird song. 
“Hello?” He picks up his phone, and I can hear every word that comes from the other 
end. Mom is cool as an icicle, explaining that the Mercedes won’t start and that she’s the last 
one at the firm. 
“Looks like you’ll be cooking if you want chili.” Dad relays the information that I’ve 
already heard. He gives each of us a pat on the head. With a hollow slam and an anemic 




Brynn determinedly ignores me, staring intently at her pumpkin. She’s drawn a 
jagged frown and triangle eyes in black marker. Now she’s poking and hacking at the top of 
the pumpkin, trying to cut open a lid with one of the blunt carving kit knives.  
I get up and retrieve two boning knives from the drawer beside the sink. “Those kits 
are shit,” I say, handing one of the knives to Brynn.  
“Thanks,” she grunts through her teeth. I notice that the elastics on her braces are 
alternating orange and black.  
Before I gut my pumpkin, I start to freehand a tearful jack-o’-lantern face with big, 
round eyes. Brynn has prized open her pumpkin and is pulling out the fibrous flesh and seeds 
in great handfuls. She pauses to furiously scratch her wrists.  
“I wonder why the juice is so itchy,” I say, beginning my first incision.  
“People think it’s an allergy thing. I looked it up a couple of Halloweens ago. I guess 
we’re just lucky.” 
“Ah, to grow up with the internet,” I say teasingly. Brynn is silent again. I poke the 
pile of guts we’ve deposited in the discard bowl. “I’ve said it before, but… when you were 
born… it wasn’t love at first sight. I was fifteen, going on sixteen. That’s a long time to 
spend as an only child.” 
“Yeah, yeah—I’m the ‘accident,’” Brynn snaps.  
“Mom’s joking when she says that! Besides, you’re the best accident that ever 
happened to me.” I won’t burden her with the knowledge that I am the actual unplanned 
offspring. 
I gasp for breath through the tightness in my throat. “I mean that. You’re the happiest 
accident.” And my latest accident has turned out to be quite interesting, too. 
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“Well… I’m glad for you, too. Even if…” The tendons in Brynn’s neck stand out like 
garrote wires.  
“What?” 
She saws at her pumpkin for a while, and I return to my own work. Then: “I’m not 
some fucking idiot kid!” she bursts out. “You’re different, you’ve been different ever since 
the bear attack or whatever—whatever happened. Something’s not the same.” 
I wince, unconsciously clenching my fists. “Is… it a bad change?” 
“It’s the lying! The lying is shitty!” 
“Hey, do you swear like that in front of Dad?” 
“Do you tell him the truth? Of course not, of course I don’t talk to him like this. 
You’re the only one I talk to, for real. And you used to talk to me, for real.” 
“I don’t want to keep things from—” I begin. 
“Then don’t! Tell me what’s going on!” 
“Listen, you’re more mature than I was at your age. When I moved out, you became 
the focus of their lives. No—this isn’t a bad thing,” I am hasty to clarify my point. “You’re 
holding off Dad’s empty nest crisis. You’re probably the reason—” No… should I say that? 
I’m thinking that Brynn is the glue in my parents’ marriage. The only reason Mom still 
tolerates Dad. Got to keep that nuclear family going, at least until their child-rearing days are 
over. 
“What? What?! I’ll just guess. I’m standing in the way of divorce, right? God, I know 
that.” Brynn averts her gaze, stabs her pumpkin. I suck air through my teeth, hissing.  
“Okay, yeah. That’s where I was going.” 
“Alright, I can deal. Now tell me about your neck.” 
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“It’s…” I’m struggling to articulate the truth. “I’ll make you a promise. I swear to you 
that I’ll tell you everything later, when you’re older.” Her mouth twists into a snarl. I’m 
quick to head off her protest. “Not because I don’t think that you can handle it. I don’t want 
you to have to handle it. It’s not something that you need to have to deal with and not 
something that I want you to deal with.”  
The muscles around Brynn’s eyes slacken. “You… you… were you… did someone—
?” She clears her throat. “You’re leaving me to imagine all of the worst things that can 
happen to a lady. I’m just going to assume the worst.” 
‘Lady’ is a generous term to describe me.  
“Well… I was attacked. It wasn’t a bear. But I wasn’t raped. It wasn’t… a person 
who attacked me. Let’s leave it at that. Please don’t worry. Please don’t.” My nose starts to 
sting, and I’m gazing at her from below the surface of a wavering pool, pleading, paddling 
franticly to escape the depths. Fuck crying; I hate it. 
“I’ll never tell Dad or Mom. But I want to tell you everything. And I will. Can you 
please trust me and my judgement?” 
My tears, rare in even the worst of circumstances and unseen by any human soul in 
years, are enough to soften Brynn’s stubborn stance.  
“Let me… Can I see your neck?” she asks, then turns in her chair, surveying the 
room, as though she can’t quite believe that we’re still alone. Wordless, I peel away the 
perfectly clean dressing. Her fingers move over my skin with that same light caress she used 
to inspect her pumpkin. Poking, tapping. “You’ll tell me? When?” 
I had to think. Years are truly arbitrary; they’re no indicator of maturity. God knows, 
I want to spare my own father from the knowledge of my life, and he’s almost 50. But Brynn 
wants a promise—a pact. 
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“When I’m ready. I swear.” 
“Okay. Alright.” Her posture crumples, deflates. She returns her attention to her 
pumpkin, says, “But I might figure it out before then.” 
“Yeah. You might. Hey, hey…” Her eyes have developed a slow leak. I grab her 
shoulders, pull her towards me. “What happened to you, kiddo? What happened…?” I know 
that she hates it when I use that condescending term, but it slips out anyway. Shuddering with 
sorrow, we embrace, smearing snot on each other’s shirts and frizzy hair.  
When Mom and Dad arrive home, two grinning jack-o’-lanterns stand side by side. If 
our parents look closely enough, they might see the faint outlines of rage and remorse, 





In the days leading up to the change, I notice that my scalp prickles and the roots of 
my teeth ache. The urge to bite is so strong that I chew on my own arm, savaging it with 
fangs that periodically sharpen into points… the wounds seal themselves within hours. I can’t 
collect eggs from the chicken house; the skittish movements of the birds make my heart beat 
itself breathless. And my period returns exactly 22 days after it ended, a first in consistency 
for me. The smell is strangely fragrant now. Pleasant. I’m sure that the meaty, metallic scent 
of vitality is unmistakable to everyone around me, but no one tells me that I smell. 
When the night in question arrives, I retrieve my duffle bag and repack it. My 
temperature is so high that I forgo bringing a blanket. 
On silent feet, I pass before Brynn’s bedroom, listening for the steady thud of her 
heartbeat. She isn’t pretending to sleep—it’s real—so I steal away into the night. 
Frost is lingering in the air, hovering on the brink of crystallization. I welcome its 
soothing, jagged caress. 
I strip down as I walk, feeling my large teeth jockeying for position in my cracking 
face. It’s all I can do to kick off my pants before the change completely takes me. I break and 
reform so quickly this time that I’m not sure if anything has really happened. Is it already 
over? Immediately, I twist around to sniff my genitals: no more period. Hmm. 
I nose my clothing into a pile beside the duffle bag, bury my soiled pad, and take off, 
eager for the hunt. I follow the scent of a strange man (most likely the conservation officer). 
He broke the trail to the gut pile so he could back the trap into the bush, leaving amputated 
limbs oozing pungent sap. I’d avoided going to the site of my attack, but I head there now, 
drawn by the thunderous stench of bear shit and tuna. 
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I don’t think it in words, but, when I catch the month-old scent of the male wolf, a 
fresh notion presents itself: HE CAN GO FUCK HIMSELF. Stale and settled beneath a 
collage of newer smells, this reminder of his presence makes me gnash my teeth.  
But then my attention is captivated by the actual bear huffing in the culvert on the 
trailer. 
The animal hasn’t been here for long. The grooves in its long, long claws are still 
filled with the pulpy fruit of rosehips. This yearling grizzly had probably just been passing 
through, but the trap’s fishy bait was too irresistible in the face of an impending hibernation.  
 I approach the cage, tail wagging, tongue lolling. Saliva pools in my jaws, dripping 
from my dark lips in gooey strands. This creature is so much smaller than me. Its fear is 
absolutely intoxicating. To think I could have confused this quivering beast with a werewolf, 
even if just for a split second. 
At the sight of me, the bear throws itself against the ridged walls of the culvert, 
chuffing hoarsely, pacing.  
Poor little infant stuck in the birth canal. Let me pull you out. 
I hook my talons in the mesh gate sealing the trap, wiggle my toes through the slats. I 
push into the wire, attempting to lift it with my foreleg. It implodes and skids up beneath the 
pressure. 
Steam jets from the bear’s nostrils; it shakes its head, emitting loud popping sounds. 
Its tiny ears are flattened against its skull. 
Once I’ve peeled open this giant can, I bounce back and fall into a bow—front legs 
parallel with the ground, hindquarters stiff and wiggling. 
The bear glares at me with its bleary little eyes, unwilling to leave the ‘safety’ of its 
tunnel. I bark at it, and it flinches. 
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Come on come on come on… 
I circle around to the back of the trap, where the culvert terminates in a blind end. 
Curling a paw into a fist, I rap my claws against the back of the metal cage. 
The bear explodes from the culvert like a bullet leaving the chamber of a gun. I 
pursue it like the red afterglow that follows a meteor to its obliteration. 
Its speed is no match for my own. I hold myself back so I can run beside the 
wheezing bear. Alarmed, it opts for the second choice instinct has made available: fight. 
The grizzly wheels about and rears onto its hind legs, peeling back its rubbery lips to 
reveal an assortment of teeth: sharp ones, blunt ones. Some very human ones. 
 I dance around the bear, forcing it to twist about and stagger. My tongue traces the 
horizon of my fangs. I see the bulging whites of my prey’s eyes before I lunge.  
Heat fills my mouth. Shaggy hair slips between my teeth; there is the warm quiver of 
flesh at the tips of my canines. I scissor my jaws shut, tear away some of the fat and muscle 
protecting the animal’s spinal column, spit away this furry chunk of meat. Roaring and 
screaming, the bear attempts to swat me away with one of its imposing forepaws. Leech-like, 
I plant my muzzle inside of the wound, nibbling at the living flesh, lapping up the blood 
being brought so readily to me by the panicked efforts of its heart. My claws are hooked into 
the bear’s shoulders; I take my weight off of my hind legs, crawling up the animal’s back. 
My mass brings the bear down onto its forelegs. 
Weakened, it is unable to bear my weight, and it collapses onto its belly. I open my 
mouth wide, wide, WIDE. I close the entire breadth of my bite upon the bear’s spine and 
bring my carnassials together, crushing vertebrae and nervous tissue.  
Blood soaks my pelt, dripping from my mantle and belly. A hot, sweet baptism. This 
is my flesh and blood, eat of it and be saved. Or however it went. 
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And the bear’s meat fills me; this is the nourishment that satiates the boredom of 
rabbits and gawp-mouthed grazers.  
Meat that eats meat is meat is meat is meat is meaty meat. Delicioussss. 
The carcass is still wrought with spasms of life; I revel in the taste of this frenzied 
muscle tissue, contracting and jumping with energy.  
The hypnotic hold of feeding is momentarily broken by a deep howl, not so far off 
from where I felled my prey. This isn’t the howl of a normal wolf; it’s too low, too long. It 
comes from a massive set of lungs and blooms in the throat of a much larger animal. 
Amongst all of the hovering blood particles, I catch the scent of another werewolf. 
I raise my head, prick my ears forward. This isn’t the male who attacked me. 
With deliberate steps, approaching me from upwind, a dark female materializes 
amongst a skinny cluster of aspens. She regards me with brilliant, yellow eyes; her gaze 
flickers between me and the ground. Her head is low, and her tail is even lower, almost 
between her legs. She edges up to me—the very picture of compliance. 
I sniff the scent glands at the base of her tail and under her cheeks, memorizing her 
body. She pins her ears when I nose around her hindquarters.  
I trot back over to my kill. Flipping the bear onto its back, I tear a many-lined incision 
down its gut. The small intestine comes burbling out of the cut, shiny and inflated. I tug it out 
of the way and begin to snap at the ribcage. With my lower jaw inside of the chest cavity and 
my palate wedged against the outside, I break through the sternum to expose foamy, pink 
lungs and a thickly veined heart. 
Blinking very slowly, I step aside and beckon to the newcomer. She is drooling a 
little, but she doesn’t move. She whines plaintively.  
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I snort and return to my feasting. She doesn’t have to take me up on my generous 
offer.  
As I’m rasping away pieces of soft lung tissue with my barbed tongue, the other wolf 
comes over and settles herself beside me. Not once does she indulge. 
Our companionable silence is broken only by gulping and cracking. I discover that 
bone marrow is just as savoury as fresh blood; I tear the right femur from its joint and lay 
down away from the cooling, pooling blood. The wolf follows me, watching my gnawing 
teeth with eyes that are almost overflowing. 
The moonlight is gradually replaced with a pinkish glow. The she-wolf’s black pelt is 
tinted with a rosy illumination. She rises, traipses over to a bush, disappears behind the 
willows. A series of snaps and cracks break from her body. I hear her stifled cry—not quite 
lupine but not human, either. A pungent scent fills the air. Several minutes later, still gasping, 
a naked woman appears. As she approaches me, the yellow irises of her wolf eyes fade to a 
rich brown.               
Her bobbed hair is short and dark, like her fur. There isn’t an ounce of spare fat on 
her body; she’s lithe, small-breasted, unblemished by stretch marks—everything I look upon 
with envy (heavily disguised by distain).   
“Please, change back,” she says. Her voice is hoarse with pain. 
The sounds she is making are words, but I don’t understand them. I also don’t care. I 
continue to chew on the femur. 
“Someone is going to check that trap. We need to get far away from here.” 
I am catching a whiff of fear. I look at her again, this time concentrating on the noise 
emitting from her mouth. 
She cringes, points northwards. “We need to leave. It’s dangerous.” 
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I sigh, releasing the bear thigh trapped between my paws. The woman takes off 
running; she’s swift.  
We return to my abandoned duffle bag and scattered clothing. Someone has deposited 
their own possessions next to mine.  
The woman turns her back on me as I pull myself back inside. 
“Who are you?” I ask as soon as the words are available.  
“I read your post on Hairy Thoughts.” She still isn’t looking at me; she’s slipping on a 
thin t-shirt. No bra necessary. Gawd, I kind of hate her. 
“How the hell did you find me? I wanted to meet someone in town, not out here.” I 
hastily do up my bra. Very necessary.  
“I know who bit you.” 
I freeze. Two things happen simultaneously: I comprehend her statement, and I 
realize that I have forgotten to pack spare pads in my werewolf bug-out bag.  
She continues to speak. “I came to make sure. I figured that this had happened. But, 
like… I wanted to make sure that you’ve got it under control.” She already has her jewelry 
back on: thick bangles on her wrists, a little gold chain around her neck. She glances at me 
from the corner of her eye, goes stiff. I cross my arms over my paunchy belly. Feel a hot, 
thick strand of blood crawl down the inside of my thigh.  
“Hmm, you’re actually quite pretty.” Her voice rises several octaves.  
“Actually?” I snap. My neck is getting flushed; I can feel my skin burning. 
“When you’re not covered in fur, I mean.” 
I’ve never felt uglier than right now, in this moment, when I’m smearing away 
menstrual blood with a fistful of leaves, shoving my fat rolls in my jeans, and being 
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appraised by this complete stranger. She’s fucking with me. Did she not just see how sleek 
and strong I was as a wolf?  
What a baffling person… but this is what I was looking for, right? Contact. 
“Can you take me to the guy who bit me?” I wrest control of the conversation.  
“I can. I will.” The woman hoists her pack onto her shoulders. 
“Now. Let’s go now.” Be nice. “Please.” 
I gather some of the biggest fallen leaves, start layering them in the crotch of my 
underwear. My subconscious wars with the nagging sense of dread that a forthcoming 
meeting inspires. I latch onto a passing thought as I stare into the depths of my underwear. 
They’re not panties. I don’t wear fucking panties.  
“What’s your name?” the woman asks. 
“Yours first,” I demand. 
“I’m Alexis.” Her voice rises a bit at the end, like she’s asking a question. 
“Harley,” I say gruffly.  
“Yeah. Okay. Good. Good. It’s a bit of a walk.” 
“Do you… have pads or tampons in your car?” I mutter. 
“Yes. Of course.” Ah. She’s prepared. I’ve always found preparedness endearing.  
I follow her skinny ass towards the distant moan of the highway. She’s parked ages 
away, in a truck pullout several kilometers from Mom and Dad’s unmarked driveway. A 
plastic bag blows by, assaulting my ankles as I accept the proffered menstrual pad. It’s going 
to be far too thin for my flow; I can already tell. She turns away graciously, allowing me to 
trade the manufactured plastic and bleached cotton for my layered, slimy dead leaves. 





Alexis takes me into town. I can’t help but notice that her little Subaru Impreza is 
immaculate inside. The upholstery is spotless, and there isn’t so much as a scrap of 
McDonald’s straw wrapper in sight. Dad taught me a bit about cars, and I figured this one 
came into the world only a few years after I did. While carefully assessing her driving 
(defensive and cautious), I text my dad, telling him that a friend picked me up at the end of 
the road. 
I’m getting really tired of constantly having to account for my presence. This is why I 
moved out. 
We turn off the highway, driving past the suburbs and into the industrial quarter of 
the city of Hornbol. Dilapidated old houses are planted on big, overgrown plots of land. Most 
of these dwellings were built in the 50s, before the lumber industry overtook this part of the 
city. Some of them are little more than shacks, insulated with sawdust and Sears catalogues. 
The car’s frame rattles violently when it dismounts the rail crossing.  We pass the 
mills on the right. I can almost feel the heat radiating off of the corrugated tin siding before a 
wall of lumber and pallets shields the buildings from sight. I look up, watching the tectonic 
billowing of the mills’ emissions.  
I’m abruptly drawn back into the vehicle by an ear-splitting detonation from below. 
Alexis utters a short shriek of surprise. During the ringing second it takes for her to regain 
her composure, the car lists into the left lane. She corrects its path, easing it onto the right 
shoulder. 
We sit there for a moment, hearts in our throats. Though there’s a distinct whining in 
my ears, it grows less and less with each second: another perk of my newly-enhanced 
regenerative abilities, I assume. Wordless, Alexis gets out, stands staring at the driver’s side 
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front tire. I wonder if I should get out. If I, too, should stand next to her and stare at it, to 
delay going forward. Or should I ask her if she has a spare and help put it on? 
When I glance at her through the open door, a rectangle of colour catches my eye. I 
shift my gaze to Alexis’s lowered sun visor, to a photo pinned there. Hands resting on her 
daughter’s shoulders, a smiling, middle-aged Asian woman stands behind a stone-faced child 
with a glossy bowl cut hairdo. A vast shoreline stretches out behind them, stormy sky 
embracing grey water. Glancing back at Alexis, I think I recognize her features, nascent in 
the child’s grim expression. 
Laughter erupts from the adult Alexis. Standing arms akimbo, still staring down at the 
flat tire, her mirth comes forth in pinched gushes of unmodulated hysteria. The way each 
wave of giggles seems to overtake the next, varying so greatly in volume and intensity—I 
don’t like it. 
The passenger side of the vehicle tilts, rebounds when I get out. I confirm that the tire 
is indeed flat.  
“Pop the trunk,” I say in a level voice. “You have a spare, right?” 
She crumples a little, her hands sliding down from her hips to her knees. Bent over 
that way, she hisses like a deflating balloon, “Oh, yes…” 
I locate the spare tire beneath the trunk’s false bottom. I consider the crappy little 
scissor jack tucked next to the wheel. Glancing at Alexis to see if she’s watching (she’s not), 
I reach an experimental hand down to the trailer hitch. I lift the car until the springs are 
completely decompressed and the rear tires rise from the ground. It’s no more laborious than 
picking up a six-pack of beer. I lower the little Subaru gently. I leave the jack where it is and 
assume that the wrench will be unnecessary, too. 
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“Okay.” Toting the spare under one arm, I approach Alexis, who’s still hiccupping 
with sporadic chuckles. She turns her head to look up at me. Her eyes are glassy and 
unfocussed.  
“You know, this is how I ended up bitten,” she says. 
“Hmm,” I grunt, kneeling before the flat. We’re once more at eye level with each 
other, and I am unsure of how to respond: I thirst for information, for clarity, for 
commiseration. But this Alexis seems to be a bit unstable.  
“Lift the front up. I’ll take the nuts off of the rim once we’ve got clearance.” 
Alexis hesitates—for so long that I think she’s not going to do it—then she reaches 
for the frame. “Not there,” I am quick to correct. “There should be a place on the axle or a 
flat piece of steel behind the wheel—here.” I point out the spot strong enough to support the 
vehicle’s weight without bending. 
Alexis tentatively hoists the car up. She’s using her back, rather than crouching. 
Steadying the tire with my left hand, pinching thumb and forefinger over a nut, I twist, 
feeling slightly giddy when it breaks loose and dances down the lug bolt’s thread. I am a 
wrench now. I can wrench.      
“Arden bit me, too.” Alexis’s dark hair hangs in front of her face. Her grip on the car 
is as steady as her voice—firm.  
“Oh?” I supply, depositing the freed nuts in a pile on the ground. I pull the suspended 
wheel from the bolts, examining it for punctures. 
“That’s what’s so funny, so ironic, I guess. We broke down on the way to see the 
werewolf who bit me because I broke down.” 
“We’re not broken down,” I say. Then, unable to maintain an impassive façade: “He 
ambushed you, too?” 
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“Not really.”  
There’s a gaping hole in the tire’s tread; this one’s a goner, beyond repair. I set it 
aside and mount the spare, begin loosely tightening the nuts. 
“I met him at the mechanic. My brakes got stuck, and I had to get towed. He worked 
there, at the time.” The vehicle shifts slightly as Alexis adjusts her grip.  
With all nuts threaded on the bolts, I begin to tighten them in earnest, moving 
between each one in a crisscross pattern, like my dad taught me. 
“He’s the one who came out from behind the reception desk, took my keys, and drove 
it in the shop. We talked a bit. He flirted. I didn’t even remember his name afterwards.” 
I guess the amount of torque and finish fastening the nuts. “You can let it down now.” 
I feel immediate regret; I should have prolonged the task, extended it beyond her periods of 
silence. I place the blown-out tire in the trunk. Though I expect Alexis to have returned to the 
driver’s seat, she is still clinging to the side of the vehicle, holding onto the reinforced steel 
behind the wheel; the new tire hasn’t touched earth. 
“You can let it down,” I repeat uncertainly.  
She finally allows the vehicle to slip from her grip. Still bent over, folded in half, she 
says, “Arden showed up in the park a few weeks after my car was out of the shop. I was there 
shooting the chili festival. That. Goddamned. Chili festival.” 
Now that my task is complete, I don’t know how to avoid acknowledging what she’s 
telling me. “I’m sorry,” I say. “Not having a choice… sucks.”  
These words apparently revive Alexis: she straightens up, seeming to recover like a 
wilted plant receiving water. 
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“Did he talk to you before biting you?” she asks. The question surprises me. I had 
been under the growing impression that Alexis was too mired in her own experiences to pay 
any notice to mine. But she came to find me, I remind myself. She didn’t have to do that. 
“No, I don’t… I don’t know,” I admit. 
“Never mind. Stupid question, if you haven’t been introduced. How’d you know 
which face belongs to him?”  
I shrug in agreement.  
The spell is broken. We return to our seats. Alexis flips the sun visor, and the long-
gone memory of the stolid child disappears. 
She gives herself a shake. It starts from her head, radiates sinuously down her neck 
and shoulders, canine-like. She peeks at me from the corner of her eye, offering a blithe smile 
that I don’t quite believe.    
As we pull back onto the cracked pavement, I wonder how someone gets attacked by 
a werewolf at a chili festival. I know which one she’s talking about: it takes place every year 
in the park attached to the high school. The circumstances would be comical if Alexis didn’t 
seem to be so broken by the event. And ‘shooting’ it? Was she a photographer?         
It isn’t long before we turn off of the main road, entering a mucky driveway that ends 
before the grey, empty-eyed windows of a shanty and the untold hectares of forest behind it. 
The panes of glass are so filthy that they’re almost opaque. Rotting boards and mouldering 
insulation are scattered about the yard. Many people over many years had taken spray cans to 
the peeling exterior walls of the house. Beside the doorway, there’s a drawing of a dick in 
very close proximity to what appears (maybe?) to be a caricature of the senior Trudeau. 
Beneath the long-neglected mailbox are the words ‘war is for cunts.’ The front door is ajar.  
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My subconscious, inarticulate as always, assaults me with an image and a scent: my 
own ‘cunt’ and its all-too-obvious, bloody fragrance. I consider running. 
I turn to Alexis. “Really?” 
“Unfortunately, yes,” she shifts her little car into park and gets out with a sigh.  
“This is a crack house,” I protest. 
“It was before Arden chased off the junkies.” 
“Why didn’t you clean it up?” I think of her spotless Subaru. 
“Why would they? Werewolves are just another type of junky…” Alexis mutters.  
They?   
Alexis pushes the door open. A brick propped against the other side of the door falls 
over and is shunted into a pre-existing hole in the wall. 
“You better not have brought chicken again—no one else likes it!” A male voice 
shrieks from the basement. Suppressed laughter—someone else’s—follows this statement. 
“That’s Arden.” Alexis fetches the brick from its little den and props it back up 
against the door. 
I quickly realize that this isn’t a house. Not a shed. Not a shanty.  
This is a den. The air is thick with the rank perfume of multiple unwashed bodies. 
Beneath the stench of neglected personal hygiene is a scent that I am beginning to realize is 
unique to werewolves—a note of earth-musk-metallic-meat-PREDATOR. 
The assortment of scavenged sofas in the living room all bear the evidence of claw 
marks and chewing. The wall is stained in a couple of places; from these darkened spots 
emanates the unmistakable stench of urine. Garbage is strewn all across the floor, but there 
aren’t any needles, thank Christ. Still, I don’t take my shoes off. 
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“Pretty messed up,” Alexis apologizes. “I don’t really get it… why we don’t...” her 
voice drops to a whisper “…aren’t allowed…to clean. But Arden is in charge of the pack—
the only pack around here. I mean, not everyone lives here. I sure don’t. But this is home 
base.” 
We’re standing next to each other, gazing at the filthy mess. I feel her hand drift over 
to mine; her fingertips brush my skin. 
She gives me this sidelong stare, bold in its acknowledgement. She could barely look 
me in the eye when we were wolves—and now this? I snatch my hand away. She flinches. 
The voice comes hollering up the stairs again: “LEXIIIIIEEE! You’re killing me, 
girl!” 
“I didn’t bring any food!” Alexis yells back. I wince; all of the screaming is so 
unnecessary for people with heightened senses. 
One particular werewolf odour detaches itself from the mix. It grows stronger and 
stronger as the man called Arden climbs the stairs, wafting scent with his movements. 
I know this smell. Unbidden hair sprouts from the back of my neck to the base of my 
spine. It bristles, stands straight up. Alexis edges away from me. 
I’d also be surprised by this involuntary lapse if I wasn’t so pissed—so afraid—so 
pissed about being afraid. 
A scruffy guy, probably in his mid-thirties, appears across the hall. He’s growing 
some sort of half-hearted beard. His white wife-beater has a big, sloppy stain spreading down 
the front of it. But, god… his eyes are piercing. They’re that smouldering orange, out of 
place in a man’s face, but perfectly at home within the skull of a monster.  




“Still feisty, I see.” Arden gives me a smirk. Then his cocky little smile twists into a 
ghastly scowl. His mouth seems to split down the sides, revealing a row of serrated teeth, 
lined up like crooked razor blades. His eyelids turn black, like he’s wearing makeup; the 
darkness creeps down into the veins in his cheeks. 
My legs give out. I fall to my knees. Beside me, Alexis has curled up on the floor, 
assuming the bear attack position, hands on the back of her neck. 
I am in The Presence.  
Then, all at once, everything is as it was. He’s just a man again. 
“Lesson Number Two: I am Alpha,” he croons. “Welcome to the apex species.”  
-------------- 
He bit me on a whim. He’d hitchhiked out of town, changed, and gone on a run. He 
claims that he saw some sort of potential in me. But I’m pretty sure that he’d originally 
meant to kill and eat me. When I call him on this suspicion, he vehemently protests, saying, 
“We don’t do that.” 
Sure, I think. That’s why you nearly took off my head.  
Alexis is silent throughout this exchange. 
“I knew you’d be fine. You’re made of something hard, girl.” Is that affection in his 
voice? “If anything, you might not have ever turned back. You’re the type who has an easier 
time being wolf.”  
Alexis squirms. Arden fixes his gaze upon her. “Not so much the case for old Lexie, 
eh? That’s alright. We’ll still look after that side of you.” His tone is solemn, pitying.  
As he’s talking, another werewolf creeps up the stairs. He’s a rangy blond thing with 
large, veiny hands. He lingers for far too long before moving on to the scummy kitchen, 
drawing in my scent with short, shallow sniffs. He won’t (can’t?) look at me for more than a 
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few seconds, but I don’t appreciate the way that his attention rests on Alexis. When I glance 
at her eyes, I see that she doesn’t notice; she’s entirely transfixed by Arden.  
“You can stay here,” says Arden. “You don’t have to. But when I call, you come 
here.” 
I wonder how he plans to call on me. I don’t volunteer any contact information. A 
tiny smile plays around the corners of his mouth. His very toothy, fucking-snake-
disarticulating mouth. 
“Alexis will pass along anything that you need to know,” he says. And, despite my 
intense hunger for context, I walk out of the shack with more questions than answers.  
-------------- 
Dad tells me the shocking story of the bear trap. 
“The CO arrives that day you went out visiting. I figure I’ll walk out to the trap with 
him—see if we caught anything. We get there and the trap is busted in and ripped open. 
There’s blood all over. He gets his big rifle ready and tells me to stay behind him. And we 
find this bear, but it’s dead—it’s been eaten by something. You could tell, the CO is just 
shocked, and he says he’s never seen anything like this before. But it might be a bigger bear. 
A real predatory bear. I guess they sometimes get a taste for each other. It’s rare, though.” 
I know that my parents don’t have the imagination to even consider a correlation 
between my disappearance and the dead bear. Brynn, on the other hand, hasn’t been stifled 
by repressive concepts of reality; I think she still believes in Santa. For her, monsters 
continue to exist in the realm of actuality.  
In the next few days, I gently detach myself from my family. I tell them that it’s time 
for me to get back to work. Mom gives me a brief, limp hug. Her arms are like uncooked 
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spaghetti. I need to pry myself away from Dad. And Brynn—she can’t be found when the 
time comes for me to wave goodbye and snort away in my crappy little car. 
Things are still… tense between us. Our interactions wobble across a frayed wire 
stretched over a gulf of secrecy.  
Of course I’m concerned about her. But I know that no one will believe whatever 
theories she comes up with. She is a child, and the words of children still fall silent against 





When Alexis handed me her phone number, I didn’t give any real or serious 
consideration to actually using it. But… ever since I’d moved back into my piece-of-shit-
apartment, I hadn’t been able to fill the imploding pit of loneliness in the center of my 
stomach. Visiting with my family isn’t helping. Even Brynn’s somewhat renewed warmth 
fails to thaw the frozen longing. It probably has something to do with not working 
anymore—no more forced human contact with the general public.  
Unable to shake my suspicious nature, I won’t invite Alexis to my place; I don’t want 
any of the werewolves knowing where I live. It’s bad enough that Arden knows where my 
family is—a thought that has me lying awake, sweating, twisting blankets into frayed 
threads.  
Instead, I ask if she’s willing to meet me at the pack’s headquarters. On the other end 
of the line, her voice seems higher than I remember. 
I’ve memorized the drive to the shack; it’s a point of pride for me that I can recall 
details, even under pressure. I purposefully arrive late, unwilling to broach Arden’s domain 
without… an ally, I suppose. She was the only one to check on me after I was bitten. The 
only one who counts, anyway. 
Her little Subaru is parked on one of the few patches of scraggly grass left over from 
a long-gone period of lawful habitation. There are four other vehicles wallowing in the weeds 
and muck; two of them are hunkering down on cracked, flat tires. A twiggy aspen tree is 
growing through the canvas roof of the rusted-out Jeep.  
So there are at least two other people here, besides Alexis. And, bless her, she comes 
out to greet me. She sweeps her arms in a wide arc, fluttering her hands dramatically to invite 
me in. I suppose that the level of filth here is truly exceptional, truly worth an introduction. 
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“I invited all of the girls, but Cherry couldn’t make it,” she says, herding me towards 
the dilapidated couches. “This is Willow.” She points to a woman around our age, slouching 
into the floral 70s sofa, almost camouflaged by her voluminous and equally flowery shawl. 
“Sondra.” A middle-aged Indigenous woman wearing thick glasses frames with the lenses 
poked out. “And Roydeep came with Willow.” His chocolate eyes are lined with long, 
gorgeous, black eyelashes—the kind that only men seem to have naturally. His brown arm is 
slung over the hippie girl’s shoulder. 
I’ve already forgotten their names; it’s their scents that I’ll remember. Nostrils twitch 
all around the room. As I seat myself on an empty plush chair, we’re all quiet, drawing breath 
in little sips. Alexis lunges for a can of Lysol, begins dousing the piss spots on the wall. 
“Ugh, sorry, sorry…” she mutters. “That’s a bit better.” Everyone else cringes at the harsh 
assault of cleaning chemicals.  
The older woman starts to cough violently. “Christ Almighty, Alexis... Please, stop.” 
Alexis drops the canister, as though scalded. She scuttles over to me, crouches beside my 
chair, feet flat on the soiled carpet. “Okay, maybe we can all tell Harley a bit about ourselves. 
Or…? What do you want to know?” She looks up at me. Her shoulder brushes the side of my 
leg. 
I look at all of them and am surprised to notice how quickly they break eye contact. 
Their deference gives me a boost of confidence. However, not wanting to reveal too much, I 
am careful to keep my voice measured.  
“How do you be a werewolf with family?” I deadpan. 
“You don’t,” says the hippie girl, immediately. “You don’t tell humans.” 
“Says who?” I try to keep my tone neutral. “Arden?” 
“No,” volunteers Middle-Aged Lady. “He doesn’t say much. It is common sense.” 
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“Then… has anyone told their family? What happened?” I ask. 
The room is silent for a moment.  
“Cherry didn’t tell her sugar daddy, but she ended up eating him, anyway,” says the 
one guy. He shrugs weakly, attempting to suppress the little smile twisting across his face. 
Hippie Girl elbows him in the side. 
“Then how are new werewolves made?” I’m a little terse now. “Is there a bite-first-
ask-questions-later policy?” Oops. May have revealed too much with that question. 
“Weeeeell…” says the guy. “You don’t always think things through in the heat of the 
moment. Most werewolves can’t stop at a bite. You’re lucky. You’re damn lucky.” 
“The one who bit me in the Territories almost killed me. Could have lost my arm, if 
not for the quick healing.” The middle-aged woman squeezes her hands together. A taut 
silence follows this declaration.   
“Arden told you, did he? About me.” I’m crossing my arms so tightly that they’re 
going numb. 
“He only told Isaac and Cherry, and Isaac… sort of told me. When I read your post, I 
put two and two together,” mumbles Alexis. She picks stuffing from a hole in the side of my 
seat. Her free hand twists the thick metallic cuff she wears on her left wrist. Around and 
around. 
“Meh…” grunts Hippie Girl. “Arden doesn’t tell us anything. He protects. Informs—
not so much.” 
“Why not? I thought—I thought you’re all tight and shit. A pack.” The ever-present, 
subtle, nagging sense of unease that hovers around my mental image-touch-scent memories 
of Arden rises back to the surface of my subconscious, floating amongst my thoughts like 
trash on the ocean. 
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“To be honest, most of us know each other better as wolves than as people. Like, like, 
take the way Roy here smells,” says Hippie Girl. Roydeep plugs his nose and waves his hand 
in self-depreciation. “That’s not what I mean, Jesus, Roy!” She elbows him again. 
“We’re not the best example. We live together,” Roydeep struggles to say, fending 
off Hippie Girl’s bony assault.  
“You’re dominant,” Middle-Aged Lady states, nodding towards me. “Can’t look at 
you too long.” She turns to the tussling couple. “Hey, Roy-Boy.” He glances up at her, then 
hastily pinches his eyes shut, like he’s stared into the sun. 
“Ahhh, Sondra! Not cool.” He exaggerates what begins as a very real recoil reaction. 
Then, in the midst of his theatrics, he freezes. In uncanny unison, all of us tilt our heads to 
pinpoint the sound of squelching mud.  
First, his scent diffuses into the house. I recognize it but can’t recall a face to match 
the odor. From the living room, I catch sight of a tall, long-limbed werewolf sauntering 
through the kitchen. His pelt is patchy—subtly so, beneath pale blond fur. With feline grace, 
he turns to survey us. I am aware of the weight that suddenly presses down on the others, as 
the air seems to flex beneath his presence. I am a pillar of rock, assailed by waves that crash 
against me ineffectually.  
He snorts, lifts the power of his oppressive presence, and continues down the hallway. 
“Isaac,” murmurs Middle-Aged Lady/Sondra. A din of cacophonous snaps follows him. I 
hear him yawn, now through a human mouth. When he reappears, the mystery werewolf is 
revealed to be the scrawny man I’d glimpsed the last time I was here. A black t-shirt, frayed 
around the neck and bottom, is draped over his angular body. Grey boxer shorts sprout 
twiggy legs ending in incongruously muscular calves. He blinks slowly, eyes drifting lazily 
over to Alexis. 
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In a voice raspy from disuse, he says her name.  
“We’re talking about werewolf stuff with Harley,” she offers, eyes lowered 
deferentially.  
“Since Cherry didn’t,” Roydeep confirms. 
The only source of illumination in the house, the natural light, has been waning 
rapidly. When Isaac steps into the living room, moving silently on his knobby toes, the last 
ray of dusk gleams in his eyes, obscuring his pupils in the reflection. He spits out a single 
word: ‘bitch.’ I realize that he’s turned his gaze back to me. 
I feel the muscles around my spine tightening. Whether he’s referring to me or 
Cherry, I don’t really care. I meet his challenge, leaning into his power, letting him know that 
I won’t look away. Something’s happening to me, something’s going to happen. But it’s 
welcome; he’s not Arden. I don’t have to bow. My lips begin to peel away from my teeth.  
A tremendous crash breaks the silent escalation. Everyone flinches, and Alexis takes 
this opportunity to dash away. “Rotten tree fell,” we hear her announce. “Landed on another 
tree.” She doesn’t return. 
“Let’s clean it up,” Hippie Girl says lamely. No one comments on how this would be 
a first. Sondra and Roydeep accompany her outside.  
I rise from my seat, stiff-legged. Isaac doesn’t attempt to make eye contact again. He 
gestures at his forearm, then me. My skin is covered in a faint carpet of downy hair. He 
grunts, returning my attention back to him. His posture has relaxed, all trace of confrontation 
is gone, but I understand that he wants me to watch.  
Despite his body language, Isaac’s scent changes, spiking with what I can only 
assume is adrenaline. I recognize this scent from when Alexis transformed near me. 
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He lifts his right arm, holding it parallel with the floor. His long fingers begin to 
crackle and pop. His blood vessels, already protuberant, begin to pulsate and swell. Wolf 
talons curl from thickening digits. The faint light amplified by my preternatural sight plays 
across his bubbling flesh, producing surreal, slithering shadows. 
I’m ready to lunge, to halt this amplifying threat. However, Isaac makes a placating 
gesture with his other hand, waving me off while maintaining his peaceful stance. 
His body stops secreting the pungent odor, and his flesh solidifies. His arm is still 
vaguely human-shaped, but it’s mottled, shiny, burnt-looking, tipped in taupe razor claws. 
Darkness bleeds into the veins past his elbow. He uses one of his few words. ‘Agitate.’ 
Now, he points to his blunt, human teeth, clucking his tongue. Another word: ‘focus.’ 
The adrenaline scent returns, and Isaac’s teeth flow into points, lengthening and melting like 
ivory icicles. Four additional jagged incisors push through his gums, two on the top and two 
on the bottom. They grate against the other warping teeth, forcing their way down beside his 
wicked canines.  
Then, with a groan, he retracts his fangs. Just as quickly as they erupted, his extra 
front teeth withdraw, returning his incisors to the human quantity, from twelve to eight. 
Isaac scratches his chin with his talons, waves his transformed hand, shakes the claws 
back into fingernails. He whispers in a creaky voice. I find myself leaning in, unable to 
discern more than a few words (‘remember body’), but he’s already walking away, yawning 
again. 
I stay where I am, immobilized. Yipping, barking laughter reaches my ears. I can 
detect the soft splintering sound of mouldering wood being crushed. 
I turn my left palm skywards, let my boiling unease overflow. Agitate. 
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My whole hide begins to itch. I visualize those claws, imagine them sprouting from 
my own hand, attempt to funnel my thwarted aggression from Isaac to my hand. Focus. 
He made it look elegant, easy, painless. The itchy sensation leaves my torso, my legs, 
my head—gathers and rushes down the length of both arms, uniting into a wave of pain. My 
left hand begins to contort and sharpen. But so does my right. I can feel power leaking away 
from the targeted flesh, trickling away. Like a loaded logging truck gearing up, building 
momentum, the transformation begins to seep into the rest of my flesh.  
I don’t panic; why should I? At the worst, I’ll change into a wolf in a house full of 
other werewolves. If I lose control of the shift, I won’t be near humans who can’t defend 
themselves.  
This thought is what allows me to reconsolidate the energy of the transformation. My 
mouth stretches of its own accord; my triumphant grin can’t be contained. My talons are 
black, just like those that might be found on a bird of prey. When I inspect them closely, I 
can detect slightly serrated edges along the inside curves. I obey the irresistible urge to drag 
my talons through the arm of the nearest sofa. It shreds with satisfying ease, rupturing foam 
and cotton guts. 
It’s tempting to continue down this vein of destruction, but I am careful to rein it in 
when I hear the activity outside the house begin to die down. Remembering Arden’s shitty 
little note, I imagine my human limbs, purposefully focussing on my left hand, with its 
crescent scar on the pinky knuckle, the miniscule birth mark on the side of the wrist. 
Remember body.  
Appearing fully human, I exit the house just in time to see Roydeep throw what is left 
of a massive log out of the yard. It flies through the air for the second time in its long life, 
crashing into the forest floor, tumbling away down the embankment behind the rusting 
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vehicles. Hippie Girl cheers, and Sondra wipes her palms on her pants, smearing the rich, 
pulpy liquid secreted by the rotting wood. Everyone’s hands are stained with decayed 
tannins—except for Alexis and Isaac.  
They’re standing on the opposite side of the yard, far from the others. She’s wilting 
away from him, caving into herself. When Isaac sees me, he tears himself away from 
Alexis’s ear, where he’s been leaning into her, presumably uttering bestial secrets. He slinks 
back into the woods, shedding his clothing on a well-worn branch. 
Alexis begins to straighten up, to uncross her arms. Her vulnerability hurts me; 
there’s something frustratingly different about her. The others exude lupine confidence in 
varying degrees, and I could feel their self-assurance, their power vie with my own, then 
submit. But Alexis gives nothing. She doesn’t compete, doesn’t even try.  
“Let’s go get a bite,” I say, trying to suffuse my voice with warmth. Alexis glances at 
the forest, back at me.  
“I’d rather not, if it’s all the same to you,” she says woodenly.  
Oh. I see. I amend my offer. “I mean fast food or something, not game.” 





Alexis phones me up about a week before November’s full moon. She tells me that 
the pack will be having a party at Cherry’s house; there’s usually some sort of get-together 
before each ‘obligatory transformation’—her words, not mine. I ask if there will be weed. 
She says definitely; Joel, the resident pothead, is coming. 
I pull up to a swanky inner city house. This is as close as this town came to pumping 
out cookie-cutter McMansions. The only thing distinguishing this house from its neighbours 
is the number over the massive garage. Music seethes through the dark; the bass shakes the 
pulp of my teeth. I’m greeted by the not-so-gracious hostess herself. (I recognize her as the 
slutty nurse who Arden had sent to warn me about the change.) I hand her my offering, a case 
of beer, and she welcomes me inside, somewhat grudgingly, I think. It’s all in the way she 
looks me up and down and offers no mention of our initial encounter. 
I suppose that the music isn’t all that loud, but it verges on the edge of werewolf 
tolerance. I find the greasy guy who’s rolling joints and offer to pay him for one. Joel—I 
think his name is Joel—just gives me one for nothing. 
I settle myself as far away from the speakers as possible; there’s a spot between two 
of the couches where the sound is a little more muffled. I lean against the wall, and, though I 
initially do not plan on getting stoned here, I find myself accepting a light and then, rather 
than letting it burn up, puffing sedately on my joint.  I would’ve preferred my little escape to 
happen in privacy, but enough drags make me forget why I was so guarded. 
This shit stinks good. Fuck that fuckin’ Arden, making me feel like I can’t do weed 
when he’s around. I just won’t look at him. 
Alexis finds my hiding place and wedges herself beside me. Generous as I am when 
stoned, I offer her a toke. She politely refuses. “I don’t like losing touch with myself.” 
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I giggle. Touch herself. Haha. My tolerance for weed isn’t very high. But oh, fuck, 
I’m high. I’m very high.  
A wellspring of suppressed laughter condenses in my belly, burbling against the 
weakened walls of my self-control. Warm fingers trace lines of heat inside my skull. Every 
second protracts itself across a timeless divide between my thoughts and my surroundings. 
My eyes can’t quite seem to focus… they’re following the internal rotation of a jittery gear, 
spinning round and round. 
Our legs are stuck straight out in front of us. I’m feeling sleepy and magnanimous, 
but not tolerant enough to ignore the way that Alexis’s hand is crawling onto my shin.  
“You don’t think you’re attractive, do you?”   
"Don't." I snap a little. Alexis's hand slithers up my knee. I nudge her amorous 
fingers. She withdraws. 
"Hmm… It’s sad."  
Just let me get stoned in peace.  
"You think you're fat and frumpy. I could tell that from the moment I met you—the 
real you. And it’s not true—that's the patriarchy talking." Her bony shoulder is digging into 
my upper arm.  
"You sound like a hip. Hipster. Academic." 
"Well, you sound narrow-minded. I can tell you which type of person I'd rather be." 
I draw back my lips to reveal teeth that have sharpened themselves into fangs. Alexis 
instantly recoils from me; she leaps up as though scalded. I smell the current of menstrual 
blood that escapes her body with the movement.  
I let my face break and lengthen, feel the hair worming its way out of my pores. "You 
want to talk about self-loathing?" My words crackle with the change.  
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She refuses to meet my gaze, turns her back on me.  
“You’re not a person. Stop… pretending that… that… we...” My words come out in 
hesitant bursts. I’m irritable, but I’m beginning to forget why. 
“I’m pretending?” Alexis wheels around. The fragrant blood whirls about her; I see it 
in my mind’s eye, dynamic, vital. “You act like this is the most natural thing in the world. 
The way you devoured that bear—I mean! What?! What the hell?! That’s not something that 
someone just slips into like… pants! Putting on a pair of pants!”  
“You don’t know who I was!” I bellow. How dare she question the ecstasy of the 
hunt? The rapture of scent—the world unavailable to human senses? 
I drop my joint as my fingers lose their human dexterity. My foggy thoughts cannot 
stop this inevitable progression of events. 
Alexis won’t watch; she has retreated. This transformation is so fast that I don’t even 
have time to save my clothing. Shit. I loved that obnoxious Axl Rose hoodie.   
I give my fallen joint a mournful look. It burns a hole in Cherry’s carpet. 
“This is all too easy for you, eh, little girl?” Alexis has retrieved Arden. Despite my 
disoriented state, I can understand benign intentions, body language. However, I refuse to 
bring my red eyes up to his luminescent gaze.  
“You just stay put, Har-Har.” His words are teasing, but his tone leaves no quarter. I 
won’t give him my belly, but I demonstrate my compliance by lying down. I no longer fit 
between the sofas, so I climb onto the cloth-covered one, monopolizing the entire couch.  
I see Cherry frowning at me from across the room, but she looks away when I seek 
out her eyes. 
Joel brings me a big salad bowl filled with water. I lean my head down from the sofa, 
attempting to slake my thirst, making no effort to limit the splashing. No matter how much I 
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drink, my mouth is dry. I have the munchies, too, but I am physically incapable of disobeying 
Arden. No fresh flesh for me. The people-shaped werewolves look like meat, staggering 
around on their stick legs, but, thankfully, they don’t smell like food. 
I melt into the cushions and observe the partygoers around me. Roydeep and Hippie 
Girl (Willow, right?) are slow dancing to a frantic song, hands linked. He nestles his face into 
her braids. I look for Sondra and find her engaged in conversation with another middle-aged 
werewolf; he worries the disposable napkin he’s holding, running it through his fingers 
obsessively. Sondra says something, glances at the balding man’s hands, and he throws the 
napkin out, finally.  
Alexis emerges from a bathroom, stands a little ways off from everyone else, 
wringing her empty hands. She watches the pack’s muscle-bound meathead bend the rod of a 
dumbbell, watches Arden cheer him on. (“More! More! Break it in half!”) She doesn’t notice 
scrawny Isaac doing his own fair share of watching—watching her from the kitchen. He’s 
cradling a red solo cup, taking the occasional sip from it, openly ogling her. Drinking more of 
her scent than whatever is in his cup. I growl a little, but Arden tells me to shut up. Does no 
one else see what is going on?  
The predator in me recognizes the predator in this guy. The predator of predators. 
Then another wave of marijuana warmth washes over my skull, and I forget what I was so 
concerned about. Joel offers me some raw steaks from the fridge, and, despite how cold and 
lifeless they are, even they taste delicious during this drug-induced hunger. 
I drift into and out of sleep. At one point, someone is sitting on the arm of the sofa, 
scratching me behind the ear. It’s actually quite nice… until I realize that it’s Arden. 
I am awoken by the opening and closing of the front door and the revving of engines. 
I’ve burned off most of my high and can now concentrate on changing back. This 
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transformation is far less simple than the previous one. I shove a couch aside so that I can 
change behind it, like a wounded animal. 
Cherry brings me a huge t-shirt (just how fat does she think I am?) and a towel. Out of 
habit, I thank her as I slip on the strange clothing and tie the towel around my waist. The shirt 
is emblazoned with a colourful image of a sugar skull and the word México. Like the rest of 
the house, it carries a whiff of stale, elderly male scent.  
Alexis insists on driving me and my vehicle home. “I’d like you to come back to my 
place,” Arden interjects.  
My tongue feels swollen; it’s difficult to form a refusal. 
“You need someone to keep an eye on you.” 
I shrug, too exhausted to risk another confrontation. 
“Can I drive you, Arden?” asks the muscular guy I’ve never been introduced to. He’s 
a foot or so taller than Arden, but he lowers his head purposefully, bends his knees. Arden 
pats him on one broad shoulder. “Sure thing, Neal.”  
Following Neal’s pickup, Alexis reluctantly takes me and my Sunfire out to Arden’s 
house. Several vehicles are already in the mud driveway. Someone’s tire is whistling as it 
expels air from a leak; there’re too many damn nails in this yard. 
All of us head down the bendy stairs into the basement—a single, concrete-walled 
room covered with old mattresses, blankets, pillows, and sleeping bags. My first thought is 
that this better not be orgy central. But I don’t smell sex, at least not recent sex, so I will 
accept how gross some of the beds are; I find the least filthy one and curl up with an ancient 
crocheted blanket. Alexis lays down across from me, her brow furrowed. I get a sudden sense 
of déjà vu. Childhood sleepovers surface to the forefront of my mind.  I guess that I used to 
do that kind of shit before my only two friends left Hornbol. 
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Some of the werewolves from the party are sleeping next to one another. The guys are 
spooning. They’re a jumble of limbs, but it’s plainly platonic cuddling.  
The warmth of skin on skin, being surrounded by the calm, shallow breathing of your 
own kind—I’m starting to understand why some wolves choose to visit this place, even when 
they have their own cozy homes. We draw comfort from each other. Despite its flimsy 
exterior, this house is a place of security. 
You are not the only one, the rundown shack whispers. You are not alone.  
Arden flops onto a mattress that releases a puff of his shed skin cells, beckons Isaac to 
the floor, but he stands amongst the mattresses for a moment, looking down at all of us. Then 
he lowers himself silently.  
Alexis waits until everyone’s heart rates have descended into slumber. She finally 
speaks.  
“I’m sorry,” she whispers. Her pupils glow a luminous green, reflecting the starlight 
filtering in through the plywood ceiling. “I didn’t really mean what I said.” 
“You did.” My reply is almost inaudible. 
A single swollen tear battles with gravity. “I don’t like this. Being this.” 
“You’re afraid.” 
“Yes. I’ll never get used to it.” 
I consider her words. She’s too human. No, that’s not it… She believes in the concept 
of humanity. She believes too strongly. 
She needs to dream.  
 Conflicted between my nature—my desire to protect her fragility—and the need to 





“I don’t mean anything funny by this, okay?” I tell her as she wiggles closer to me. I 
gently turn her around, cradling her curved, slight back against my rounded front. I hug her 
firmly with my right arm. She’s trembling. 
“There’s no such thing as human.” My lips brush her prickly hair. 





I wake with a start. My arms are empty; Alexis is gone, but her scent and the blankets 
are still warm. 
Everyone else remains deeply mired in inebriated slumber. I gingerly tiptoe through 
the tangle of bodies. I’m careful to avoid limbs that may be hidden beneath blankets. Given 
my weight, going up the stairs is always a perilous procedure. I undertake it with the utmost 
caution.  
In the kitchen, I try to turn on the sink without thinking. I’m always forgetting that 
there’s no electricity or water here. I maneuver myself between the gutted fridge and door-
less stove, grabbing myself some underwear from the communal clothing bin. I sniff the 
boxer shorts before I put them on. 
Last night, Alexis and Arden had caught a ride to the party with someone else. So she 
couldn’t have driven away, unless she took my car. When I head outside, I see that my 
Sunfire is still in the driveway, sinking into the muck. 
There are fresh tracks around my vehicle. I can detect Alexis’s scent… and then I see 
bare human footprints. I smell Isaac. 
My stomach inverts, doubling me over. I stagger for a moment before I take off 
running into the woods. 
There are points where Alexis seems to be walking beside the bare feet, then the 
treads of her shoes become smudged. Isaac’s feet circle around her lonely tracks, obliterate 
them at times. 
I weave through the skeletal trees, following the freshly snapped stems in the 
underbrush, the evidence of a struggle. The pale sky is fragmented; it gleams through the 
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branches overhead, projecting an array of broken shadows on the forest floor—an endless 
minefield of ethereal teeth. 
Heavy breathing. The pungent reek of sex, of male arousal. 
Alexis is lying on her back. Her head is canted to the side. Neck broken? Her eyes are 
glassy, blank. 
On top of her, furiously thrusting and grunting, is Isaac. Naked, white body dappled 
in shadow, his shoulder-length blond hair obscures his face. I will never know what 
expression he was making…  
…because… 
…I am silent when I tear him from her. I don’t make a sound as my hand closes 
around his windpipe and rips it from the safety of his skin. My mouth opens only when I 
deliver a crushing bite to the back of his neck. 
Retching, I spit fragments of bone and flesh. His limp body drops from my claws. I 
vomit on it.  
With a tremendous expenditure of willpower, I force myself to stop changing. I try to 
visualize my pudgy human self.  
 AlexisAlexisAlexisnononono… I am able only to freeze the transformation. 
“Hey! Alexis!” My voice comes out deep and distorted—not comforting. I kneel 
down, prying her from the mud. “Oh…Oh fuck—shit…” Not that word. I scoop her into my 
lap, patting her forehead with my padded fingertips; they’re rough, unsophisticated, clumsy. 
Her eyes roll towards me. Not comforting, not human…  I am terrifying. I struggle again to 
eclipse the wolf.  
“Harley… I should have…” 
“No, shhh!” NO-NO-NO-NO-NO-NO. Not your fault, not your guilt, not your burden.   
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I was eating steaks. Eating fucking steaks while Isaac eyed her up like she was also a 
piece of meat. 
Her pants have been wrenched down to her ankles. Do I pull them back up? Take 
them off? She saves me from this conundrum by kicking them off. I lay my own loose shirt 
over her bruised thighs, over her bloody groin. 
“You’ll be punished,” she moans. The life is returning to Alexis’s eyes; they are 
filling with yellow. She seems to be coming out of her fugue. She struggles to sit up, gasping 
in pain, hemorrhaging. The pleasant aroma of the menstrual blood is tainted by the fear-filled 
blood of wounds.   
She looks at the man’s carcass for the first time. “I couldn’t…”  For a moment, she 
holds her breath. Then she crawls over to him, discarding the meagre covering I offered. 
Alexis’s wolf body strains through her human flesh. With wolf claws, she tears his ears 
away, severs his nose, gouges out his eyes—rakes the features from his face. This primal 
vengeance complete, she returns to me, rising to her feet. We hobble out of the woods 
together. I grasp her beneath an armpit, awkwardly helping her along. In this half-morph, I’m 
several feet taller than her. But she is no longer completely human, either; her eyes remain a 
shocking ochre. 
I place her in my car, cover her with my foil emergency blanket. Shivering, she lays 
down on the back seat. 
“Arden!” I roar. I storm into the house and loom at the top of the stairs. The pack 
mutters and turns over, but Arden immediately appears on the landing. I see myself reflected 
in his blue eyes: a behemoth looks down at him, shaking impotently. His eyes are blue?  
He doesn’t say anything, just follows my hulking form out to the vehicle. He peers 
through the tinted windows, frowning.  
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I point to the trail I’d blundered down. “Look. Look.” 
Arden comes back, rubbing his forehead.  
“Let’s take her home.” He says this with zero emotional inflection. “Sit in the back 
with her.” I hunker down as best I can. 
He drives in utter silence. When Arden parks in front of Alexis’s little bungalow, he 
kills the engine and turns to me.  
“Harley, I want to make something clear.” His face is ashen. “When I put you in your 
place. That time. You obeyed; you have no choice. I could have done anything I wanted to 
you. I can do anything I want.” Arden’s terrible eyes are glittering chips of amber. I must 
have imagined the blue earlier.  
“I’ve been a werewolf for a long, long time. We are not human. Violence is sex for 
them. We don’t do that. I will never do that to any of you.” 
“But we love hurting…” Alexis mumbles. 
“Not each other. Never each other, Lexie.”  
I taste bile in my throat. I want to believe him. It would be simpler to believe him. But 
what I’ve observed is irreconcilable with Arden’s assurances. I hold Alexis’s left hand in my 
paw, noticing for the first time the faint bite scar on her wrist. 
This is my hand. My paw. My hand. My paw. Your hand.  
Arden surveys the little suburban lot before he lets us out of the back. He fishes a key 
out of wilted planter next to the front door and ushers us inside. In my half-morph, the top of 
my head brushes the ceiling. 
The first thing he does is to draw all of the blinds. I try to lay Alexis down on a 
velvety sofa. She slinks away from it and begins to transform. Her skin undulates, stretches, 
flashes with racing pigmentation, like the display of a threatened octopus.  
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I gather the scraps of her top and bury them in the bottom of the kitchen garbage. 
When I return to the living room, I see the massive black wolf curled up in the darkest corner 
of the room—a living, breathing shadow behind the TV stand. Her tail is wrapped around her 
body, obscuring her face. 
“I don’t blame you, Har-Har.” Arden has appeared beside me. 
“She seemed to think you would.” I nod in Alexis’s direction. 
“Isaac had it coming. Lexie still believes that she doesn’t matter. The weakest among 
us have their place, but they need to realize that they’re wolves, not people. Submission is not 
shame.” 
At home and under the protection of her Alpha, Alexis is nodding off to sleep. She 
pays us no heed; our conversation means nothing to her in this state. 
Arden seems to think for a moment, then he says, “I lied when I said I wasn’t going to 
eat you; hey, humans are prey like any other.” I already knew that. 
His tone is gentle. “But I watched you for a while that day, and I realized that you 
were already a wolf. You were just disguised as something else.” 
A shudder wracks my frame. 
Arden seats himself on the couch, regarding me from behind intermeshed fingers. I’d 
find this pseudo-intellectual gesture amusing if I wasn’t so numbly furious.  
“There was too much human in Isaac. And there might not be enough in you, Harley-
girl. Which is worse, I wonder?” 
Too much human in Isaac? That fucking rapist taught me more about being a 
werewolf than you ever did. 





 It is my third full moon. The entire pack is present—all twelve... no, eleven of us. The 
white light disassembles me, making order out of cellular chaos. Initially, I am nervous about 
having to change during my period, near so many others who can smell such things. Again, 
though, I notice that my menstrual flow disappears when I change, and I am one of the first 
to finish the transformation.  
The pack weeps and gnashes its collective teeth, stretching into the embrace of pelt 
and power. Their sinuous forms melt from the privacy of the underbrush. Alexis stands 
beside me; she hasn’t assumed her human shape since the incident. I feel compelled to lick 
her ruff; it comforts both of us. 
 Arden and I had taken turns watching and feeding her, but then the moon reached its 
zenith, and we all had to obey its demands. Arden took us to the western hunting ground. We 
followed our alpha down the mill frontage past the shack, past the last abandoned property 
and past the point where the rugged blacktop becomes a gravelled forest service road.  
 As the rest of the pack finishes solidifying, Alexis relaxes beside me. She baulked at 
their human shapes, but now she presses in among them. 
 The only one still upright, Arden stands above the seething backs, running his hands 
through the wolves’ pelts. His naked skin contorts, boils as the bones and muscles beneath 
swell, break, knit. With the moon at his back, he stands resplendent in unapologetic flux, 
refusing to resolve into a solid shape. Luxuriating like that in protracted transformation, he 
commands the pain, holds off the resolution. Tightly circled by the massive wolves, he 
climbs a rock and looks down on them, a pagan deity. Or a monster.  
 Like the Pied fucking Piper, he beckons to me, and I find myself unable to resist 
joining the throng of jostling wolves. I shudder when he touches me, when his pulsing finger-
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bone-nail claws rake through my fur, to the skin beneath. As I turn, brushing Sondra, 
scraping sides with the enormous Neal, I see Arden relinquish control. Rearing on his hind 
legs, the dark wolf erupts from Arden’s flesh, trap-like jaws snapping, furnace-orange eyes 
burning.    
 The colossal black-brown wolf that is Arden tilts his head and lets loose a howl. For 
the first time, I lift my voice and join the song that reverberates through the forest. It’s not the 
same as when, as a lonely, only wild child, I stood outside in the shadow of the trees and 
bayed into the darkening shades of dusk, when the wolves in the woods called back. Even 
though we held some sort of communion there under the same expanse of raw stars, we could 
never truly meet. And I would never belong with them. I had known that; hadn’t The Jungle 
Book and Tarzan made their indelible impressions? 
 Leaping over all of us, Arden crashes down from the rock, opening the earth with 
two-inch talons. He pivots sharply, looks straight at me. With a snort he feints to my left. I 
bound away, coming around to his hindquarters to nip at his heel. He twists, hopping a little 
as he plants a paw on the back of my neck. I duck out from beneath its weight, shaking him 
off. The other wolves rally around us, performing their own dominance rituals. As all of the 
wolves touch and greet each other, Alexis stands still with her head down and her ears back, 
waiting for each of them in turn to sniff her rear. When Arden approaches her, she hugs the 
ground, begins the roll onto her back, flashing the whites of her eyes. He turns away 
abruptly, sparing her from the necessity of displaying further submission. 
 Neal, who grovels over to Arden, hunching and crawling on his belly to make himself 
appear smaller than the alpha, now turns to Alexis, seemingly eager and ready to lord his 
dominance over the one and only wolf lower than him in the pack. I intercept his approach, 
curling my lip in threat. He crawls before me, licking his chops with exaggerated slowness, 
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ears pinned. I walk over and stand above him, straddling the gargantuan grey wolf 
perpendicularly. Which, given his bulk, probably looks ridiculous. Though I’m not the 
smallest wolf present, I still find myself high-centered on top of a werewolf that outweighs 
me by several hundred pounds, at least. Even if it looks stupid (and only the faintest whining 
of human subjectivity can get through to me as a wolf), it feels right.  
 Reading Neal’s latent frustration, Arden calls the pack to order with a series of short 
barks. He spins several times, then plunges into the forest.  
Fanning out behind him, we run together for the sheer joy of feeling our weight shake 
the earth. And we track the pungent scent of the bull moose for the love of the blood that will 
flow between our jaws when we share his flesh. 
 Willow is the first to catch the scent. She slows, then freezes in her tracks. As the 
only one of us whose markings could pass her off as a true wolf (were she considerably 
smaller), Willow’s agouti coat is well-suited to blending into the textures of bark and bush. 
Roydeep, a tan wolf with black muzzle and ‘socks’ waves the trailing brush of his tail, 
wandering to Willow’s side. He stiffens when he realizes why she’s halted. Arden adjusts his 
lead, and we follow in hasty silence. 
It feels like someone’s plucking a taut guitar string within my heart; each pull sends 
blood thrumming through the circuitry of my body with rhythmic force. We slink through the 
trees, our feet dancing silently. Following the meandering of the moose, we pass his wallows 
and thrashed patches of undergrowth, still thick with the musk of last month’s rut. 
He browses amongst this year’s last tender willows, heavy heart thumping slow and 
calm, unaware of our encroaching presence. Through a jagged frame of branches, I see him 
standing on stilt legs, chewing his cud. His broad, palmate antlers are still intact, not yet lost 
to winter’s closing embrace.  
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If we were real wolves, we’d harry him. I’ve seen the National Geographic videos. 
Real wolves chase, harass, and endure past the limits of the prey’s stamina. They choose the 
young, the old, the injured, the ill—the weak. But any single werewolf would be capable of 
killing a healthy adult moose. We may not leave encounters unscathed, but wounds mean 
very little when you heal as fast as a werewolf. 
Arden is the first to alert the animal to our presence. He steps out in plain view, 
joining the bull in the trampled glade. It’s all I can do to stop myself from charging. I hold 
my breath as the two beasts regard each other. The moose’s long ears flick back. The 
cavernous nostrils widen, expelling plumes of vapour. The bull tosses his head, bright antlers 
arcing through the darkness. 
I almost flinch when Alexis creeps up next to me, giving me a nudge in the flank. She 
points her snout at the nearest wolf. To our left, Sondra slinks past us. On the right, Joel 
positions himself in a gap of what I now realize to be a tightening ring surrounding Arden 
and the moose. We close the circle. 
Gliding closer and closer, the tension is finally broken when the moose makes his 
disastrous mistake of glancing away from Arden, at the surrounding wolves. Arden lunges 
straight for the bull’s throat but catches him by an antler when he whips his head back to 
confront the predator’s assault.  
The kill is anarchy. It takes less than a second for us to come cascading towards the 
moose. Even afterwards, none of us can tell who responded first. The moose’s shoulder 
rushes towards me. Hollow hair slips between my teeth, my fangs plunge. All I know is 
sweet-salty blood and the warmth that flows over my face and down my chest. I feel elbows 
in my ribs, a staggering hind limb, a packmate climbing over me. I bite and bite and bite.  
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Then Arden’s dominance flexes and cracks across our collective frenzy. We sink to 
our bellies, lying around the carcass in disarray. Steam rises from our panting jaws. Some of 
us bleed from shallow bites dealt by heedless packmates.  
It’s difficult to tell which attack was ultimately fatal; the moose resembles no more 
than a bloody, broken-legged mass. A splintered antler sits nearby, jagged and forlorn.     
Uncontestably, Arden gets first pick of what’s left. He chooses the liver—the whole 
liver in all its shiny, lobed glory. I move in to take the next portion. Cherry attempts to dart 
ahead of me; I snarl, bear down upon her. She tucks tail, lowers her head and ears, simpers. 
The heart is mine; I offer it to Alexis. This time, she greedily devours it.  
One moose cannot feed eleven werewolves. All of us eat, but none of us are satisfied. 
The rest of the night is spent in restless movement. We kill a deer, spill its stomach contents, 
devour the rest. 
And just before the first fingers of dawn rise to claw at the horizon, we encounter the 
unexpected. With wordless intelligence, we observe the clumsy passage of human campers. 
Their small eyes move blindly over our waiting forms. They reach out and grope for 
branches to guide them. Arden keeps us fixed in place, but if his resolution was any less, we 
would be upon them.  
Yes, they aren’t anything special. Being part of that group—with their sacred so-
called humanity—does not make an animal better than the rest of them. This realization 
comes to me with an abstract kind of clarity. Sometimes they are meat: thinking meat. And 
this is okay. 
But thinking meat takes offense to being eaten. Killing them is never simple.  
We withdraw deep into the forest, leaving the nervous campers with nothing but the 
feeling that they have been watched. They will tell themselves that they had been imagining 
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this sensation, and then they will forget. Meanwhile, their scent will haunt us with thwarted 
possibility.  
When the moon’s sway has ended, most of the pack changes back and leaves. Arden 
and I hover protectively over their larval forms. The one called Old George is the fastest, 
both in and out of the change. He leaves with no preamble, followed closely by Frédéric, 
middle-aged maimer of napkins. Willow, Roydeep, and Joel drive away together, while 
Sondra traces a solitary path back to her minivan. Neal, the firefighter, lingers expectantly. 
He needs to be compelled to leave; I convey a purposeful dismissal, wrinkling my snout to 
bear my fangs at the enormous, short-haired grey.    
Arden and I run with Alexis for a little longer, urging her to play, to engage, to frolic. 
We’re met with tepid, cautious acquiescence. I’m probably not setting the best example; I 
diffuse every play bow that Arden presents me with, redirecting his friendly advances to 
Alexis. Eventually, even Arden’s energy relents.  
Unlike me, he transforms out in the open: no bushes or hillocks for Arden. 
From behind my tree fort, I steal furtive glances at him as he pulls on his pants. 
Alexis whines and paces around us as we get dressed. 
“When should she…?” I glance at her. “How long can she stay in this form?” 
“Indefinitely. There’s nothing to force her back.” Arden doesn’t look at Alexis. 
“She’ll come out of it when she’s ready...” His voice drops, trails. “…I did.” 
What did he just say? I start to open my mouth. He cuts me off—so quick, so 
deliberate. 
“Give her time. We’ve got lots of that. Time is all it takes.” 




 It’s been an uncharacteristically warm November, but half of it is already gone. My 
birthday came and went; I am still deferring the customary birthday visit I usually pay to my 
parents’ house.  
But time is fluid. More than a week ago, Alexis was violated. Less than a week ago, 
we ran beneath the full moon. An eternity ago, I met her, knew her. 
 My duffle bag buzzes; Brynn has sent me a text message: “Im sorry for being a B 
before. When u comin home 4 visit? Want to talk.” 
 I don’t know. When will Alexis heal? How much time do I have left before I drain 
my savings account?  
 “Soon. I promise.” My fingers stab the screen’s keyboard. The glass buckles slightly. 
I take a deep breath, exhale through my mouth. Don’t break your phone. 
When Alexis drifts into docile sleep, I walk through her house. I’m trying to distract 
myself, and Alexis the wolf never shows disapproval when I snoop.  
Her lavender walls are tastefully decorated with black and white photographs, in 
groups of three, shot at unusual angles. I realize that they’re all signed with her name. I pause 
before a nonsensical set of images: a jumble of logs crisscrossing each other in hard diamond 
and triangle-shaped patterns. Far below, through this multitude of apertures, the undulating 
surface of a river reflects glints of light. It takes me a few seconds to realize that these are 
shots of the curved wooden trestle bridge in East Hornbol. To have taken these photos, she’d 
have to have climbed down past the struts beneath the bridge.  
I wonder if she’d taken this photo before she was a werewolf. Could she have reached 
that vantage point without superhuman strength? The pictures are undated. 
How long have you been beating yourself up, Alexis?  




My ignorance extends to my recently found pack mates. I know who these creatures 
are. I know their scents, their levels of dominance; every gesture and canine emotion is 
transparent. But who are the people beneath the shifting facades? If I dig deep into what I 
know about the wolves, will I simply uncover a thin layer of humanity before reaching a 
bestial bedrock core? The wolf again, with a bit of window dressing?  
Arden doesn’t have answers. He knows no more than I. How else could Isaac have 
slipped into our midst? 
I shake my head, wander away from the photographs. 
Alexis’ spare bedroom is filled with tripods, camera lenses, and other photography 
equipment that I do not recognize. All of this explains why her bathroom fixtures are fitted 
with red bulbs. 
I traipse into the garage. A dressed deer carcass is hanging from the rafters; Arden 
brought it here in the back of Neal’s pimped out pickup truck. I strip a strand of muscle from 
the left flank, pop it in my mouth. If I warm it up enough, I can image what it would’ve 
tasted like fresh. I rip off another larger piece, ready to take it to Alexis for when she wakes 
up. If there’s one thing staying in her house has taught me, it’s that her fridge is not a reliable 
source of protein… 
I go still when I hear a vehicle leave the street and pull up the driveway, relax when I 
recognize the engine. 
“Hey, Har-Har Harley Davidson,” Arden’s senses are so sharp; as soon as he gets out 
of the truck, he knows where I am. I unlock the garage’s side door. “Here you go.” He hands 
me an armful of bloodless grouse. I string them up next to the deer. 
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“Jesus, if it gets any warmer out there I’d be worried about the meat spoiling,” he 
remarks.  
I turn to walk back to the interior door.  
“Hey. No changes?” Arden catches my elbow. I freeze. This is the first time he’s 
touched me with human skin. 
I don’t think. I place my right hand over his, holding him against my arm. His palms 
are warm, dry, cracked, work-worn. There’s something that I draw from him, something that 
I can’t quite understand. He finished the process that began with my birth; he completed me. 
It makes me angry—this amorphous, divided sense of fealty to him. I stare at our stacked 
hands, draw some unnameable strength from him, then step back. 
“Who made you?” I ask. Such a simple question. Three words. 
He frowns. “I’m not going to discuss this with you.” 
 I push him. “Why? Why not?” 
“Words don’t change anything, Har-Har.” 
I’m not good at arguing; I’ve never been any good at delivering swift responses. I 
make eye contact through the cracks between my eyelids, find that I can hold his gaze while I 
say, 
“What if you’d talked to Isaac.” It isn’t a question. 
Arden’s lips slide away from his teeth. I refuse to drop my stare. Veins swell in his 
face. His presence grows heavier with each second, physically pushing me to the concrete.  
But I’m stronger now. Fiercer.  
Chest heaving with the effort, I keep my footing, meeting orange with red.  
Then… there’s just blackness. A door slamming. An engine revving aggressively.   
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I awaken to Alexis’ barbed tongue on my face, scratching, scrubbing. She whines all 





To act, I must first think. I won’t go out and do what he did—bite on a whim, kill 
capriciously. I am fixated on this idea of action, but, by necessity, the solution must begin in 
contemplation. 
Two days later, I’m scanning the internet news, and I come across an article about a 
convicted rapist who recently escaped from the city’s prison. Guys escape from our prison all 
the time, but Bill Pulion sounds like a real Rambo character; the story alleges, somewhat 
hysterically, that he’s been trained in wilderness survival techniques. But winter is almost 
here; after whipping up the audience, the author reassures his readers that Pulion won’t be 
able to rough it for too much longer. He’ll have to turn up indoors, somewhere.  
When I conduct further research into Pulion’s crimes, Rambo is no longer the first 
famous character who comes to mind. Pulion reminds me of this bastard they caught several 
years ago in Ontario; he too had a taste for prepubescent girls.  
I can’t stop thinking about this guy and the wide-eyed mugshot that accompanies the 
article. Somehow, I find ways to relate his features to Isaac’s; I imagine resemblances where 
they don’t exist.  
The sight of Alexis sprawled on the ground and Isaac’s buttocks thrusting up and 
down won’t leave me. Like photographic paper blackening in the light, it’s seared into my 
mind, obscuring everything else. I try to scour my thoughts with television and copious 
amounts of canned food, but I’ll be sitting on the toilet or just about ready to drift off to sleep 
when this awful vignette will replay itself in my head. 
Alexis seems content with the monotony of indoor existence. She eats whatever I 
accidentally burn and sits up with me to watch me watch reruns of Fear Factor. Sometimes I 
scratch her beneath the chin, and she makes this rumbling purring sound.  
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She can’t live this way. (I can’t live this way.) She didn’t want to be a wolf. Now she 
doesn’t want to be a human. She goes where I take her, she runs with me, she eats what I 
offer, she stays hidden indoors. She is utterly compliant.  
She’s become a dog.  
And me—I want her to feel safe in both of her skins. I think I may have robbed her of 
that opportunity when I sunk my fangs into Isaac’s neck. 
I crack my laptop open, find the bookmarked page, stare at that article again. 
-------------- 
We don’t wait for the full moon. The next night, I cram Alexis into the back of my 
car, cover her with a blanket, and drive out towards the prison. Hornbol Correctional Centre 
lies south of town, at the edge of a densely wooded strip of Crown land. I park my car several 
kilometers away from the jail, in one of the abandoned construction lots. Once I’ve made 
sure that there aren’t any cameras, I let Alexis out and strip off my clothes. 
I no longer dwell on the fact that she is openly viewing my nakedness. It doesn’t 
mean anything to a wolf. 
She crawls out of the cramped backseat, stretching gratefully while I transform 
behind one of the open car doors. When I’ve finished changing, I take a moment to gather my 
thoughts, to remind myself of my purpose. Like a puppy, Alexis licks my muzzle.  
I lead her into the bush, trotting briskly. We run side by side, heading for the prison 
walls. The stale odour of sweat and oiled lumber tells us when we are near. I slow down and 
touch my nose to the ground. Alexis mimics me, sniffing vigorously. 
We walk around the concrete compound. Alexis concentrates on finding unusual 
scents; I keep an eye out for cameras. Every time I see one, it’s facing inwards, towards the 
interior chain-link fence—the one that’s topped with razor wire. 
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Alexis keeps pausing at each human scent she encounters, turning to give me 
questioning glances. They’re all scents we continue to encounter as we pace the 
circumference of the wall; I’m sure that they are from guards who checked the exterior for 
breaches. 
I’ve almost lost hope. Maybe the convict didn’t escape over the wall. Maybe the news 
reports I researched were wrong.  
A blast of wind coils through the deciduous canopy overhead, sending frost-edged 
leaves down onto our backs. We lift out snouts, strain to catch the passing breeze. 
There it is. Metallically sweet. We smell blood.  
Alexis’s ears are pricked. My heart picks up its pace. 
 A latent trail of blood sneaks stealthily around the wall, then veers off into the forest. 
The man who walked into the underbrush barely stirred the air; there isn’t a single footprint 
to be found. The stems of the dying ferns and timothy grass are unbroken—not even bent. 
However, there was nothing he could do to hide the traces of his scent. He probably hadn’t 
even worried about it, since Hornbol doesn’t have the money for trained scent hounds, let 
alone proper prisons.    
 I lead the pursuit; Alexis’s snout brushes my tail. Whining, she nips at my 
hindquarters, impatient to find our quarry. I silence her with a curt snarl. 
We come upon a small area where the grass has been flattened. It’s heavy with the 
human scent we’ve been following; he slept here before moving on. He also defecated and 
buried the waste in a nearby hole.  
We follow his trail a little further before I stop and turn to Alexis. The scent is fresh 
now; it has that crisp quality of recent exertion.  
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I bite my tongue as I force my body back into its innocuous human shape. I have to sit 
down for a moment to catch my breath.  
Alexis shifts her weight, keeps looking over my shoulder. “I need you to change,” I 
say firmly. I gesture to my bare chest. “Change.” 
Her eyes narrow. “If you don’t change, you watch. Stay behind me.”  
I continue tracking the man, pausing every few minutes to kneel down and confirm 
that I am still on the right trail. 
As soon as I hear his heartbeat, I freeze in place. Alexis salivates and silently rocks 
from side to side. I crouch low and move forwards, attempting to measure my excited 
breathing. 
With our superior night vision, we watch our quarry turn over in his sleep, oblivious 
to our presence. That scent—it’s there. Pent-up-libido-stale-shaving-cream-ball-sweat-moist-
clay. 
I’m trembling with excitement, suddenly, perversely, remembering my childhood—
that there's nothing like catching a frog by hand. Using a net… would be analogous to killing 
with a gun. Distant, detached from one’s physicality.  
There's just you and the frog and a game of a reflexes. Will the frog be able to launch 
itself into the water before your hand darts out to pin it against the bank? 
 No. It won’t.  
I growl loud enough to awaken the man. He bolts upright. His eyes sightlessly scan 
his surroundings, passing several times over my naked body. Not up and down, for once. 
Across and around.  
I am part of the forest. 
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Alexis releases a short, terse bark. His head jerks in her direction. My arms cross over 
his throat, breasts pressing into his back. I lift his kneeling, choking body, dangling him 
before Alexis.  
Look, says my soft, fatty stomach. Look at me, my round arms exclaim. See how I 
have no fangs or claws. See me in my female flesh. 
I tear his muddy prison garb and bite the man on his right shoulder. My teeth are 
blunt and human, but they can still bear the power behind them; they leave a deep, bloody 
‘O’ on Pulion’s flesh. 
“What the fuck! Who’s there?!” He cries out like one who is accustomed to inflicting 
pain but not receiving it. High, reedy cries. Cries that carry that childish accusation: it’s not 
fair! 
Alexis whimpers, shakes her head like she’s trying to rid herself of an unwelcome 
thought.  
Pulion’s hands claw at my arms, ball into fists, attempt to batter me away. Unlike 
him, I am rapidly becoming accustomed to pain. His blows mean nothing—they are nothing 
compared to what I endure each time I turn myself inside out.  
I bite Pulion again, drawing from his lips another musical scream. My fingernails 
puncture his delicate skin, releasing the fragrance of his suffering. I’m beginning to forget 
about Alexis. Forget why I’m here. Forget why it’s him. 
Fur, bristling within. My thoughts, submerging, going down… Then a hand alights 
upon my shoulder, delicate as a bird. A finger traces my shoulder blades. Alexis’s arms 
encircle me, encircle Pulion—come around and encompass both of us. 
She tenderly savages his shoulder, biting harder and harder until bones begin to 
crunch beneath her teeth.  
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 “RAPIST STILL AT LARGE, RCMP OFFERING REWARD FOR ANY 
INFORMATION THAT WILL LEAD TO CAPTURE.” I carefully scan this article, like all 
the other recent publications on the subject. They’ve found nothing new; we cleaned up well. 
The roar of the vacuum dies. I look up from the computer screen to see Alexis 
surveying her living room. “I broke one of my rules,” she says, picking some more black 
hairs off of her sleeve. “I was never supposed to bring animals into this house.” 
I don’t want to even touch that one. I shake my head, return to my reading. 
“When’s the last time you dreamed?” Alexis surprises me with this question. 
I close the laptop. “A while, I think.” 
“It’s been years for me. I used to dream about the ocean coming inland. It flooded the 
yard, came right up to my front door.” 
I realize that I am now supposed to offer my own experience, but I hesitate. I am 
inclined to treat her delicately. 
“I wouldn’t worry about it,” I say. 
“I’m not worried anymore. There’s too much weirdness going on in real life. I don’t 
think I could deal with dreams on top of all that’s been happening.” 
“Yeah,” I agree. I stare at the lid of my laptop. 
Alexis drags the vacuum away, shuts it in the hallway closet. She comes back into the 
living room, gazes out of the window at the mountain ash trees in her yard, bare of all but 
their crimson berries.  
With her back to me, she says, “You must have to go back to work soon.” 
“I quit ages ago.” I am careful to keep any and all inflection from my voice. 
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She’s quiet for a moment. “I think I’m going to start trying to sell my photographs 
again. The ones I like—not the stupid ones I get paid to take.” 
“That’s what you do? Take pictures for the newspapers or something?”  
“It’s what I did. Kind of freelancing. I don’t want to do it anymore.” 
I can only imagine. There isn’t much glamour to be had in a small town. Inaugural 
openings for fast food chain restaurants, Girl Guide charity benefits, routine traffic accidents, 
sawmill fires—in short, every meaningless meaning of an isolated British Columbian city. 
Silence. 
“You can go now, you know. I’ll be alright.” She turns, gives me a soft smile. 
Is she kicking me out? “I’ll come back,” I affirm.   
“You have my number. Take the spare key.” 
As she follows me to her door, I ask, “See you at Arden’s on Friday—day after 
tomorrow? He called you again, right?” 
She hesitates, then nods. Briefly, fiercely, she squeezes my hand. I return the 
pressure, willing strength into her. 
After I use Alexis’ car to jump my battery, I leave suburbia, heading for my 
downtown abode.  
We’d eaten everything; there was no trace left of that rapist, I tell myself. His clothing 
had gone far, far away, buried deep beneath the chilled earth. Then, the next day, the first big 
snowfall had hit, entombing the city in 37 centimeters of virgin white. No one would find 




It’s snowing again. The city plows are overwhelmed; I am careful to stay within the 
ruts made by other drivers. I reach my parking space and cut the engine’s power, reluctant, 
aware that the Sunfire probably won’t start up again without another boost. 
As I climb the stairs, I kick snow from my oversized boots, clunking up each step. 
When I open my door, a blast of warm air surges past me.  
I boil water for my coffee. As the pot heats up, I bring my hand closer and closer to it, 
willing myself to feel something. 
I’ve killed two people, says a whiny voice in the back of my head. Thinking that 
people are meat is quite different from actually making them into it. 
 No, I refuse to feel guilty about putting down rapists.  
Did you have to eat the last one? 
It wasn’t cannibalism. 
Sure. Keep telling yourself that. 
Alexis is back. I did the right thing. 
“Fuck,” I yank my hand away from the pot, accidentally smacking the side of the 
fridge. It caves under the blow, sputters, stops humming. The door bursts open, releasing 
shattered plastic from the interior of the appliance.  
I stagger to the nearest window, hang my head outside and stare down the stucco 
exterior of the building, huffing the cold air. The sill reeks of mould, and the wall is coated in 
particulate pollution. I want to launch myself out of this window, take off running down the 
avenue. The traffic noises are dampened by the snow, but it also seems to trap my 
neighbours’ televisions, the sounds of their showering, screwing, screaming, chewing—
everything, everything, everything!  
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I need a distraction… I plug my noise-cancelling headphones into my phone, scroll 
through my song library. Here’s my old standby: Nirvana’s “All Apologies.” 
“What else should I be? / All apologies.” Jesus, even Kurt Cobain is questioning my 
life choices. I shuffle to The Smashing Pumpkins’ “The Aeroplane Flies High,” lose myself 
in the opening guitar riff. My bed and the wall of books around it welcomes me, and I let the 
aroma of burnt coffee grounds sedate me into dreamless sleep.  
-------------- 
I awaken to the warble of muffled pop music. Initially, I’m confused; I think, I don’t 
have such shitty music on my phone. Then I pull my headphones away, realizing that the 
people across the hall have decided to have a party on a Tuesday evening. Assholes. Now 
that I too am unemployed, maybe I should have a raucous party on a weekday.   
My usual hobby of lumping about and reading is doing nothing to distract me from 
the neighbours. Normally, I’d hammer on their door and give them my passive-aggressive 
noise complaint speech, but I’m not entirely sure if I’d be able to limit myself to words.  
It’s intoxicating—to know that I could snap the hinges from their door, stride into 
their safe place, and pulverize all of their expensive speakers without anyone being able to 
stop me. That guy who’s built like a brick shithouse—I’m positive that I could deck him, and 
he’d never plug in those speakers ever again. He wouldn’t be doing much of anything ever 
again. 
I strip down naked, then zip myself up into my knee-length winter coat and tug on my 
big Sorels. The jacket feels looser than I remember.  




The snow has hardened beneath the blanket of night. Its staccato crunch fills my ears, 
even after I pull my hood up to stifle the intensity. Wind chimes, drowned out by the bustle 
of daytime activity, are now clear, sharp. The waning moon vies for space amongst the 
glaring artificiality of the streetlights. I can smell muddy ashes: the remains of one last 
backyard fire. 
Once I’m on the cleared sidewalk, I can carefully choose my footing to be as silent as 
possible. I become a dark presence gliding from shadow to shadow, past the empty-eyed 
apartments and houses. I can see everything inside of the dwellings that still have their lights 
on. Do the people who live in these houses have any idea that predators actively watch them 
from outside the fragile safety of their property? They’ll see nothing if they look out their 
windows; the illumination from within obscures the creatures that prowl the night.  
A sudden gust of wind causes the houses to shift upon their foundations. The 
groaning of their frames comes to me in a cascade of creaking sighs. A lone pickup speeds 
down the empty road, free to dominate any lane. I head in the same direction, following 
Bertrand Avenue to where it terminates at Spruce Bog Preserve. 
I walk beyond the parking lot. Once I’ve waded past the unplowed footpath, the snow 
is less deep; the trees have caught most of it, bearing a cocooning canopy above me. I trip 
over something beneath the snow, fall, catch myself on my hands. The hard crust cuts my 
palms.  
I can only imagine what I look like with my rear up in the air, the backs of my pale, 
stretch-marked calves exposed to the cold. I flail my arms and regain my balance. I’d fallen 
over the submerged boardwalk. 
It takes no small amount of self-discipline to remove my coat, fold it, and shove it 
beneath the boardwalk. As I step out of my boots, I reach for the sensation of inhabiting my 
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other body. The creature blossoms from within me, but my bones ache from the prolonged 
effort of bringing her forth. It seems that when the moon empties so too does the inertia of 
the change. 
There is the distant growl of an occasional vehicle, the scrabble of mice moving 
beneath the snow, and my strained gasping, crunching, tearing. All else is silent.  
Steam rises from my pelt. A cloud of expired breath sloughs from my throat. 
I writhe on my back in the snow, raking the stars with my talons.  
My travels take me through the dark slush of the open mire. The wet snow splashes 
up against my belly, makes me yelp with glee. I obey the urge to deposit my scent on the 
trees I rub past. Catch a fox. Crush it between my jaws. Eat it whole. Then, I run. I bound 
through the immense park until my prodigious energy supply is utterly exhausted. 
I leave my doubts below the chilly morass. When I fold myself back into my human 
shell, I feel cleansed. The agony of the change is cathartic. It scalds me, burns away my petty 
human morality. Heat waves billowing behind me, I bound through my wolf tracks, holding 
onto the arms of my jacket, letting it flap behind me like a parachute. I obliterate the massive 
paw prints, but my scent markings remain as a testament to my existence. The other beasts 
will know me; they will recognize my passage and respect the threat of my presence. 
I’m confident that I’ve effaced all obvious evidence of my romp; human senses will 
be unable to detect anything. Zipping up my icy jacket, I trudge back to my apartment, taking 
what passes for the scenic route around here. I wind through the ‘hood,’ the area two avenues 
over from my apartment. Three months ago, there’d have been no way in hell that I’d have 
walked through this part of town during the wee hours of the morning. Now I feel cocky, 
imagining anyone who lives in this area hiding behind their blinds, avoiding the attention of 
the riff raff who do their business on the street. I am the riff raff now, a goddamned flasher 
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wearing nothing beneath a long coat. I hum a little tune, recite the words in my head. Do your 
boobs hang low? Do they wobble to and fro? Can you tie ‘em in a knot? Can you tie ‘em in a 
bow?    
Oh, I want someone to approach me. I want a man to sidle up to me with a hard prick, 
ready to do the disgusting shit men do to women. He’ll think he’s so lucky to have found a 
female who’s stupid enough to impinge upon his nocturnal territory. 
Guess what, boys. The night doesn’t belong to you anymore. It’s mine. 
Lifting the hood of my coat, I deliberately head to the McDonald’s that residents of 
Hornbol not so affectionately refer to as Tweaker Palace. I’ve never gone to this particular 
outlet; the one and only time I filled my car at the Shell next door, I had to fend off beggars 
asking for change. That experience, of being confronted by people who don’t obey or 
understand the social conventions of polite avoidance, had been one that I’d been loath to 
repeat. 
But, shit! What are the social rules now? Dine with your guests, not upon them? I 
already broke that one.  
I hear the stuttering heartbeat of someone sleeping beneath the unkempt cedar trees in 
the drive-thru. Two rough characters are slumped against the McDonald’s brick exterior. 
Colourfully incongruous, the towering play place is visible behind the glass above their 
heads.  
Deliberately, I walk in front of them, tug on the door to the right. 
“It’s locked, honey,” offers one of the men. I turn to look at him, maintaining my grip 
on the handle. The faint tremors that wrack his body cause waves of unwashed, oily scent to 
slide from his frayed clothing. An acidic odor leaks from his pores. 
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 Wordlessly, I will him to look at me. The wolf rears up, presses herself against the 
back of my eyes. 
 Through a haze of drugs and a cloud of cataracts, he discerns nothing. “Lookin’ for a 
little somethin’ somethin’, hon?” My nails are curling into claws. I close my eyes, remember 
the sensation of biting into Pulion’s flesh, remember that hot, sticky fountain of blood. 
 What are you doing? 
 I relinquish my grip upon the door and release a whole-body shake, attempting to 
purge my thoughts. The men watch me with vacant eyes. The one guy seems to have already 
forgotten that he asked me a question. 
 No one bothers me when I leave. All of my negative expectations have been 
disappointed. And I have to ask myself, if I hadn’t been aware of the CCTV cameras, would I 
have gone ahead and savaged those vagrants? 
 A couple of blocks from my apartment, I lunge at a tabby cat hiding under a parked 
vehicle. The act begins in jest; I just want to see if I can catch her with my bare hands. The 
situation nearly ends with the cat stuffed in my mouth. I hold her while she rakes her claws 
up and down my arms, hissing and spitting. I’ve already eaten tonight, but my tongue is still 
swimming in a pool of saliva. I wish I could write a note to the cat’s owner: What makes you 
think it’s safe for cats to run wild? Would you let a dog wander the streets at night? 
 I think that people let cats do as they wish because cats aren’t seen as a threat, not to 
humans, at least. And that’s all that matters, as far as the world seems to be concerned. I’ve 




 I’d probably be doing the local wildlife population a favour by eating this cat. Ah, 
well. I let it go anyway, imagining a little girl, like Brynn, heartbroken over the 
disappearance of her beloved kitty.  
 Cats need room to roam. Cats won’t walk on leashes. Cats need to scratch. Cats need 
to be allowed to exercise their hunting skills.  
 Dogs need… what? Their intrinsic, evolutionary drive to be with humans makes them 
less worthy of independence? But they were crafted that way, selectively bred, trimmed and 
docked by human hands.  
 Alexis was a pet dog. No more. And me? I’m a dog, too—a feral dog. I’m drawn to 





 Ever since Isaac, something has been broken in me. No… not broken—just different. 
Difficult. Perversely, I am comforted by the knowledge that Arden once had designs on my 
life. Surely this means that I am not alone, that he too has eaten people—wanted to eat more 
people. 
 The apartment brats have built several sagging snowmen outside. My party hardy 
neighbours are out smoking on their balcony, and, when they see me struggling to start my 
Sunfire, they’re kind enough to give my car a jump. I feel ever so slightly guilty for thinking 
my uncharitable thoughts about them. 
 During the drive to the shanty, my mind wanders back into a familiar rut that it has 
been treading in lately: Arden. As I enter the industrial quarter, a semi begins tailgating me. I 
take my foot off of the gas pedal, shift down a gear. 
How’s Arden going to play that last little confrontation we had? He’ll probably just 
pretend that it never happened. Kind of like he’s been doing with the rape. Does he know 
what Alexis and I did?  I turn into Arden’s driveway, and the semi roars past me, belching 
black exhaust from horns over the hood.  
No matter. I’m keen to see Alexis, not Arden. I want to be sure that she’s still… 
better? 
The pack is sitting in the basement. They’ve cleared the bedding in one area and 
made a bare circle on the floor: a makeshift table. Without any sense of irony, they’re playing 
Cards Against Humanity. 
Roydeep is reading out the group’s responses to his prompt. “When I was tripping on 
acid…a cooler full of organs became… free samples?!” He howls with mirth.  
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I don’t catch a fresh scent, so I know that Alexis is not here yet. Nor is Arden. The 
asshole sends out the word to meet up and is late to his own party.  
“Hey,” I sit next to the weed guy—Joel’s his name, right? 
“Hello,” he says pleasantly. Sluggish and deliberate, he turns his heavy-lidded gaze to 
me. His movement wafts a wave of unwashed stink and skunky smoke in my direction. His 
curly dark hair is thick with dull grease.  
“How many black cards do you have?” I can’t think of a better way to break the ice. 
“I’m not playing.” A slow smile reveals his jumbled teeth. “I just watch them.” 
I make contact with his dilated pupils. He returns my regard, then slowly allows that 
kneejerk reaction to control him, dropping his eyes from my dominance. 
Beneath another outburst of raucous laughter, I ask Joel, “Do you think that cats who 
go missing want to be found?” 
“What?” Joel frowns a little.  
 “Are you too stoned for this conversation?” I try to ask nicely.  
“No, just give me a second. I think I’m just stoned enough. Can you explain?” 
“Well, you hear about people’s indoor cats—the ones that rushed through open doors 
or escaped from campers and shit.” 
“I’ve seen those missing cat signs taped to the mailboxes,” he agrees. 
 “You know the cats that are ‘found’ years later? Maybe they let themselves be caught 
when they realized that they couldn’t hack it as wild cats.” 
“That’s… kind of smart of them. Freedom in youth and protection in old age.” Joel 
sighs, closes his eyes, and listens to the room. 
“You don’t think that they’re sell-out cats?” 
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“We’re talking about kitty cats, right? I like me a good think. Buuuuut you may be 
overthinking this one.” Joel meets my eyes again. I feel a tingle at the back of my neck. For a 
moment, he doesn’t seem to realize that he’s making eye contact. Once more, the delayed 
recognition catches up, and he drops his gaze.  
“Cats are dicks,” I say, as though we are not simultaneously chatting and playing a 
dominance game. “But cat owners are just stupid. They willfully ignore the fact that their cats 
don’t want to live with them. Why else would a cat run away and then return only when it’s 
starving?” 
“Maybe they want to go outside, because that is the great, forbidden unknown. And 
when they see that accidental window of opportunity, they go for it. Then they get 
overwhelmed and spend years wandering around. But they don’t know their home from the 
outside. They’re looking for the inside of a house. And you’ll never find that outside.” 
I chuckle humourlessly. “I think I need whatever you’re on.” 
“I don’t have it on me right now,” Joel’s voice drops so low that I need to edge closer. 
“I don’t have it on me right now,” he repeats. “There’s a 40 bag in my car. I can break it up, 
if you want.” 
“I’ll take it all,” I declare.  
Joel’s face glows. “I grow it myself! Indica, Northern Lights.”  
To the assembled group, I say, “We’ll be right back.” It’s not clear if anyone hears us 
or cares. 
When Joel wobbles a bit on the top step, I grab his elbow to steady him. We walk to 




“She’s a diesel,” Joel says proudly. He grabs the handle of the driver’s side door and 
pulls. With an awful, internal crunch, something breaks. “Oh, balls,” Joel mumbles. “Forgot I 
locked it.” The door swings open on its hinges and a small chunk of metal falls into the 
slushy muck. “It’s easy to forget… The world is delicate, isn’t it?” He rummages through his 
glove box and retrieves the malodorous bundle of weed.  
“That’ll be, what, $40?” I dig my wallet out from the tight pocket of my jeans. 
“It’s $20 for you.” 
“Well… thanks. Why?” 
“We’re pack. Why else?” 
“This is the first conversation I’ve had with you. We don’t really know each other.” 
“I know you,” Joel insists. “You’re a wolf first. A person second. But, like, the person 
voice never seems to stop whispering when you’re not wearing a wolf skin.” He shrugs, pats 
his vehicle fondly, seems to discover the rust which is causing the paint job to buckle and 
crack. He scratches away some of the peeling flakes around the windshield. “I’m the same… 
too many person thoughts. But… the weed helps, you know? Even if you have to wear the 
human skin most of the time, you can make the guilty thoughts less important.” His cheeks 
are flushed, features suddenly tight. “You don’t have to feel guilty, though. About Isaac. I’m 
not saying that what you did was wrong.” 
I lick my lips, frowning. What do I say to that? 
Joel continues to talk; I’m not sure if he’s always so chatty or if it’s just the weed. “I 
feel guilty for not… I don’t know… seeing how scary Isaac was... We all do. Until you came 
along, Isaac was the Beta—”  
“Who told him he was Beta? Did Arden pick him?” I interrupt. 
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“No one has to tell you where you stand.” Cherry has appeared in the house’s 
doorway. Her shiny red hair, silver skirt and magenta blouse are juxtaposed oddly against the 
elderly building. “If you must obey, you must obey. Until you don’t, until you rise above a 
challenge. Then you know you’re stronger than the other wolf.” Even from across the yard, I 
can see that she’s struggling to make eye contact. I start walking towards her, zeroing in on 
her eyes. She bares her teeth; the closer I get, the sharper they become. I feel the red pigment 
leak into my irises. I sneer, revealing my own protruding fangs. Come at me, bitch. 
“Joel’s sucking up to you,” she gasps. “Because he has to do whatever you want.” 
I can’t break eye contact with her. Every fibre of my being rebels against even the 
faintest notion of submission. I’m about to force her to acknowledge my supremacy, and I 
can’t stop myself. I’m being a fuckhead.  
Cherry’s knees tremble. With an angry sob, she looks away, gives me her throat. 
“Anyway… Arden phoned me; he’s going to be another hour or so,” she chokes out. “He’s 
with Alexis. He wanted you to know…” She points at me with a freshly lacquered fingernail. 
“…because you don’t pick up your phone.” 
Joel toddles over to me. “Try not to crush the bud.” I realize that my fist is strangling 
the paper bag full of weed. Cherry withdraws back into the bowels of the basement. 
I deposit my illicit stash in my car while Joel lights a joint, takes a long, long drag. 
“The theatrics, huh?” he mumbles through the smoke. “She really hates your guts.” 
“I hadn’t noticed,” I say bitingly. “She wasn’t exactly forthcoming in the hospital.” 
“Yup, figures.” Joel offers me the joint, but I wave him away. One incident of stoned 
public humiliation was enough for me; I learned my lesson. Though… I feel like I wouldn’t 
mind getting stoned with this guy. Maybe. 
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“Why does it figure? What… Do you know what her problem is? Besides her obvious 
shit personality.” 
“I don’t know much; I’m pretty low in the pack,” he says unselfconsciously. “If I had 
to guess, though… it’s probably because she wanted your position. Isaac was the Beta. If you 
hadn’t been here, she’d be the Beta now.” 
“But if I hadn’t been here, then Isaac would still be alive!” What kind of bitch logic is 
she using? 
“I guess?” Joel shrugs. “He was drifting, spending more time as a wolf than as a 
person. I don’t think any of us would’ve been surprised if he went out a-wandering one day 
and just never came back.” 
Another logging truck roars by, and we almost don’t notice the SUV that has been 
following in its wake. It creeps into the sludgy driveway, stops there, blocking the way out. 
Joel’s scent changes subtly, as neither of us recognize the vehicle. The low sun catches the 
windshield in an opaque sheen, obscuring the driver.  
“Hello, there,” says a female voice within—a voice that speaks quietly, knowingly, to 
the preternatural senses of its audience. From the corner of my eye, I see Joel glance at me; 
despite the chill, fear sweat seeps from his armpits. Unconsciously, I move towards the car, 
putting myself between Joel and the stranger. 
The door of the SUV creaks open, and out glides an old woman. Never before have I 
seen anyone exit a vehicle with such grace—like they were flowing out with the air that had 
been trapped in the car’s interior.  
At this point, I don’t need her scent to confirm that she’s a werewolf, but it does 
indeed reach me, deeply wolf, and, deeper still, oddly stale. I can’t identify the tainted note, 
but it reminds me of the hospital.  
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The woman takes a deliberate, slowed step towards us. Her waist-length silver-white 
hair falls over her shoulders and the black blouse that reveals a hint of tired cleavage. 
Wrinkled and lined, her monochrome palette makes her appear to blend into the snow-
covered aspens around the driveway. She looks at us briefly, but her gaze keeps returning to 
the shack. Her pale blue eyes, lined in black kohl, caress the building. 
I try to meet those eyes, want to assess her dominance, but she is entirely uninterested 
in fulfilling this werewolf ritual.  
“I am Emma,” she says, circling us, getting closer to the house. She brushes the side 
of the shack with her gloved fingertips, a gesture that wouldn’t have appeared so strange if 
she hadn’t left her right hand dangling openly at her side.  
“Why are you here.” My voice is devoid of inflection. I give a statement, more than a 
question. The old woman—Emma—traces the outlines of the peace sign graffiti. 
“I am here for my brother,” she states. “And you, now.” She finally tears her attention 
away from the building, swinging her gaze around to Joel and me.  
“Whoa, whoa…” Joel mutters under his breath. I glance at him. What? He has a 
sister? An impossibly older sister? 
“He made you, didn’t he?” I’m even more confused now. 
Heralded by her light footsteps, Cherry reappears at the doorway. First she sees the 
car, then she turns her head to left, sees the old woman, Emma, standing only feet from her. 
Sloppy. She should have noticed the woman first.  
“Who the hell is this?” Cherry directs the question towards me, as if I am somehow 
responsible for every disruption. 
“Emma,” says Emma. “How do you do?” 
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“Go back inside,” I snap at Cherry. Her proximity to Emma makes me nervous. I’m 
not sure if I can bridge the gap between us quickly enough to prevent a confrontation. I am 
responsible for Cherry and Joel: I feel it, like the pull of a lodestone.  
Cherry gives my feet a look of pure venom, then retreats again. I hear her announcing 
the intruder’s presence, her voice breaking through the muffled laughter of the pack. 
Emma’s lids are shut: two black holes in her worn face. Skull-like. “I see that my 
brother has been teaching you.” Her voice is low… mournful? 
I feel stupid—should have made the connection sooner.  
“How is it possible?” I gasp. “He’s so much younger.” Joel inhales sharply behind 
me. 
Her smile is tired… but gentle. “All of your pack deserves options. Please, let me 
speak to all of you. You need to understand what happened to him. And what should have 
happened.” 
“He’s going to be here soon.” This could be true. 
“Then let me offer all of you an invitation, quickly.” She seems to forget herself, 
stepping towards me and closer to the doorway, moving too quickly. 
Finally, she meets my eyes, and I push all of my power through this contact, probing 
her with invisible energy. “Coercion is not effective. It is not the only way,” she says, raising 
her left hand in a placating gesture. Again, the right one just dangles at her side. I find this 
apparent weakness of hers to be comforting… because she doesn’t react to my power play. Is 
she just that much more dominant? 
Joel nudges my arm, very lightly. I have been so absorbed in this newly perceived 
threat that I haven’t noticed the shack’s silence. The pack is quiet now, listening.  
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“Take my number, please,” she implores, reaching into the pocket of her grey pants. 
With my sharp eyesight, I think that she’s holding a business card. However, she seems to 
change her mind, putting the card back and retrieving a blank sheet of paper and a pen. “I do 
not mistrust you,” she says, almost regretfully, to me. “I do not know you. But I want to.” 
She writes something, pinning the paper against the house and writing on it at the same time. 
I move towards her. Joel stays where he is, petrified. Her mannerisms, her careful 
cooperation, her useless limb—all of these things convince me that I can safely approach her. 
Her leather glove is soft against my bare fingers; we touch, briefly, when she exchanges the 
paper. The numbers quiver on the page.  
“He will know that I have been here. Please, please consider speaking with me. He 
may try to prevent you—all of you—from meeting with me. Please, do not give him this 
number. Memorize it, destroy it.” She glances around nervously, once again gets caught in 
the texture of the shack’s walls. 
“This was our childhood home,” she explains. Then she seems to remember 
something, turns on her heel, gives me her back—another pacifying gesture of vulnerability. 
She retreats back to her vehicle, slipping inside. With the door still cracked open, she says, 
“You do not have to follow him. I can show you what I was taught, and you will be free to do 
as you wish.” 
“Wait!” In my utter shock, I am not careful to move slowly. I bound to her car, just as 
the door shuts with a click. 
“I cannot be here when he returns,” she apologizes. I stand at her window, breathing 
through my mouth like an idiot. I hear her, as the engine turns over. No one else is close 
enough to catch her words over the racket. 
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“Arden did not give me a choice.” She makes eye contact with me. Just ordinarily 





“What do we do?” Joel asks plaintively, after the sound of Emma’s vehicle has faded 
to nothing.  
“We don’t tell Arden,” I say immediately. “None of us.” 
“I don’t think that’s a good idea…” Joel’s voice trails off as he follows me down the 
stairs into the basement. The pack sits in a circle, spines erect, eyes wide, mouths shut. 
Cherry (of course it’s her) breaks the stunned silence. 
“We can’t trust her. Why should we believe that old bat?”  
“Hey!” Willow and Sondra shuffle over, making a space for me in the circle. “Why 
should we believe what Arden says?” I move my gaze from face to face; each set of eyes 
drops. How had Emma bypassed this response? “That woman, Emma, didn’t look away from 
me. And I felt nothing, no dominance.” 
“She couldn’t force you to do anything,” Cherry spits. 
“How would you know? And that’s beside the point! She didn’t try to make me do 
anything, and I couldn’t make her do anything. Aren’t you curious about that?” 
“I noticed the same thing,” Joel pipes up. Cherry sneers at him, forcing him to bow 
his head under her gaze. 
“Stop that!” I bark at her. “This is bullshit! This whole bullying thing is bullshit!” 
Unbidden, volcanic, my anger explodes. The others crumple beneath it, limbs contracting, 
pulling in like the legs of dried, dead spiders.  
“Hypocrite!” Cherry hisses through gritted teeth, lying on her side, elbows tucked in, 
wrists bent down, absurdly dog-like. If she currently had a tail, it would be tucked firmly 
between her legs.   
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“I—that’s—” I am the only one still sitting upright, and I find myself unexpectedly 
disturbed by this fact. Everyone’s eyes are on me—but indirectly, looking at my folded 
knees. “That’s the point!” I finally say, “I don’t—I don’t know how to be any other way. Do 
you?” First I direct the question at Cherry, then I look around the circle, my eyes moving 
over every person’s expression. Each one, in turn, recovers their posture once I’ve passed 
them. Sondra is to my right, holding her lensless glasses to her face with both hands, hiding 
her eyes. Old George is beside her, his countenance utterly blank and placid. Some of his 
long black hair is trapped between his shoulder and the blanket he’s atop. Joel is pinched 
face-down between two mattresses. Roydeep is holding hands with Willow. They stare at 
each other, brows furrowed. Once the pack has recovered from my outburst, I realize that 
some of them are missing. No Neal, no Frédéric. I feel a tinge of worry, wondering if they’re 
with Arden and Alexis. Wondering if that is a reason for concern. 
“I’m interested,” says Willow. Roydeep nods beside her. 
“Me, too.”  
“This is not okay,” Cherry pipes up. “We have to tell Arden. I trust Arden,” she 
proclaims, glancing around defiantly. 
As though he’s God and he’s been called down from heaven by his acolyte’s loyalty, 
Arden arrives. All of us hear Neal’s jacked-up truck. Cherry gets up hastily, sprints for the 
stairs. The rest of the pack follows her to the main floor. Willow leans in close to me, 
whispers, “Eat the number.” Then she leaves me alone with the slip of paper. It’s been balled 
up in my fist, so it goes down easily, tasting of chlorine and the leather of Emma’s glove. 
Beneath the creak of bedsprings and the groaning of the stairs as I ascend them, 
there’s a titanic crash. Cherry is speaking, voice raised in excitement. Before she can form a 
coherent sentence, though— 
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“THAT FUCKING BITCH!” Arden’s voice is nearly unrecognizable. I slip between 
the pack, all standing in the upstairs kitchen and living room area, unwilling to step outside. 
They part before me, seemingly eager to recede further from Arden’s attention. Cherry stands 
right in the doorframe, expression unreadable. 
Arden is whipping a car door around—the front passenger door of Neal’s truck, I 
notice—smashing it against one of the piles of mouldering lumber. Neal cringes behind the 
steering wheel; he hasn’t even opened his door, probably for fear of it being the next object 
on the receiving end of Arden’s wrath. Frédéric sits behind Neal, equally petrified.  
The whites of Arden’s eyes are wide, bulging. His nostrils cavernous, snorting 
Emma’s scent like a line of cocaine. Producing a similar effect, I imagine. He releases an 
inarticulate scream—part howl, part roar. Wading closer to the outskirts of the yard, Arden 
wings the door at the dead blue car, then charges after it, following the sharp impact of steel 
on steel with the muffled thump of meat-bone-fist on metal. Punching, kicking, pummeling, 
Arden crushes the shabby vehicle with frightening speed, then wheels about and launches 
Neal’s door at the side of the house. He seems about to rush after it, but, then, quite suddenly, 
he swoops down, pressing his nose to the filthy slush.  He lurches over to the building, heels 
up, knees bent, palms to the earth, snuffling. Lizard-like, his hands crawl up the side of the 
foundation, up the rotting, grey siding. He follows his nose, slithering upright, face lingering 
against the peace sign graffiti. His sweat-scraggly hair hangs before his eyes.  
A small, pinched laugh escapes from his lips. It’s so sharp, so curt; it sounds 
hysterical. “The old hag… She’s a dried-up old hag now…” he chortles. “What’s she 
thinking? What’s she thinking?” He begins to pace. As he walks, upright once more, his 
hands mottle and warp into the shiny, burnt flesh of hybridity. He gouges pulpy furrows into 
the damp wood, effacing the green symbol.  
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The wind changes, carrying Emma’s scent to me, away from Arden. As though he’s 
broken out of a trance, Arden flinches away from the damage he’s inflicted, shakes his claws 
back into hands, gives a whole-body shake, like a wet dog. 
“That old bitch…” His finally looks at me, seems to have only just noticed the rest of 
his pack watching him through the clouded living room windows. 
He picks up the discarded door, deftly twirls it in one hand. He stops, holds it up so 
that his face peers out through the misshapen hole that was not so long ago a window. The 
frame glitters with broken shards of safety glass; the eyes of its subject glow behind it. A 
wink. 
“We’ve got some business to conclude,” he says calmly. “Everyone into the 
basement.” 
I’ve been frozen in the face of his spectacle, but now my heart speeds up, rattles in 
my chest. An image, one of plastic cups and barrels of Kool-Aid, rises into a conscious 
thought. Whatever is about to happen is not about to happen if I can stand it. The problem is, 
I might not be able to stand it—withstand him.  
 I am not the only one to release a sudden hint of fear scent: I smell the others’ 
apprehension escaping with each of their exhalations. They’re all behind me. Definitely not 
all behind me in terms of support. They’re physically behind me: my charges, my species, 
my responsibilities. I am the only wolf between them and Arden’s capricious nature.  
Outrage helps with the fear: I shouldn’t be here, having to protect these near-strangers 
from a megalomaniac who forced his way into my life. Maybe forced himself into all of our 
lives? I feel them all at my back, the coerced, the broken, the confused. I’m one of them. I 
can’t die here. I refuse.  
 “No,” I say. 
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 Arden’s been playing with the door’s handle, but he stops when I utter that one, 
simple word.  
Belatedly, he slips on the velvet glove, apparently opting to conceal the hammer, for 
now. “Now, come on. I just want to talk.” He appeals to his audience. “We never discussed 
what happened with Alexis and Isaac. You’re all concerned, aren’t you?” He drops the door 
to raise his hands in a questioning gesture.  
He may or may not do something else unpredictable—he might just sit us all down to 
treat us to another session of evasive banter, what passes for a conversation with him. But 
I’m inclined to believe the worst, of course. I believe in Jonestown. 
“Okay, Boss,” Neal scurries out of his truck, somehow appearing rodent-like despite 
his enormous stature. Frédéric follows him tiredly, resignedly. Neal comes up short in front 
of me, holding his big, muscled arms out at his sides in that clichéd tough guy stance. He’s 
always forgetting that he has no clout in the werewolf world. He glances at Frédéric, 
appealing to the more dominant male for backup.     
“No,” I repeat, letting them know that they won’t be passing me. Sweat dampens the 
armpits of my hoodie. I see Arden’s eyes, imagine myself passing out again and decide to 
lighten my approach, too. I look at Arden again, focussing on his symmetrical nose, 
pretending that his nostrils are his eyes. “Alexis isn’t here. We can’t talk about her. She 
should be here.” 
The wind shifts again; I curse it for bringing Emma’s scent back to Arden’s attention. 
Though my words are measured and emotionless, he combusts. He crumples inwards upon 
himself, then throws his face to the sky, curves backwards, like an inverted bridge, topples. 
Out of the wiry husk of his human flesh sprouts a colossal black-brown wolf. It emerges back 
first, as though it rises right-side up no matter which way it’s thrown. It comes out swelling 
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like the moth from the pupa, in fast-forward. Fur falls robe-like over Arden’s bare arms, 
beneath his jeans—both a fragile flesh for the creature within, both tearing and rending to 
make way for the beast. His transformation is explosive, passing in a wave of abrasive snaps, 
deafening like a string of firecrackers going off.            
It’s too fast; I can’t possibly hope to match the speed of his change. 
Though Neal, Frédéric, and some of the others crouch and turn their heads to expose 
their throats, their submission goes unappreciated. The great beast that is Arden growls—a 
base vibration that we feel in our throats—pacing before the house. We keep still as he 
urinates on all four corners of the building, smudging the walls with the oil glands at the base 
of his tail, kicking up dirt. As one organism, we all release our breath after he lunges for the 






 “I don’t know… It still doesn’t feel right.” Alexis sits in the passenger seat of my car. 
Her free hand spins the bronzy cuff on her other wrist. It orbits her arm several times before I 
speak.  
 “He didn’t even know that Emma left me with contact information. He already 
seemed close to walking us all down into the bunker, having us swallow cyanide capsules or 
some shit.” I struggle to convey the way Arden made us feel; words just don’t do it.  
 “No… He wouldn’t.” She seems dismissive, but her scent reveals her misgivings. “He 
wouldn’t harm us. Never.” 
 Frustrated, I say, “Then it won’t hurt to talk to Emma. She said that she’s his sister, 
but she was too old—easily in her 50s or something. What would you say? Arden’s about 30-
something? Early thirties, maybe?” 
 “Yes, that does sound strange…” She stops spinning the cuff on her wrist and pulls it 
up her forearm. Two lines of puncture marks encircle her left wrist. I shut my mouth, 
recognizing the scars for what they are.  
 “He bit me over two years ago. He said that he’d never have bit me if he knew how 
bad I’d have it in the pack. The—you know—not being dominant thing.” 
 “Why’d he bite you in the first place…?” I ask quietly.  
 “Because he thought I’d do well. I didn’t.” Though I am careful to avoid the subject 
of force, of being forced, my concern is unnecessary. Alexis arrives there herself: “He didn’t 
ask me, though.” 
 “That’s… not right.” I attempt to suppress my anger, to stop it from bleeding through 
my pores, from rushing out with my breath. 
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 “No. I guess it isn’t.” She’s silent for a painfully long minute. “Well, I wanted to say 
that I don’t know anything about the age gap. Between Arden and the woman who says she’s 
his sister.” 
 “What?” I say stupidly.  
 “I mean I haven’t been a werewolf long enough to know. Willow might be old 
enough… Old George—I mean, Arden didn’t give him that nickname for no reason—he’s 
probably as old as Arden, if not older. He’d know—if Arden was lying, that is.” Her words 
come out in fits and starts. “The rest of us, though. We’re newbies. And some of us were 
made by him.” 
 I hardly dare to breath. She’s imparting something previously withheld, previously 
untrusted to me. Curiosity overcomes me. I ask, “How do you know that he’s made some of 
them?” 
 Alexis covers the marks once more, resumes worrying the cuff. “He made Joel after 
me.” She takes a deep breath. “Probably because he figured that Joel would be less dominant. 
I was there when Arden carried him in, cleaned him up, bandaged him, nursed him back to 
health.” 
 She stops fiddling, places both hands on her thighs, palms-down. “I think that Arden 
made Cherry. I’m sure that he made Neal. The rest, I don’t think they’re his. It’s not really 
my place to say, but they’ve mentioned things. Like Sondra—you know—being attacked up 
north.” 
Fat, wet flakes meander down from the grey sky, joining the layer of snow on the 
hood of my Sunfire. We watch the white blanket thicken. A flock of crows arrives. They fan 
out across the frozen parking lot like a bunch of police trainees searching for a body. 
Pecking, nudging, prodding amongst the drifts 
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 “Arden’s not a bad guy. He runs with us, feeds and controls that part of me that 
would… do things.”   
 “You don’t have to be entirely one thing or another. Good or bad,” I offer. I think of 
the ‘things’ that we’ve done together, Alexis and I. 
Though, previously, I felt vindicated, thought I might be heading into this 
conversation with an ‘I-told-you-so’ kind of attitude, I am coming to an unpleasant 
realization. It’s hovering somewhere beneath the surface of my conscious mind, picking, 
needling. I try to dilute this unease, this doubt, within my pool of misgivings about Arden. 
“Alright, let’s do this.” Alexis sits up straighter. “Let’s go.” 
After letting the car warm up for a bit, we roll out of the apartment lot. The swollen 
layer of snow on the hood sloughs away, slipping down the side of the vehicle, leaving the 
metal bare.     
-------------- 
Emma’s staying in the Lodgepole Wheel-In, an old motel that was built sometime in 
the 70’s, I think. She gave us the address, and I recognized it right away; it’s a couple of 
streets over from my apartment.  
She didn’t offer a room number. It’s unnecessary, anyway: we can smell where she’s 
been, the sheets of scent her frequent passage has laid down. We climb the rattling stairs 
made of steel grating, round the drafty corner of the building. She’s waiting at the open door 
of her second-story room. 
“Hello. Welcome.” The pitch of her voice seems eager, open, amicable. Her veiny 
bare feet rest on the sill of the door, toes dangling over the edge, above the sharp grate of the 
catwalk. These exposed feet contrast strangely with her gloved hands. We let her close the 
drab door after us, then stand awkwardly in the threshold of her room. The walls blossom 
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with orange, white, and brown circles, all colliding dizzily with each other. The carpet is salt 
and pepper flecked, mossy-textured. When I lean down to take off my boots, I smell the old 
alcohol emanating from the stain by the entrance. One plain twin bed hugs the wall to the 
left. Across from it is a battered TV stand with a boxy old beast on it. The back of the room 
narrows into an empty closet and the darkness of a tiny bathroom. 
Emma sees us standing there, awkwardly, in our socks. She offers us the rumpled 
bed, saying, “Please, take a seat. There is no need to be uncomfortable.” She adds, wryly, 
“…No point being more uncomfortable than you already are.”  
There it is again, that strange note of sourness in her scent. I dimly recognize it, 
remember the smell from Great-Auntie Foil’s house, when Dad used to take me there for 
visits before she died. 
Alexis crawls up to the middle of the bed, tucking her legs up and away from the 
dodgy bed skirt. She shoots me a sidelong, scandalized look, mouths, “Bedbugs” when 
Emma’s back is turned. Ah, what an ordinary fear. It’s refreshing, in a way. I sit in front of 
Alexis. 
“There are not any bedbugs here,” Emma says, back still turned. “I did not smell any 
when I arrived, and I most definitely did not bring any with me.” 
She faces us, then, a black outline, haloed in sunshine, silhouetted against the yellow 
light trickling in between the fibres of the curtain material. We sit in dim shadows, but we are 
exposed, beneath a spotlight. 
“You would know what bedbugs smell like, surely. If there are no bedbugs in the old 
house, then you would have had no occasion to become familiar with their scent.” 
She’s right. If Arden’s shack was infested, we’d have noticed. 
“Okay, sure,” Alexis relents. But I notice that her stiff shoulders don’t relax. 
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Emma glides sinuously to the floor, folding herself into a cross-legged position. 
“I think it might be helpful to begin with a story.” Before anyone can reply, she 
launches. She does not waver. 
“I was about 12 or so in 1956, when my parents sold little Arden. We were poor—and 
I mean dirt poor; back then, that house we grew up in—the place he now dens—did not have 
a basement or any real foundation to speak of. The floor was hard-packed earth that bled 
moisture each spring.  
“Arden was five, and he was not much good for helping with chores or Mum’s 
garden. And Mum’s garden was our source of life all year. We pickled for winter. Anyways, 
a girl child—an older girl child—was inglorious heiress to the gardens. A boy child was heir 
to the drunken drain who was his father. Even Father recognized that, of the two children, 
one would eat less (fine and feminine). One would work harder (fine and feminine). And one 
would always remain meek in the face of a beating (fine and feminine). 
“So off he went, sold to the old logger down the road. I did not find out who it was 
until much later. But god knows, I tried. I paced that country lane so many times, almost got 
hit by one of the big trucks they were driving up and down to the mill site when it was 
expanding.  
“Anyways, I grew up with the ghost of my baby brother. I could not get away from 
Hornbol faster. I went south, to Fort Dulworth. I earned a degree, married a man, raised a 
daughter, and kept on eye on every case to cross my desk. Particularly the ones from 
Hornbol.  
“I will not go into detail, but let us just say that several serendipitous encounters led 
to a long awaited reunion with my brother. In 1984, I was 42. I remember that much, clearly, 
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because my daughter was just in the bloom of her womanhood. I missed her become a 
woman.  
“And my little brother was much littler than he should have been. Young young—
barely out of his teens young. I am intrigued, of course; how can I refuse this new, amended 
version of baby brother? He just wants to go for a little hike, by the trails near the old 
childhood home. But then, he wasn’t baby brother anymore. He had not been a little boy for 
long.      
“He was… He is… a person. I think he is just a person who has been forced to endure 
the mistakes of many other imperfect people, over and over again, to the point where he is 
conditioned to repeat those very same mistakes, himself mistaking them for normality. 
“So, he bit me, out of fear, I think—the fear of time, of nature. And, indeed, while 
one cannot regain the years one has lost to humanity, one can slow the remaining ones to a 
trickle.” 
I cannot help but interrupt here. 
“You mean we age more slowly? How much?” 
Emma frowns, makes a pinched face. “From the point you are bitten, about half as 
quickly as a human. But that does not matter, really. All of us die, and many of us die within 
the regular human span.”  
She resumes her monologue. 
“Fear and love are at opposite ends of a bar that curves back upon itself. It forms a 
circle. I came to find that hatred is sometimes the glue that keeps the two ends together, 
continually chafing against each other.  
 “My brother was already a veteran lycanthrope by the time we made contact. Though 
none of his former creations were in the picture, I could smell them. Their scent lay heavy in 
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our childhood home, and beneath them was the smell of the people who had bought the house 
from our parents in the 60s. And beneath those people was us, our family, when we were 
human.   
 “My point is that he knew what he was doing. The force of his personality, a warped 
distortion of the little boy I remembered, overpowered my senses. I couldn’t say no to him. 
He had counted on that. 
 “During the time I spent beholden to Arden’s whims, my husband divorced me. My 
daughter drifted. My appearances were infrequent and unpredictable; for three years, I spent 
most of my time as a wolf. Wiling away months, even years at a time, in one form was a 
familiar coping strategy for my brother. The default pattern. I know that he did not rest easy; 
he seemed to regret what he had done.” 
 “What did you mean when you said that many die within a human lifespan?” Ever 
since she made that statement, I’ve been on edge. 
“Cancer,” she says wryly. “Being able to take a few bullets comes at a cost. Now, 
please, stop interrupting me.” 
I lift my hands in defeat.  
 “I managed to escape him when I finally understood Concurrence. Have you felt it? 
When the moon draws your blood in exchange for her power? Anyways, I bit him and tore 
him up: for once, overpowered him.  
“For a while, I ran. Then, slowly, I learned how to be a human again. How to appear 
that way, mostly. Once I was confident that I could control myself, I approached my 
daughter. It was not until 1996 that I attempted contact. I could not help but be reminded of 
the last time I had made contact with a long-unseen relative.  
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“These meetings went just as poorly. She sensed that I was not the same mother who 
had walked out on her so many years before. No, I was a harder, hungrier version of that 
mother. But I could not hide myself; my own existence was the excuse—I wanted to scream, 
to tell her to look at me. I wanted to spare her from my jaws, wanted her to know that I had 
valued her so, valued her to take the time I needed to ensure her safety.  
“When I revealed myself to her, my own flesh and blood, she maimed me. Wounded, 
just a snap away from pouncing on my child, I chose to flee. So I ran, again. 
“I limped from province to territory and back again until, in the midst of moonlit 
encounters with feral strangers, one of these lone wolves told me about a place where 
werewolves lived in a community. Not a pack—not like that thing Arden constructed with 
me. More of a pact, with all agreeing to abstain from inflicting and receiving the Coercion, 
that lupine brand of dominance. 
“We—I joined them—we all agreed that we as a species could adapt. We were not 
humans, bound by feelings of mortal supremacy, indisputably the most inquisitive yet the 
most confined. We were not wolves, compelled to follow a limited repertoire of instinctual 
patterns, able to only occasionally break from this rigid code.  
“Some of the old wolves would quote a phrase: free of body, keen of senses, caged of 
mind. Understanding what this meant was the only real requirement for membership. Then, I 
was called Red Pelt. 
“I lived with them, in Manitoba, for several years. Then I felt the urge to move again, 
so I returned to Fort Dulworth to resume a fragment of the life that had been sidetracked for 
so long. And that is what led me back to Arden and now to you. Another case brought me to 
Hornbol… and this time I looked for him. Again.”   
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Emma’s shoulders slump like evergreen boughs beneath a load of snow. I was 
bursting with questions, but listening to her is like falling under a trance. Though the minutes 
have melted into hours, we held them in no regard.  
But, finally, after a heavy pause, she speaks again. 
 “You are not doomed to perpetuate the same artificial idea of lycanthropy that Arden 
has forged within your pack. Nor is he. He does not have to continue his struggle to matter. 
But there you have it: I suspect that his captor, the logger he called Papa Wolf, moulded him 
to be that way.” Emma flows to her feet, stretches, folds herself back into a sitting position. 
She lays her hands down on her knees, palms up. They’re still gloved. The fingers of her left 
hand relax, curling inwards a bit. The right hand remains stiff and open.  
She sees me noticing, says, “I lost this hand on the last day I was reunited with my 
daughter.” My eyes must have widened. “Antique bayonet, of all things. No doubt, I have 
some diligent ancestor’s ministrations to thank for the keen edge of the blade.” 
I am sorry. It doesn’t feel right to say this, though. Feeling sorry for someone else is 
such a stupid thing. It just makes it sound like you’re responsible and apologizing for their 
suffering. 
Alexis is pensive. I feel her shift behind me. She speaks only when she’s sure that 
Emma is finished. “What did you say about… Concurrence? You beat Arden?” 
“Yes, Concurrence. When I lived with the Red Pelts, they confirmed something I had 
begun to suspect. I noticed that the shift into wolf form was swift, easy on full moons when 
my monthly tide was flowing.” 
“You mean menstruating?” Though her words are flowery, unnecessarily so, I think I 
understand. I remember how easy my second transformation was, and then the run on the 
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November full moon—both of these times had been during my period, during the time it had 
mysteriously dried up upon shifting forms. 
“I do mean menstruation, yes. A female wolf achieves Concurrence three times a 
year, and, during these moons, she must change, like all werewolves. But a female in 
concurrence is much more powerful than an average wolf. Her strength and speed are 
heightened.” 
“Why? That doesn’t make sense,” I interject.  
“Why does it not make sense?” Emma cocks an eyebrow. Her blue eyes gleam from 
within dark circles of makeup. 
“Why would having your period during the full moon make you stronger? It’s—a 
period—is just the elimination of the uterine lining that is wasted each month you’re not 
pregnant. Simple biology.” 
“Well.” Emma scratches her chin with her left hand, leaves the right one, what I 
assume is a prosthetic, laying in her lap. “I like to think of it as… the power of life, that the 
life-giving blood that you have stored all month can be burned as fuel, once your body begins 
to release it. That is basically how it was explained to me.” 
“What if you’re on your period and you change when it’s not the full moon?” I ask. 
Then I glance back at Alexis, remembering that she was the one who initially began this line 
of inquiry. Her gaze is unfocused. She seems to have been lost in thought, but she gives me a 
slight nod of acknowledgment: continue.  
Emma answers me without hesitation. “Concurrence does not work that way; it 
cannot be forced. I tried. And it cannot be taken. Males have tried.” She scowls now. “I knew 




Alexis’ scent changes before she gets up and springs off of the bed. “Be right back…” 
she whispers, gently closing the room’s door behind her. She doesn’t go far. I hear her stop a 
few feet away, tapping a foot on the grating.  
“Oh, no…” Emma stares at the door Alexis disappeared through. “Not…?” she turns 
back to me.  
“It wasn’t Arden.” My voice is low, quiet enough that I don’t think Alexis will hear. 
“Despite his… shortcomings, I don’t think he’d ever do that. It was his Beta. Before I 
replaced him. Forcefully.” 
Sorrow emanates from Emma. She does that thing again, closes her eyes to make her 
face lean and skull-like. “Ignorance…” 
“Precisely my problem,” I say. “I need to know about how to resist the domination. 
You called it a kind of coercion? What did those people, the Red Pelts, teach you?” 






Like trying to describe a scent, attempting to convey the calm indifference that is 
required to overthrow the Coercion is a futile endeavour. As Emma told me, I’d have to 
navigate my own way to that placid state of mind. But it is just that—only a state of mind. I 
have such a hard time believing that something as simple as changing my mindset will 
remove an impulse that has felt so visceral, so natural. I expected a physical solution: 
something that would be related to Concurrence. 
Emma told me, once you’ve found that skill, that serenity, drawing upon it should be 
as natural as moving your limbs, as transforming. You shouldn’t have to think about it: just 
will it. 
While we were in Emma’s motel room, the slush in the parking lot had frozen. It’s 
with a little extra tap on the gas that I free the tires from their icy bonds, and we go lurching 
away down the road to my apartment. As I’m waiting at a right turn on a red (from a member 
of our sparse population of traffic lights), Alexis says, “I think that Emma is too old for 
Concurrence now.” 
“What?” The light changes. My tires spin out a bit on the washboard ice of the 
intersection.  
“That’s why she’s talking to us, to get us to help her uproot Arden. Because she’s past 
menopause.” 
On the lawn of my apartment, the trio of snowmen are coated with the powder snow 
from earlier this evening. They stand guard at the back entrance, now featureless, icy 
obelisks. I pull into my designated parking space.  
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“What about the Coercion stuff she told us? You heard it, right?” Despite Alexis 
being on the other side of the motel door, I’m sure that she listened to the conversation 
between Emma and me. 
“Well, you let me know how that goes when you figure out how to go all zen.” Alexis 
unbuckles her seatbelt. 
 “We both have to try. We need to practice.” I draw a deep breath, release it in a rush, 
a tightly funneled sigh. “I think we need each other for this.” 
“Sure, sure…” Her hand is on the door handle.  
“In a hurry?” I am struggling to hide my consternation.  
She gazes at her lap, seeming to blankly ponder some possibility held therein. 
“I need space, okay?” she finally says. “You’re asking me to uproot everything I’ve 
figured out. It wasn’t easy, you know—not for me.” Alexis meets my eyes, catching me by 
surprise. I can’t calm my roiling emotions, so she flinches away from the contact, almost 
immediately.  
“That’s what you want, right? You want to challenge Arden. Nothing will be the 
same—again.” 
“I don’t know. Yes? Change isn’t always a bad thing, Alexis!” My voice rises as I 
struggle to rein in my frustration. 
“I don’t want to argue with you,” she says flatly. “Let me be. I’m not going to discuss 
this with you right now.” As she cracks the door open and climbs out, she adds, “I won’t tell 
the others about… any of it. But I hope that you won’t, either. Just… think about what will 
happen.”  




Oh, Alexis. Stuck on the devil you know.  
Disappointment washes over me. But I think I understand her.  
The streetlights flicker into life. I sit in my car as it loses heat and goes cold all 
around me.  
-------------- 
Mom tells me that she and Dad are worried about me. Brynn ducks past her, racing 
into my apartment’s living room. She’s been dropped off by Mom to spend a few days at my 
place, for a ‘sleepover.’  
“I’m fine,” I lie to Mom. I say goodbye, get ready to close the door, but she holds up 
a hand to stop me, asks me why I haven’t visited in weeks. Do I need to borrow some 
money? Am I taking care of myself? Compared to our usual interactions, she’s positively 
overflowing with concern today. 
Though my bank account is dipping dangerously low, I refuse her assistance. It’s time 
I get a job again, anyway. Well… maybe not just yet. I believe that Alexis will come around, 
that she’ll return to me before I lose my patience and tell the others—Willow, Roydeep, 
Sondra, and Joel, at least—about the truth of our situation.  
Mom hugs me, returning my thoughts to the present. She holds me longer than I can 
ever remember her doing so, not since I was a child, and this time I notice the strength in her 
arms. I allow myself to draw in a deep draught of her scent—the bite of the floral perfume, 
then the sumptuous musk of her leather coat. Her bleached pixy cut prickles the side of my 
face. I imagine that she’s suffocating within my mass of unrestrained hair, but this doesn’t 
seem to bother her. 
She tells me that Brynn has my birthday present. Then, even though December has 
just begun, solicits a promise from me: yes, I will be home for Christmas.  
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I shut the door behind me, bemused. 
“What happened to your fridge?” Brynn stands in front of my crumpled refrigerator, 
swinging the door on its hinges. Back and forth, back and forth. I’d unplugged it soon after 
my little accident, but the crackling scent of ozone still emanates from it, reaching me with 
each gust of disturbed air.  
“I tripped and fell against it,” I say lamely. 
“Okay.” Brynn seems to consider this explanation for a moment before she asks, “Are 
you okay? Did you get hurt?” 
“Just a bit bruised.” Before she can become morbidly curious about my wounds 
again, I say, “It’s all healed up. Happened a while back.” 
Now I wish that I hadn’t chosen this excuse; it has probably reminded her about my 
once-gashed throat. I attempt to divert her thoughts. “Want to go for a drive? We can pick up 
some cold stuff as long as we eat it up pretty quickly. I’ve got a cooler.” I point at the blue 
box atop the fridge’s carcass.  
“Nah… not unless there’s something you really want. I’d rather go for a walk or 
something.” 
“Sure,” I jump on this proposal. I hurry to don my big winter coat. “We can go to the 
bog.” Before we depart, Brynn warns me about the bitter cold.  
I am glad for the scarves and mittens we are wearing. Neither of us bother with 
toques; our frizzy manes protect our ears from the dry, blowing snow. It curls around us, 
visible like rivulets of a sandstorm. Waves of white powder slither off of the nearby rooftops, 
gathering into cascading veils of opaque mist. 
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We walk past a bus waiting at the nearby stop. The unoccupied seats reveal the garish 
clown-vomit upholstery seemingly endemic to public transit. The passengers are wilted 
flowers; all heads are down, faces caving towards phones. 
Just as we’ve reached the outskirts of the park, a dog comes barrelling down the trail 
towards us. His owner is in hot pursuit. “Thor, heel!” the man yells to the lab. Then, to us, he 
pants, “Sorry! He’s friendly.” 
I hold out a hand, palm up. I haven’t come into close contact with any dogs since 
switching species. Worst case scenario, I get bitten, I heal.  
Thor slows his gait once he’s caught my scent. He approaches me cautiously, tail 
tucked between his legs, wagging slightly. I let him smell my hand but don’t attempt to 
smother him with pets. “Hey, puppy,” I say.  
Brynn greets him and he turns eagerly to her, tail now whipping back and forth in big, 
loose arcs. She lavishes him with affection until Thor’s owner catches up and leashes him 
once more. 
As we stagger over the frozen footsteps of other visitors, I notice a trail of blood 
developing. It’s red and yellow, separated and diluted in the snow. When I finally catch a 
whiff of its scent, I recognize it as dog blood, probably a bit of a leak from a cracked paw 
pad. 
No… not quite. I slow my pace, let Brynn get ahead of me, then draw in her scent. 
She’s bleeding, too.  
We cross the graffiti-covered wooden bridge that spans the Red Bone River. I know 
that beneath the ice and snow, the tannin-thick, clay-sodden waters are more of a brown hue, 
but people always seem to default to more vivid colours than actuality when they name shit. 
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Like purple haze carrots. I remember growing those with Dad, and they weren’t really all that 
purple—more of a dull burgundy.  
“I wish we had something to feed them,” Brynn says, watching the chickadees hop 
around on the railing. 
On the way back, we travel the streets behind my complex. We pass the submerged 
lumps that denote the raised beds of the community gardens. I consider starting my own 
garden this summer; it’s been too long since I’ve grown anything good. Yes, I will garden 
next year; I no longer have anything to fear from the vandals and street people who sleep 
between (sometimes on) the beds of soil.  
When we come back inside, radiating the cold of the winter, Brynn makes an 
immediate trip to my bathroom. Plastic rips along the pleated edges of a pad’s wrapper. Some 
rustling: probably Brynn burying the used pad and the packaging in the bottom of the 
garbage.  
“Your apartment is so boring,” she says when she emerges. “You don’t have any 
pictures up anywhere.” 
“Use your imagination,” I joke. “Read a book.” I gesture to the mountain range of 
literature in my living room, some piles with peaks that near the ceiling.  
“Oh, right!” Brynn digs around in her school backpack to reveal a parcel wrapped in 
shiny paper. She hands it to me. “This one’s from Mom and Dad.” Then she hands me 
another package, one wrapped in butcher paper and twine. “This one’s from me.” 
My heart overflows; she has bought me a present—one just from her? I remember the 
first time I went out of my way to give a gift that wasn’t just a joint present from the family’s 
funds. It was a kind of landmark moment, another step closer to independence.  
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“Mom picked your gift this time,” Brynn says as I tease the iridescent wrapping away 
from the parental present. Within is a beautifully bound leather volume of Jack London’s 
most popular works, with White Fang and Call of the Wild featured on the cover. I’m… 
shocked. This is an apt gift, a wonderful gift.  
Brynn wiggles with anticipation as I open her present to me. “God, where did you 
find this?” I exclaim as the paper falls to reveal an old box set, With the Lights Out, from 
Nirvana. “This thing came out just a few months after you were born!” 
“Well, it’s used. It’s hard to get new.” Brynn gives me a gleaming grin, exposing her 
braces. I engulf her small body within a hug.  
I drag my mattress into the living room and make up a bed for Brynn on the couch. 
We spend the evening lounging, listening to the CDs. Brynn plays something on her 3DS 
while I begin rereading White Fang. It’s a short novel, and I’m a quick reader; I finish the 
story around the time when Brynn’s snores start rising from her cocoon of blankets.  
Long after I’ve turned off the lights, I digest the novel.  
White Fang, the wolfdog, is like a wolf’s version of a werewolf, I think. There is just 
too much human within the wolf. He’s seen as a monstrous hybrid of the domestic and the 
wild. The dogs and humans don’t readily accept White Fang, but he finds himself drawn back 
to them again and again, despite his untamed origins.     
-------------- 
I am jolted awake, confused. I’m not where I expected to be, not in my bedroom. My 
phone yowls at me: “Despite all my rage I am still just a rat in a cage!” 
“Hi?”  
“Where are you?!” Dad barks. Not a familiar tone from him. I’m immediately on 
alert. I struggle off of the mattress, rolling onto the floor. 
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“Your sister’s in the hospital!” he snaps. 
“What—but— ” I twist around, see that the couch is empty, her boots and winter gear 
are gone. I launch myself through the apartment, still holding the phone, keeping it to my ear 
out of muscle memory, even though the volume hurts my sensitive hearing.  
Is there a note? Where’d she go?! 
Something is taped to the otherwise bare fridge; a message saying that Brynn’s 
walking to her school to pick up some homework she forgot there. She has left me with her 
phone number, unnecessarily; it went into my contacts the moment she first received a cell. 
“What happened?” My voice is thick. 
“She’s broken her arm.” Dad’s voice is breathless. “It’s—she’s going to be okay. 
But—where? Where were—” 
“She didn’t know.” I hear Brynn’s voice coming through the phone, distant and tinny. 
“I told you!” 
“I’m coming,” I say before Dad can continue. 
I barrel out of the apartment, boots on the wrong feet, winter coat hanging open and 
askew on my shoulders. The fucking car won’t start. It wheezes as it turns over, tries to catch. 
By stomping my foot on the gas, I’ve probably flooded the engine, too. 
So I take off running down the street. I know that I’m moving too quickly, too swiftly 
for a human, let alone an obese, underdressed one in pajamas. But fuck it. 
My heavy breasts jostle about, my stomach heaves up and down, but I stifle the self-
loathing, crossing the blocks and voids in the sidewalk with reckless abandon. A truck honks 
at me, and I can’t even be bothered to give it the one-fingered salute.  
A distance that would normally take almost an hour to walk is surmounted in less 
than 15 minutes. I storm into the hospital foyer, demanding the location of my sister. 
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A powerful sense of déjà vu washes over me, makes me stagger.  
She’s sitting up on a gurney in the hallway of the emergency department. Dad is 
seated next to her bed, talking to her. 
“I’m fine,” Brynn says as soon as she sees me. “No biggie.” 
I move in to inspect her, to embrace her, and recoil involuntarily from the scent on 




“Did he bite you?!” My voice rises hysterically. She doesn’t answer quickly enough. 
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Scene Groupings and Significance: Act One of Then, We Were Wolves, Again 
Scene Number and Name Scene Details Plot Significance 
1.1. Revelation of the Bite 
(THE HOOK) 
Harley awakens in the 
hospital to find that she has 
survived being mauled by an 
unnatural beast. A ‘nurse’ 
tells her that she will soon 
transform. 
Goal: To comfort her family 
and figure out what attacked 
her. 
Challenges: She can’t speak 
and the mysterious nurse is 
interrupted while explaining 
what happened. 
Outcome: Harley now knows 
that she’ll become a wolf. 
Reaction: Harley accepts her 
new reality but is stressed by 
her family’s upset. 
Reflection: She numbly 
worries a bit about 
transforming. 
Decision: It’s time to go 
home, to follow the nurse’s 
advice. 
1.2. Contemplation; Going 
Home 
 
Harley ruminates on what 
will happen to her and is 
picked up by her mother, 
who brings Harley to the 
house she grew up in during 
her teenage years. This scene 
establishes Harley’s strength, 
why she accepts her fate so 
readily, and the strange, 
wordless nature of her 
mother. Also, it emphasizes 
her family’s wealth, 
contrasting it against the 
rural surroundings. 
2.1. Homework with Brynn 
Harley awakens to prepare 
for her first transformation, 
but she is roped into helping 
Brynn with her homework. 
This scene shows Brynn and 
Harley’s relationship along 
with Brynn’s apparent 
disconnect from their 
mother. It also showcases 
Harley’s calm practicality 
and love for her sister, 
especially. 
Goal: To safely transform 
away from humans. 
Challenges: The 
transformation is immensely 
painful, and Arden comes to 
torment her and establish 
dominance. 
Outcome: Harley successfully 
transforms into a wolf, then 
returns to human form, but 
Arden humiliates her. 
Reaction: Harley is both 
afraid and furious. 
Reflection: She begins to 
nurse a grudge. 
Decision: She should go 
home to avoid making her 
family suspicious. 
2.2. First Transformation 
(THE FIRST PLOT POINT) 
Harley sneaks out of the 
house to find a remote spot 
to transform on the property: 
the lake area. She undergoes 
the agony of her first change. 
This scene establishes 
tension and anticipation, then 
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the release—it provides a 
detailed description of the 
transformation process and 
the power and senses of the 
werewolf. Harley is in 
control and prepared. 
2.3. First Arden 
Confrontation (THE FIRST 
PLOT POINT) 
-Harley senses Arden’s 
presence and attacks him; he 
easily subdues her and seems 
to be the one who left a note 
among her possessions. This 
scene begins to establish 
Arden’s somewhat selfish, 
impetuous nature. It provides 
Harley with further werewolf 
guidance—the bare basics. 
3.1. Brynn Notices; Period 
A conservation officer’s 
(CO) truck is in the 
driveway; Harley slips back 
into the house, and Brynn 
notices that Harley is 
different, that she wasn’t in 
her bed. The scene ends in 
tension and the beginning of 
Harley’s period. This scene 
foreshadows an upcoming 
confrontation between 
Harley and Brynn and the 
importance of cycles. 
Goal: Harley needs to deflect 
Brynn’s inquiries as to her 
whereabouts. 
Challenges: Harley can’t 
convince Brynn to let her go. 
Outcome: Harley deflects and 
avoids Brynn. Brynn has to 
go to school.  
Reaction: Harley deflects. 
Reflection: Harley considers 
lying. 
Decision: She doesn’t know 
what to do. She hopes that 
Brynn will forget. 
3.2. Ominous Comment 
Dad provides an explanation 
for the CO truck Harley 
noticed earlier; there is a 
symbolic statement 
comparing werewolves’ lack 
of fear with the danger faced 
by bears that get too close to 
people. This comment can be 
seen as a warning to Harley, 
about herself and Arden. 
4.1. The Blog 
Harley spends a few days 
researching werewolf shit on 
the internet. She submits a 
post to the blog Hairy 
Thoughts, suspecting that 
this is an online forum for 
werewolves in the area. This 
Goal: Harley wants to learn 
more about werewolves and 
the one who bit her. 
Challenges: There’s a lot of 
fake information and BS to 
wade through online, and no 
one can give her information 
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scene reinforces Harley’s 
thorough nature and allows 
Alexis to later make contact. 
about the ‘nurse’ at the 
hospital. 
Outcome: She makes contact 
on a blog, but that’s it. 
Reaction: She eats a block of 
cheese and masturbates. 
Reflection: She’s frustrated 
and anxious. 
Decision: She will wait for 
the next full moon. 
4.2. Reconnaissance / 
Frustration 
Harley leaves the confines of 
the house to inquire about 
the ‘nurse’ at the hospital. 
Then, she goes to her 
apartment to restock and 
vent. This scene reveals 
Harley’s true current living 
situation and more of the 
logical steps one may take to 
trace the source of werewolf 
contact. 
5. Pumpkin-Carving 
Dad leaves Harley and 
Brynn alone after insisting 
that they carve some 
pumpkins together for 
Halloween. Brynn confronts 
Harley about her secrecy, so 
Harley makes a promise to 
reveal all in the future. This 
scene temporarily solves one 
small problem and serves as 
proof of the closeness of the 
bond between the sisters. 
Goal: To gain her sister’s 
forgiveness. 
Challenges: Harley can’t 
reveal the full truth. 
Outcome: Brynn agrees to 
make up so long as Harley 
eventually reveals the truth. 
Reaction: Harley is overcome 
with tears and love. 
Reflection: Harley decides 
not to reveal all of the details 
that may hurt Brynn—like the 
fact that Harley is really the 
‘accident’ child.  
Decision: Harley can tell 
Brynn anything at any point 
because there’s no set 
timeline for ‘when I’m ready’ 
to reveal the truth. 
6. Second Transformation; 
Enter Alexis 
Harley senses the coming 
change. She transforms again 
and kills a bear caught in the 
trap meant for her attacker 
(Arden). Alexis approaches 
her while she’s feeding and 
transforms into her human 
shape, offering to bring 
Harley to the one who bit 
her. This scene introduces 
Alexis and her discomfort 
with being a werewolf, 
Alexis’ attraction to Harley, 
Goal: To kill and eat the 
young bear. 
Challenges: To open the bear 
to trap, to communicate with 
Alexis: trust. 
Outcome: Harley eats the 
bear and Alexis gets Harley to 
transform back into human 
form. Alexis agrees to bring 
Harley to the one who bit her. 
Reaction: Harley is anxious 




and the relative strength of 
werewolves vs. bears, at 
least. 
Reflection: Harley decides to 
go with Alexis and notices 
her preparedness and 
helpfulness.   
Decision: Harley decides to 
put some of her trust in 
Alexis. 
7.1. Flat Tire Conversation 
On the way to driving Harley 
to Arden’s house, Alexis’ 
vehicle blows a tire. While 
replacing the tire (using only 
their hands), Alexis reveals 
how she met Arden. This 
small scene further 
introduces Alexis’ character 
and insinuates Arden’s lack 
of trustworthiness.   
Goal: To discover more about 
werewolves and the person 
who bit her. 
Challenges: Arden dominates 
Harley, again. Arden hasn’t 
convinced Harley of his 
truthfulness yet, and she is 
afraid to ask more questions 
and engage in a process of 
revealing more about herself. 
Outcome: She has minimal 
interaction with Arden in this 
scene. 
Reaction: Suspicion and fear. 
Reflection: She is afraid and 
worries about her sister, too—
especially in Scene 7.2.  
Decision: Harley decides to 
avoid Arden and ignore the 
Brynn problem. 
7.2. The Shanty; Meeting 
Arden, Officially 
Alexis drives Harley through 
the industrial quarter of 
town, bringing her to a filthy 
shanty that functions as the 
Pack’s headquarters. In 
human form, Arden 
dominates Harley, forcing 
her to her knees. This scene 
introduces Arden’s living 
situation and method of 
dealing with spirited wolves; 
it lays another layer of 
unease and establishes some 
werewolf ‘rules.’ This is the 
first scene with Isaac and 
Arden’s overt lies. 
7.3. Return to Independence 
Dad recounts the story of the 
dead bear and the CO; 
Harley worries about Brynn, 
and Harley moves back into 
her apartment. This is a 
transitional scene that reveals 
her father’s reaction to the 
dangerous bear incident. 
8. Chatting with the Pack; 
Creepy Isaac 
Alexis gathers ‘the girls’ 
(except Cherry) to hobnob 
and answer questions Harley 
may have. They discuss the 
topic of telling humans 
Goal: To learn more about 
werewolves. 
Challenges: Everyone is a bit 




(family) about lycanthropy. 
Isaac crashes the party with 
his sinister presence and 
teaches Harley how to 
control the transformation. 
This scene further reinforces 
Arden’s secrecy/reticence 
and Isaac’s bestial 
alignment. The scene also 
introduces some future allies. 
Outcome: Harley learns about 
refined transformation (not 
called such, yet) but little 
about the others—other than 
that one should not tell 
humans about lycanthropy. 
Reaction: Harley’s 
confidence is bolstered by 
Isaac and the others’ 
submission. 
Reflection: Harley is 
disturbed by Alexis’ 
helplessness/submission. 
Decision: Harley extends the 
hand of friendship to Alexis. 
9. Party and Sleepover 
The Pack parties at Cherry’s 
house; Harley gets stoned 
and fends off Alexis’ sexual 
advances. Harley transforms, 
due to anger/agitation. The 
Pack moves to the shanty to 
sleep together in the 
mattress-filled basement. 
Alexis and Harley reconcile 
before falling to sleep. This 
scene continues to build 
upon Alexis and Harley’s 
relationship and werewolf 
dynamics. 
Goal: To get through a social 
gathering. 
Challenges: Harley gets 
stoned and Alexis pushes her 
patience. 
Outcome: They have an 
argument, Harley transforms, 
and they all go to sleep in the 
shanty. 
Reaction: Harley is frustrated, 
but she comforts Alexis 
anyway, feeling protective of 
her. 
Reflection: She believes that 
Alexis believes in ‘humanity’ 
too much. 







Scene Groupings and Significance: Act Two of Then, We Were Wolves, Again 
Scene Number and Name Scene Details Plot Significance 
1. Rape; Death; Drive 
Harley awakens to find 
Alexis gone; when she 
follows her scent, Harley 
finds Isaac in the act of 
raping Alexis. Harley kills 
Isaac, and she and Arden 
drive Alexis to her house. 
Alexis transforms and stays 
in wolf form. This scene 
amplifies the sense of 
Arden’s poor judgement, 
further damages Alexis, and 
shows how far Harley will go 
for those she cares about. It 
hints at symbolic significance 
when Harley is 
feeling/looking monstrous in 
her hybrid state. 
Goal: To save Alexis. 
Challenges: Both women are 
scarred by the rape and sure 
of Arden’s disapproval. 
Outcome: Harley kills Isaac, 
and Arden agrees with her 
decision. He also makes 
excuses. 
Reaction: Harley is horrified 
and furious. 
Reflection: She doesn’t 
believe that Arden knows 
what he’s talking about. 
Decision: She fakes her 
fealty to Arden and lays low. 
2. Third Full Moon 
Alexis is still in wolf form. 
The Pack goes for a run 
together, killing a bull moose 
and stalking some campers. 
When the Pack returns to 
human form, Alexis remains 
a wolf. This scene shows that 
Alexis’ problem persists and 
hints at Harley’s acceptance 
of murder. 
Goal: To comfort Alexis—to 
bring her back to human 
form. 
Challenges: Crossing paths 
with human campers, getting 
the others to move along and 
leave her, Alexis and Arden 
in privacy. 
Outcome: Alexis does not 
change back. Arden lets 
some of his past slip. 
Reaction: Harley is 
disappointed and 
disbelieving. 
Reflection: Harley doesn’t 
believe that ‘time’ is all it 
takes to solve Alexis’ hurt. 
Decision: Harley begins to 
actively search for a solution 
to Alexis’ withdrawal, rather 
than just waiting it out. 
3.1. Living with Alexis 
Harley snoops in Alexis’ 
house, discovering that 




Alexis is a photographer. 
Arden stops by and he and 
Harley discuss Alexis’ 
condition. Once again, he 
avoids most of Harley’s 
questions and forces her to 
black out. This scene builds 
on what the reader knows 
about Alexis and further 
cements Arden’s unreliability 
regarding information. 
Challenges: Arden won’t 
answer the question and tries 
to shut Harley down. 
Outcome: Harley is able to 
briefly stand up to him; she 
finds a victim for Alexis, on 
her own. 
Reaction: Harley does not 
accept Arden’s ignorance; 
she resists his dominance, 
briefly. Arden storms away 
when she blacks out. 
Reflection: Harley can’t get 
the escaped rapist out of her 
thoughts, and she needs to 
take some kind of action 
because domestic life is not 
for her. 
Decision: Harley decides to 
hunt the rapist with Alexis. 
3.2. Planning a Murder 
Harley reads about an 
escaped rapist and decides to 
hunt him down with Alexis. 
Harley is going stir-crazy. 
This small scene 
foreshadows the slaying of 
Pulion and emphasizes the 
irony of Alexis now being 
more comfortable as a wolf. 
4. The Slaying of Pulion 
Harley drives herself and 
Alexis to a construction site 
outside of the prison. They 
track the escaped rapist, and 
Harley makes the first attack, 
utterly naked and in human 
form. Alexis follows suit, 
finally returning to her 
human shape. This scene is a 
partial resolution for the rape 
trauma. 
Goal: To kill Pulion and have 
Alexis return to human form. 
Challenges: Alexis is initially 
unwilling to transform back. 
Outcome: Harley begins to 
attack Pulion while in human 
form. Alexis joins in, also 
returning to human form. 
Reaction: Harley won’t let 
Alexis participate until she 
changes. 
Reflection: Harley is excited 
to kill, compares it to 
catching a frog by hand. 
Decision: Alexis returns to 
human form and joins Harley 
in the kill. 
5.1. Return to the Apartment 
Alexis seems ready to be left 
alone now, so Harley goes 
back to her apartment, 
considering the state of her 
ethics and morality before 
falling asleep. This scene 
further fleshes out Alexis’ 
backstory and shows 
Harley’s reaction to the 
Goal: To return to 
independence and vent 
energy and frustration. 
Challenges: Harley is 
restless, and the homeless 
men aren’t acting 
aggressively.  
Outcome: Harley goes back 
to her apartment after her 
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murder they have committed. nocturnal run; she doesn’t 
kill anyone. 
Reaction: Harley reins 
herself in. 
Reflection: She thinks about 
the freedom of cats vs. dogs 
and is implied to long for 
more independence from 
humanity. 
Decision: She kills neither 
the homeless people nor the 
cat. 
5.2. Spruce Bog Preserve; 
Aggression 
Restless and irritated by the 
noise coming from the 
neighbouring apartment, 
Harley goes for a walk to 
Spruce Bog Preserve (in the 
middle of the night). She 
transforms, goes for a romp, 
then walks back through the 
‘Hood,’ hoping to provoke an 
attack by some sleazy 
character. Later, she catches 
a cat and reflects upon 
notions of freedom. This 
scene shows Harley’s 
discomfort with city 
surroundings and her need 
for refuge in nature, as well 
as her pessimism regarding 
human nature. 
6.1. Enter Emma 
The Pack attends a meeting 
meant to address Isaac’s 
death, but Arden and Alexis 
do not show. Instead, Emma 
arrives, and so begins the 
unravelling of Arden’s 
supremacy and secrets. 
Before she departs, she offers 
further knowledge of cycles 
of power and resistance to 
the domination impulse. This 
scene marks the final major 
doubt of Arden’s power and 
virtue. 
Goal: To attend a pack 
meeting to check on Alexis 
again. 
Challenges: Emma shows up. 
Arden loses it when he 
smells her afterwards, and 
Alexis shows up even later to 
see and hear none of Emma’s 
truth or Arden’s reaction.  
Outcome: Alexis remains 
unconvinced of Arden’s 
errors and Harley is further 
convinced. 
Reaction: Harley feels 
vindicated, charged, and 
intrigued. 
Reflection: Harley realizes 
that she needs to introduce 
Alexis to Emma. 
Decision: Harley decides to 
pursue Emma’s offer of a 
meeting, and she knows that 
she needs to bring Alexis to 
convince her of Arden’s 
instability. 
6.2. Arden Loses It 
Arden, Neal, and Frederic 
arrive together at the shack, 
and, upon catching Emma’s 
scent (she’s been gone for a 
while now), Arden freaks 
out, destroying more of the 
house and rampaging off into 
the forest. 
7.1. Parking Lot Discussion Harley attempts to convince Goal: Harley wants to obtain 
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Alexis of Arden’s instability. 
Alexis discusses her 
misgivings and reluctance to 
upset the order of the pack. 
more knowledge about 
werewolves and hopes that 
Emma can clarify her doubts. 
She also wants Alexis to see 
how much more reasonable 
Emma is than Arden. 
Challenges: Alexis is upset 
and initially doesn’t want to 
believe that she’s been taken 
advantage of by Arden: truth 
hurts. Alexis leaves Harley 
before agreeing to any sort of 
cooperation.  
Outcome: Alexis leaves still 
feeling on the fence, but 
Harley is convinced by 
Emma. 
Reaction: Harley is more 
angry (but less afraid) of 
Arden. Alexis feels 
conflicted loyalty—between 
Harley and Arden. 
Reflection: Harley realizes 
that Alexis can’t handle 
change well; she’s used to 
the evil she knows and tends 
to stick with it, rather than 
face some new hell. 
Decision: Harley wants to 
tell the other Pack members 
what she’s learned; she wants 
to extricate them from 
Arden, but she will wait until 
Alexis is ready to join her. 
7.2. Meeting with Emma 
(THE MIDPOINT) 
Using the contact 
information (and scent) that 
Emma left, Harley and 
Alexis meet up with Emma. 
She reveals Arden’s past to 
them and explains who she 
is. Then, Harley and Alexis 
briefly discuss what they will 
do going forward. This scene 
reveals a whole world of 
alternatives to Arden’s reign. 
It also helps Harley to better 
understand Arden. 
8.1. The Calm Before the 
Storm 
Brynn visits Harley’s 
apartment for a sleepover. 
They go for a walk and 
Harley opens birthday 
presents from her parents and 
Brynn. The gift and 
interaction with Mom hint at 
Mom’s actual feelings 
toward Harley: love and 
concern. Harley notices that 
Brynn has reached menarche.   
Goal: To rush to Brynn’s 
defense.  
Challenges: Harley has to 
figure out how to protect all 
members of her family, all at 
once. 
Outcome: Harley calls Alexis 
and Emma and asks them to 
help her defend her family 
while she stays at Brynn’s 
side. 
Reaction: Harley is furious 8.2. Brynn is Attacked / Harley wakes up to find that 
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Hospital Déjà vu (THE 
THIRD PLOT POINT) 
her sister has made a trip to 
her school and broken her 
arm on the way. When 
Harley storms into the 
emergency department, she 
smells Arden’s scent on 
Brynn and knows that Brynn 
is lying about tripping over a 
concrete barrier. Harley 
panics, then decides to 
accompany her family back 
to their house, to guard all of 
them. 
and terrified, all at once. She 
almost loses control and 
transforms in the hospital’s 
bathroom. She starts 
transforming in front of 
Brynn, too. 
Reflection: Harley realizes 
that Arden will do whatever 
he can to remain in power; he 
is afraid of the changes that 
Emma’s presence will bring.  
Decision: Harley decides to 
reveal her werewolf nature to 
Brynn. She also decides to 
kill Arden by any means 
possible and to contact 
Emma, despite Arden’s 
threats. 
8.3. Truths Revealed (THE 
THIRD PLOT POINT) 
Harley and Brynn begin to 
clean up the long-neglected 
guest house, making it ready 
for Alexis, who is tailing 
Mom home. Brynn correctly 
guesses that Harley is a 
werewolf. Then Brynn 
recounts what actually 
happened to her: when she 
went through the green belt 
to cross the highway to pick 
up homework from her 
school, her arm was broken 
by Arden in werewolf form. 
Arden has left a meaningful 
note on Brynn’s person. 
Despite Harley’s fears, Brynn 
has not been bitten. However, 
Brynn seems eager to 
become a werewolf. Harley 
tells Brynn that she needs to 
consider this choice for a 
while. Alexis is shown the 
proof of Arden’s treachery; 
she finally agrees to side with 
Harley. The two of them call 
Emma, despite the threat 
issued by Arden.   
9.1. Brynn Shows Her 
Colours: Red 
Alexis and Brynn grow 
closer; Brynn is quietly eager 
to become a werewolf. 
Harley patrols the territory 
obsessively. Emma has been 
Goal: To gather allies against 
Arden.  
Challenges: They have to 
meet and hide at Harley’s 
parents’ place. Harley is 
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contacted, but she has not 
arrived yet. Harley finds an 
old trapper cabin on the 
property. When she returns 
from this latest run, she finds 
that Brynn is in the process 
of killing a lame chicken. 
Harley approves of the 
kindness of killing. 
reluctant to trust the others 
and, initially, is dismayed 
that Alexis has invited them 
to her territory.  
Outcome: Alexis is the one 
to coordinate this meeting, 
and the ones she calls listen 
to Emma and see and smell 
the proof of Arden’s attack 
on Brynn. They agree to join 
forces against Arden, 
enthused at the news that 
there’s another way to live, 
other than Arden’s. 
Reaction: Harley is 
nervous… then grateful.  
Reflection: Harley realizes 
that she can’t exist as an 
island and can’t beat Arden 
alone. 
Decision: Harley decides to 
trust the others, to form a 
Pact, rather than a new Pack. 
Harley’s allies will take turns 
staying in the guest house on 
the parents’ property. 
9.2. Emma Arrives / Harley 
is Bested 
Emma appears in the forest 
behind the guest house. She 
returns to human form and 
urges Harley to find more 
allies in her defense of 
Brynn. When Emma tests 
Harley’s and Alexis’ 
abilities’ to resist Coercion, 
Alexis is revealed to be far 
more proficient than Harley; 
Alexis has been practicing, 
unlike Harley. Distressed by 
her failure, Harley departs to 
once more patrol the 
territory. 
9.3. Genesis of the Pact 
Harley sleeps outside, and, 
despite her realization that 
other werewolves have 
arrived, she passes out again 
beneath the guest house’s 
bedroom window. The 
reasonable Pack members 
have responded to Alexis’ 
request for a meeting to 
discuss Arden’s overreaction 
and crime against Brynn. 
Alexis sticks up for herself, 
against the Pack and Harley, 
and encourages the others to 
do the same. They work out a 
tentative routine, with allies 
taking turns guarding 
Harley’s family. 
10.1. Prelude to Battle 
Harley’s new ‘normal’ is 
established, as she goes about 
her routine of patrolling and 
visiting the other Pact 
Goal: To protect Harley’s 
family without the parents 
noticing. Harley’s goal is to 
kill Arden, especially.   
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members. She practices 
Coercion resistance with 
Alexis, then with Emma in 
the forest. When she reaches 
Joel’s post, she finds 
Roydeep instead; Joel never 
showed up for his shift. 
Challenges: Harley still 
struggles a bit with Arden’s 
dominance and the fear he 
inspires. Willow is abducted. 
Outcome: Arden maims Joel, 
leaving him behind. Arden 
takes Willow and issues a 
warning: next time he will 
use lethal force. They had 
better return to him before 
then. 
Reaction: Fear and dismay. 
Reflection: Harley realizes 
that the Pact can’t attack first 
because Arden has moved 
the Pack into the suburbs. 
The forest affords privacy, 
but it also enables sneak 
attacks and violent 
confrontation. Harley is 
afraid for Brynn—terrified. 
Decision: She decides that 
she will need to bite Brynn. 
10.2. The Second Assault 
Arden and the Pack members 
still loyal to (or intimidated 
by him) raid the property. 
Brynn sees Harley fully 
transform. Joel doesn’t help 
Arden much, so Arden 
maims him and leaves him 
behind. Arden abducts 
Willow. Emma, despite her 
great experience, is defeated 
(but not killed—on purpose). 
Alexis is not in the forest, as 
she has stayed with Brynn to 
protect her. Arden 
withdraws, leaving the Pact 
with a warning. He has not 
set out to kill Harley; he still 
wants her loyalty—one way 
or another—and he wants to 
bring the Pack to heel again. 
10.3. Joel Tells All 
Joel explains how, after 
Arden’s outburst, Arden went 
nuts trying to get Harley and 
Alexis to talk to him, and he 
continued acting very 
aggressively, forcing Pack 
members to leave their 
houses to stay with him for 
days. A few days prior to the 
attack, Arden took his 
steadfast Pack to Cherry’s 
house and moved in. Old 
George slipped away right 
after Arden’s outburst, before 
Arden could command him 
to stay. Due to Joel’s heavy 
pot use, he couldn’t use 
Emma’s method to break the 
domination Arden inflicted 
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over him. Arden is convinced 
that Harley will not transform 
a child. He never foresees her 
taking that action. 
11. A Christmas Miracle 
On Christmas Day, only days 
after Arden’s last attack, 
Harley bites Brynn. 
Goal: To safely turn Brynn 
into a werewolf. 
Challenges: Harley’s self-
doubt. Will she be cursing 
her sister? 
Outcome: Harley bites 
Brynn. 
Reaction: Harley is proud of 
her sister’s strength. 
Reflection: She knows that 
she’s made the right 
decision, ultimately. 
Decision: She will guide her 
sister through her transition. 
She will never use Coercion 






Scene Groupings and Significance: Act Three of Then, We Were Wolves, Again 
 
Scene Number and Name Scene Details Plot Significance 
1.1. Brynn’s First (THE 
CLIMAX) 
Brynn experiences her first 
transformation on January 
12th, 2017—the full moon. 
She experiences 
Concurrence. 
Goal: To guide Brynn 
through her first 
transformation; to kill Arden. 
Challenges: Arden attacks. 
Neal is very strong and on 
the Pack’s side. Characters 
die. Mom shows up after the 
confrontation has mostly died 
down—stealthy, careful. 
Outcome: Arden retreats, 
soundly defeated. After the 
battle, Cherry leaves the 
Pack. Mom accepts her 
daughters’ lycanthropy. 
Reaction: Sadness, regret 
over killing Frederic because 
of his family. Disbelief, then 
pleasure at her mother’s 
acceptance. 
Reflection: Harley realizes 
that her mother has always 
loved her. This is it 
manifested. 
Decision: The Pact can 
remain in the guest house to 
heal. 
 
1.2. The Fatal Assault (THE 
CLIMAX) 
Arden and company arrive 
on the January full moon, 
hours after Brynn’s first 
transformation. They attack 
on this full moon because 
Cherry has told Arden about 
the Concurrence, and this is 
when she is menstruating. 
Willow and Sondra are also 
synced to this cycle, but 
Cherry never cared to notice. 
Willow breaks Arden’s hold 
and returns to the Pact’s side. 
Frederic tries to switch to the 
Pact when he sees that the 
Pack is losing. Frederic is 
killed, and the noise attracts 
Mom, who appears as Arden 
is retreating. He makes a 
move to kill Mom (who is 
carrying a rifle). Harley 
saves Mom and reveals 
herself to be her daughter. 
1.3. Mom Knows (THE 
CLIMAX) 
First, Arden and the Pack 
disperse, chased out by the 
Pact, led by Alexis. Emma 
stays with Harley and Brynn 
to make sure that Mom 
doesn’t hurt them. Mom 
accepts her daughters’ 
lycanthropy. 
2.1. Establishing the End 
The dead are buried in the 
spring. Pack members who 
were in with Arden gradually 
disperse, most going to the 
Goal: To establish normalcy 
again—in whatever form that 
may have to take between 
two werewolf sisters. 
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colony where Emma lived. 
Emma is confident that 
between Harley, Alexis, 
Brynn, and Mom, the family 
can protect itself against 
Arden: one man can no 
longer be a cult. Arden is 
seen from time to time, 
alone. Emma never moves 
out, getting sicker and sicker. 
Challenges: Arden is spotted 
with a human. 
Outcome: Both the Pack and 
the Pact disperse. Emma is 
ailing; she remains, as Mom 
feels indebted to her. 
Reaction: Harley is much 
more at ease with her 
existence, happy to have 
Emma as a mentor to her and 
Brynn. 
Reflection: She doesn’t think 
that Arden can come back 
into power, but she’s 
suspicious of his relationship 
with the unknown human. 
She realizes that she can’t 
protect everyone; they have 
their own power and agency, 
especially Brynn. 
Decision: Harley thinks that 
she may yet gather Alexis 
and Brynn to kill Arden with 
her. 
2.2. A Sighting 
Harley phones her old 
roommate, Mikom. A Pact 
member sees Arden in town 
and, later, so does Harley. 
It’s early spring, and he’s 
walking hand-in-hand with 
someone. This scene 
amplifies Harley’s lingering 
unease, but the woman seems 
comfortable, happy, calm, 
and self-assured. However, 
Harley is still afraid that 
Arden may bite this person. 
3. The Death of Emma 
Sensing her approaching 
death, Emma asks Harley to 
bring Arden to her. When he 
arrives, he has attempted to 
conceal the scent evidence of 
the human he was walking 
with. Harley suspects guilt. 
Upon Emma’s urging, Arden 
swears not to make another 
werewolf—ever again. 
Shortly after this visit, Emma 
requests that Harley 
euthanize her. Harley 
acquiesces and buries Emma. 
Goal: To see Emma off 
according to her wishes. 
Challenges: Arden arrives 
and has attempted to conceal 
the evidence of his dalliance 
with a human. Emma is so 
sick that she can neither 
smell the human scent nor 
the coverup.  
Outcome: Emma makes 
Arden swear not to make 
more werewolves—to just 
band with existing ones, to 
give them all of the options 
available. 
Reaction: Harley gets her 
hackles up and is a bit angry 
with Emma for inviting him 
to her parents’ house. 
Reflection: She thinks that 
Arden is not being honest, 
that he’s hiding the human 
scent because he intends to 
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turn the human.  
Decision: Harley will keep 
an eye on Arden and will 
respect and trust Emma’s 
wishes for peace… for now. 
4.1. Stifling Summer 
A hot, dry summer swiftly 
arrives; the unbearable 
mosquitoes give way to 
oppressive heat and smoke. 
Mom divorces Dad, but they 
continue to live together. 
While gardening in town, 
Harley continues to flirt with 
the idea of killing Arden; she 
decides that if she does kill 
Arden, it would be best to do 
it during the August full 
moon, her next Concurrence. 
Even though he still hasn’t 
turned the human he’s with 
(who seems to be related to 
him somehow), Harley 
continues to feel lingering 
unease. Refugees start to 
arrive from the cities and 
rural communities being 
evacuated due to wildfires. 
Goal: To occupy herself, to 
escape the fire, to help her 
family evacuate. 
Challenges: Thick smoke, 
lingering suspicions, love for 
the forest that will burn. The 
awkwardness of her parents’ 
divorce and setting up their 
living accommodations in the 
hotel. 
Outcome: Harley’s family 
moves into a hotel. Alexis 
stays with Harley in her 
apartment. 
Reaction: Sorrow and 
resolution. Harley worries for 
the other wolves. 
Reflection: She is sad, but 
she is grateful for the safety 
of her family. The forest will 
return. She also realizes that 
she is slightly concerned for 
Arden.  
Decision: Harley, Alexis, 
family, and the remaining 
wolves will pre-emptively 
leave Hornbol. They plan a 
day. 
4.2. Province on Fire; First 
Wave 
The wildfires continue to 
consume British Columbia; 
one of the biggest fires has 
reached the area north of 
Hornbol, and Harley’s family 
has already received an 
evacuation order. Harley 
helps pack, then says 
goodbye to her old home 
before leaving it for the last 
time. Her family stays in a 
‘fancy’ hotel in town. Alexis 
has also received an 
evacuation order; she stays 
with Harley in her apartment. 
They contact the wolves who 
still live in Hornbol to make 
sure that they’re safe. No one 
has heard from Arden or seen 
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him in a while. 
5. The Emergency 
Evacuation 
During the night, an 
immediate emergency 
evacuation begins; the fire 
has raced into city limits. 
While the rest of Hornbol 
evacuates, Harley drags her 
heels, coming last in their 
little convoy. She is driving 
with Brynn, but flags Alexis 
down, handing Brynn off to 
her. Harley has just 
remembered that Arden is 
still in Hornbol. 
Goal: To escape the fire and 
keep everyone safe. 
Challenges: The fire is 
moving very quickly and 
takes everyone by surprise in 
the middle of the night. 
Harley suddenly remembers 
Arden. Brynn is reluctant to 
let Harley go alone. 
Outcome: Harley and family 
start evacuating. Brynn is 
riding with Harley, but she 
stops, has Brynn get in 
Alexis’ car, makes Alexis 
swear to stay safe or move on 
with Brynn if the fire gets too 
close. Harley begins to drive 
back to the industrial quarter 
to look for Arden. 
Reaction: Harley is sure that 
Alexis will look after Brynn; 
she trusts her. 
Reflection: Harley still isn’t 
sure if she’s going to finish 
Arden off or rescue him; she 
just knows that she needs 
closure—to see him dead or 
alive. She’s a bit worried, 
though, because it isn’t her 
Concurrence yet.  
Decision: She decides to do 
whatever feels right when 
she sees him. If he attacks, 
she will kill him. 
6.1. Final Confrontation 
(THE RESOLUTION) 
It isn’t the full moon, but 
Harley is out of time. She 
drives as far as she can go, to 
the railway crossing in the 
industrial quarter. The fire is 
beyond the crossing and has 
dropped burning trees across 
the road. She transforms, 
goes to the shack, finds it on 
fire, follows Arden’s scent 
into the woods. They fight, 
Goal: To find Arden, then 
escape the fire. 
Challenges: She can only 
drive so far before the road is 
blocked by burning timber. 
Arden won’t come quietly. 
Her car is on fire when she 
returns to it. 
Outcome: Arden lets the 
flames consume him. Harley 
runs down the highway on 
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and Arden wins—just 
barely—but he steps back 
into the flames, admitting his 
ultimate defeat: the inability 
to adapt, to change. He 
cannot leave his past or move 
on. Harley finds a burned 
werewolf corpse and is sure 
it is the remains of the 
human Arden was spotted 
with earlier. 
foot to find Alexis and Brynn 
waiting for her further down 
the road from where they left 
her. 
Reaction: Harley feels regret 
over Arden’s death, but she 
is hopeful; her family is safe 
now—from the fire and from 
him. 
Reflection: One day, Harley 
will return to Hornbol, but 
they will take this 
opportunity to travel (she, 
Alexis, and Brynn) to the 
Red Pelts in Manitoba.   
Decision: To move onwards 
and upwards, then to return 
with their new knowledge to 
the fertile soils left after 
upheaval. 
6.2. Denouement (THE 
RESOLUTION) 
When Harley returns to her 
car, she finds it engulfed in 
flames, so she runs down the 
blazingly hot roads and the 
highway, going south, where 
she finally finds Alexis and 
Brynn waiting for her. 
Together, they drive away 
from Hornbol, Harley burnt, 
reeking of smoke, soot, and 
ashes. They will one day 
return to Hornbol—Harley 
knows this, deep down. 
 
 
